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1. Introduction 
 
In the midst of rapid social changes and modernization, urban legends survive as 
a stable but evolving structure which exist in many distinct and universal 
societies. To satisfy one’s psychological and social urges, people1 could actively 
engage in and swap between the roles of creators, co-creators and listeners of 
urban legends. Undeniably, the existence of urban legends have been taken for 
granted, as manifested by their recurring appearances in social interactions with 
social members like family members and acquaintances. Unlike fairy tales or 
historical stories, urban legends do trigger larger public attention and intrigue, 
even if the narrative elements of a typical urban legend are ambiguous and 
difficult to validate. Despite Weber’s (1958) articulation of the rationalized modern 
society, the mania for urban legends may follow a contradiction with evidence-
based modern science. While these urban stories successfully acquire mass 
public attention for pure entertainment, little do we know why these stories are 
being told. Despite being taken for granted, it is of interest to unveil the facade of 
urban legends and understand why they are created and how they are sustained, 
as well as the implicit meanings conveyed.    
 
2. Literature Review 
 
Prior to the emergence of the term “urban legends”, there have been numerous 
systematic and continuous researches focusing on “rumours” in the domains of 
“psychology, anthropology, and folklore studies” (Guerin & Miyazaki, 2006). In the 
80’s, the notion of urban legends was introduced by several scholars to 
distinguish it from rumours. Notably, Brunvand (1981) collected, categorized, and 
analysed a list of American urban legends. While considerable work have been 
done on Western urban legends, there is an obvious shortage of related 
researches in the East.  
 
 
                                               
1 Meanwhile, invisible social forces, such as the mass media and information technology, are also 
involved in the promulgation of urban legends. 
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Definition of urban legends 
 
Guerin and Miyazaki (2006) characterized urban legends as a “narrative form 
with a story plot that encourages listening”. Brunvand (1981) also defined urban 
legends as realistic stories involving “recent events or alleged events, with an 
ironic or supernatural twist”. He believed that urban legends are a “subclass” of 
folklore, in which traditional materials are disseminated within a group in either 
oral or other means. To further elaborate, he proposed several characteristics of 
urban legends:  
 
Firstly, most urban legends are structured in a containment of “variant” and 
“stable elements”. The “variant” nature refers to the existence of multiple versions 
of legends owing to the verbal distortions by each social member in successive 
“serial transmission(s)” (Shibutani, 1966). Consequently, the “communal 
recreation” (Shibutani, 1966) of a prototype urban legend occurs, in which people 
engage in collective transaction of meanings through attributing new materials. 
On the other hand, “stable elements” refers to the recurring cultural symbols of 
society in urban legends with distinctively different themes, such as the implicit 
themes of consolidating the norms, making criticisms, and expressing fears 
towards human behaviour and the status quo (Brunvand, 1981).   
 
Secondly, similar to fairy tales beginning with “Once upon a time”, urban legends 
always have ambiguous background, making them difficult to be verified yet 
being able to be framed as a “true event”. In order to amplify the trustworthiness, 
urban legends are always told in relation to “someone close to the narrator of the 
story” (Brunvand, 1981). Hence, even if essential details are missing, many 
people still believe they are true in some sense.  
 
Thirdly, the performance of urban legends is “carefully orchestrated” (Brunvand, 
1981). Similar to ghost stories storytelling, the narrator always creates an 
ambience of suspense and adopts jump scare tactics (e.g. sudden scream). 
However, in telling urban legends, the narrator simultaneously requires a degree 
of seriousness, hence eliciting the listeners’ intrigue and emotions, as well as 
increasing the credibility of these narratives.  
 6 
Differences between the colloquial and academic understandings of urban 
legends 
 
In colloquial usage, “urban legends” is often used interchangeably with “gossips“, 
“rumours”, or “conspiracy theories”. Nonetheless, these terms are conceptualized 
in slightly different ways: While both gossips and rumours are short statements2, 
gossips are concerned with persons acquainted with the narrators or the 
listeners, which cannot provoke general interest, while rumours are concerned 
with persons or institutions which can provoke general interest (Guerin & 
Miyazaki, 2006). Shibutani (1966) defined rumours as “a false report, or at least 
one which is unverified and probably false”, and Allport and Postman (1946) 
exemplified it by discussing the rumours concerning Hitler’s death3, which cannot 
be verified due to the “lack of news”, but still successfully provoked large public 
attention. Finally, conspiracy theory was defined as “a proposed plot by powerful 
people or organizations [institutions] working together in secret to accomplish 
some (usually sinister) goal” (Wood, Douglas & Sutton, 2012). In other words, 
conspiracy theories4 are allegations of the powerful agencies which have hidden 
agenda for norm-violating purposes.  
 
Although being interpreted differently, these terms share large amount of 
similarities, hence making them difficult to be separated individually (Guerin & 
Miyazaki, 2006). For example, just like gossips, urban legends can be humorous. 
In the most confusing extreme, there could be hybrid appearances of these 
elements (Guerin & Miyazaki, 2006). Nonetheless, urban legends stand out from 
the other forms in terms of duration of life (long-lived), the triggering of the mass 
interest, and the use of story plots.  
                                               
2 An example of gossips is the unambiguous allegation of a friend to be a homosexual (Guerin 
and Miyazaki, 2006). 
3 After Adolf Hitler, the chancellor of the Nazi Germany, surrendered at the end of the Second 
World War, there was no news of his whereabouts. Many people believed he in fact committed 
suicide in an underground cellar. However, his body is yet to be found. Urban legends circulated 
and speculated that he successfully fled to other countries so as to escape the penalties of 
triggering the war (Allport & Postman, 1946).  
4 According to the Internet, an example of conspiracy theory would be the alleged existence of 
Area 51 in Nevada, USA, which is the name of the U.S. Air Force facility in Nevada. It is 
perceived as a site where the US government secretly conduct researches on alien technology, 
and even imprison extraterrestrial organisms, ultimately acquire their technology and rule the 
whole mankind. 
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Theoretical rationales of creating and spreading urban legends 
 
Both intrapersonal and socio-cultural forces are motivators encouraging social 
members to engage in the creation and spreading of urban legends:  
 
For intrapersonal utilities, urban legends are created because people are in 
desperate need of explaining “unusual and supernatural” (Brunvand, 1981) 
observations and events in the nature. The instinctual motivation is endorsed by 
developmental psychologist Piaget (1936), who pointed out that the desire to 
fulfill curiosity is manifested as early as in toddlerhood for constructing the 
schemata of the surrounding world. From a behaviourist approach, the desirable 
outcomes of “operant conditioning” (Skinner, 1938) reinforce people to engage in 
collective transactions of urban legends. For example, urban legends, especially 
involving alleged gruesome murder cases and infuriated ghosts, can elicit 
emotional satisfaction and psychological excitement, and hence encouraging 
listeners to be more indulgent to urban legends. In addition, engaging in the serial 
transmissions of urban legends provide opportunities for the mass to gain 
satisfaction from being the first one5 to speak of alternative stories and relieve 
their negative emotions6 arisen from the hatred to other races, the fear of 
unknown dangers, or distrust of the status quo.  
 
For socio-cultural utilities, people can take advantage of adding variants to 
existing urban legends to exert their own value system, such as attitudes and 
prejudices, hence rationalizing their beliefs (Allport & Postman, 1946). In addition, 
urban legends can be a heuristic tool (Shibutani, 1966) to testify the new moral 
system of societies which have undergone “anomie” as a consequence rapid of 
urbanization and modernization (Durkheim & Simpson, 2002), and allow 
disoriented and frustrated individuals to orient their lost identities and perceptions 
                                               
5 No matter in casual conversations or in specific contexts (Brunvand, 1981), urban legends act 
as a medium for communication with other folk members. When people engage in communal 
transaction of details of urban legends, they are eager to be the first one to tell either new urban 
legend or provide new variance to the told legend for obtaining a sense of superiority. Hence, 
being the first has a huge “conversational cash value” (Guerin and Miyazaki, 2006) one could 
benefit from. 
6 As mentioned earlier, urban legends have implicit meanings which may criticize the status quo 
(Brunvand, 1981). Given the opportunity to relieve their emotions without inducing any harm, 
there are no “social or moral imperative” (Frost, 2000) to not spread the urban legends. 
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of the new modernized world.  
 
The promulgation of urban legends 
 
The spread of urban legends among the folk members has been theorized by 
different researchers. Allport and Postman (1946) first proposed the “basic law of 
rumour” by using a formula “R ~ i X a”. They theorized that the intensity of a 
rumour (R) is related to the product of importance (i) and ambiguity (a) of 
rumours. In other words, given the multiplication relationship of “i” and “a”, if 
either one is zero (i.e., absent), there is no rumour. Brunvand (1981) continued 
the discussion by articulating three essential pre-requisites for the survival of 
urban legends, namely, having story-like appeal, having a “foundation in actual 
belief”, and having meaningful messages. If one of these prerequisites is absent, 
the legend will be discarded immediately by all folk members.   
 
As time goes by, “serial transmission” (Shibutani, 1966) of urban legends will 
cause distortions contributing to multiple variants of the same legend. Allport and 
Postman (1946) articulated that the spreading of rumours (and urban legends) 
will undergo the following three processes: leveling, sharpening and assimilation. 
At first, an urban legend will be “leveled out” (more and more original details will 
be streamlined while essential elements are retained)7. After leveling, 
“sharpening” takes place, in which the remaining details are emphasized in each 
subsequent transmission. Hence, the urban legend will undergo “assimilation”, 
which listeners understand new information by their cognitive optimization to their 
schemata. After repeated cycles of serial transmission and distortion processes, 
more variants of legend narratives are created and evolved.      
 
Urban legends in the process of urbanization  
 
Dwyer (1971) mentioned that urbanization is a physical process of “transforming 
a [sic] non-urban area into an urban area”. This process is also reflected by the 
                                               
7 This levelling of urban legends is quite similar to playing Chinese whispers game: the more 
participants involved in the line, the more words will be distorted from the beginning to the end. 
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increasing urban density in terms of population. This phenomenon of urbanization 
is contingent to the process of industrialization (Kim, 2005), which witnesses and 
catalyzes the process of modernization and changing of lifestyles. Weber (1958) 
articulated that modernization is manifested by the process of rationalization, in 
which careful calculations of productions and scientific reasoning are heavily 
emphasized. Simultaneously, the pursuit of scientific spirit wipes out the influence 
of religion, and therefore, the society becomes disenchanted.  
 
Contingent to modernization and urbanization, the public education level has 
been increasing, as manifested by the high literacy rate (UNESCO, 2018) in 
many countries. Considering that many people have received education in this 
modernized society, it is logical to follow that they become more averse to 
ambiguous information and opt for scientifically-proven absolute truth. Counter-
intuitively, a vast majority of folk members in the society welcome urban legends, 
despite them being ambiguous and lack of credibility. 
 
Urban legends, Hong Kong and the choice of Li’s Field for study 
 
Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated regions in the world, and is 
considered as an advanced city with well-established education system and 
pervasive use of technology. Owing to the large population and the huge amount 
of social activities conducted in major urban areas, social problems, including 
social inequality and injustice are salient and prominent. Particularly, the disparity 
between the rich and the poor is serious, as manifested by the high Gini 
Coefficient of 0.539 before taxation and transfer of benefits (Law, 2019).  
 
Politically speaking, Hong Kong has witnessed the governance of the British and 
the mainland of China within 200 years. Such unique background contributes to a 
coherent but ambivalent sense of identities. The complicated and disoriented 
feelings in response to dramatic social changes (in terms of governance and 
modernity) can actually be manifested in urban legends, as shown by their 
popularity in the society.  
 
Urban legends are highly localized and fused with elements of local cultures. 
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With the prevalence of automobiles and the habit of driving alone in the West, 
there are a plethora of urban legends in relation to cars, including the “vanishing 
hitchhikers” and the “backseat murderer” (Brunvand, 1981). Hong Kong’s urban 
legends manifest a fusion of Eastern and Western cultural elements. Take the 
urban legend of Li’s Field8 as an example. This legend resembles the fear of 
government’s ability to use technology for weather control, which is similar to the 
urban legend of the High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) 
in the United States (NBC News, 2014), while simultaneously involving the 
traditional concept of the sanctification of figures in ancient Chinese mythology9. 
 
With the resourceful data derived from the discussion of Li’s field and its 
repetitive appearances during typhoon seasons each year, this research intends 
to use this urban legend as case study. As Brunvand (1981) advocated, urban 
legends manifest cultural symbols and implicit meanings, instead of being pure 
stories. It is of vital importance to unveil what is underneath this taken-for-granted 
urban legend. Considering that there is a lack of local academic researches on 
urban legends, this study endeavors to fill the research gap in understanding the 
true nature of urban legends and their promulgation patterns in Hong Kong. 
 
The origin of the Li’s Field urban legend 
 
According to two collaborative-editing websites Wikipedia (n.d.) and The 
Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (香港網絡大典) (n.d.), the 
term “Li’s Field” first appeared approximately between 2006 and 2007. By 
drawing reference to the “Absolute Terror FIELD"10 in a Japanese anime Neon 
                                               
8 Li’s Field, in Chinese 李氏力場, is an example of urban legend, because it adopts a loose story 
form, claiming that Li Ka-shing, the founder of the CK Hutchison Holdings Limited, invests in a 
technology that he could use to manipulate weather conditions and make typhoons dissipate 
earlier, so as not to interfere the economic market of Hong Kong and eliminate the possibilities of 
stock market suspensions with the hoisting of the Number 8 (or above) Typhoon Signal. 
9 Such as the mythology of Hou Yi (后羿), who used an archery bow to shoot “10 suns” down, so 
that people got emancipated from the extremely hot weather induced by the “10 suns”, hence 
endorsing both Hou Yi’s and Li’s ability to interfere with the nature (Academy of Chinese Studies, 
n.d.). 
10 In the storyline of this anime, the antagonists life-beings Angels (使徒) can generate the A.T. 
Field against all powerful mechanical attacks by human beings. The reason why this anime is 
chosen will be elaborated in the “Meaning of Field” session. 
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Genesis Evangelion (新世紀福音戰士)11, this urban legend alleges that Li Ka-
shing, the richest tycoon in Hong Kong since 1999 (Huang, 2018), “protects” 
major economic activities from interference by typhoons in two ways (Fong, 
2017): Intervening in the Hong Kong Observatory’s decisions to hoist and lower 
typhoon warning signals, and investing in a project which created an invisible 
field deflecting typhoons from Hong Kong. With the creation of this invisible field, 
Hong Kong is free from attacks by typhoons, and typhoon vacations are not likely 
to occur.  
 
With the loss of archives of old websites, the exact prototype of this urban legend 
is untraceable. However, this urban legend can be dated back to as early as 
December 2006, when there was a kuso12 (惡搞) video (Metalplastic, 2006) on 
the Li’s Field, courtesy of the ideas from HKGolden13 users (高登討論區巴打). 
After the discussion went viral on the Internet, traditional media started to put this 
urban legend into the perspective of a wider audience. According to news 
archives like WiseNews and Factiva, the earliest newspaper article related to this 
urban legend was published in 2008. Meanwhile, from 2006 to the present 
(2019), the discussion of this urban legend has never disappeared. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
11 According to the synopsis written by Cleveland (n.d.) on IMDB, the story of this Japanese 
anime series was set in the year of 2015, when angels (aliens) “start attacking the planet Earth”, 
and “only a handful of 14-year-old EVA pilots are able to stop them”. The story centers on a 
“Young Shinji Ikari (who) suddenly finds himself forced to pilot EVA-01, a giant organic mecha, 
designed and constructed by NERV, which is the only thing that can stop the Angels”. This anime 
series obtained a worldwide popularity due to the unique philosophy and narrative styles used.  
12 According to an interview article by Appledaily (Leung, 2006), Prof. Benjamin Ng from the 
Department of Japanese Studies, CUHK mentioned that Kuso (くそ) is a Japanese word that 
literally means “shit”. However, with the usage of this word in Japanese comics like Fist of the 
North Star (北斗の拳) to express anger, other semantic meanings of this word started to derive. 
On the Internet, Kuso generally describes the Internet subculture which “subverts” or modifies 
details of an original work for parody and making fun.  
13 HKGolden is an online discussion forum based in Hong Kong. When this forum was first 
established in February, 2002 (RTHK, 2012) discussions mainly focused on the news of 
information technology, especially on computers and hardware. As time progresses, the website 
expanded its scale to encompass an array of topics.  
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Typhoon warning system and typhoon vacations 
 
Hong Kong’s typhoon warning system has existed since 1884 (Fong & Yuen, 
2012). In case of typhoons or tropical cyclones, the Hong Kong Observatory 
(HKO) is responsible for hoisting and lowering typhoon signals for public 
reference. Initially, the warning system mainly provided information on typhoons, 
including their locations, distance and moving direction for mariners’ reference 
(The Hong Kong Observatory, n.d.). To ensure public safety, the warning system 
has undergone transformations to keep it up-to-date with social needs. The 
current typhoon warning system is symbolic, in which various kinds of signals 
guide the citizens’ actions in response to the intensifying or weakening strength 
of typhoons, such as finding shelters and not going outside.  
 
 
Figure 1. The evolution of the signal systems used by the Hong Kong Observatory is 
summarized by this annotated diagram (The Hong Kong Observatory, n.d.). The hoisting and 
lowering of various signals imply the change of strength of winds as a typhoon approaches or 
leaves Hong Kong. Particularly, for the current use of the Typhoon Signal No. 8, there are 4 
sub-signals indicating winds blowing from four different directions. 
 
Geographically, the Victoria Harbour is a narrow waterway in between the Hong 
Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula. With several economic restructurings 
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since the 1800’s, Hong Kong’s economy progressively shifted from fisheries14 to 
entrepôt activities, industrial factories, and finally, financial activities (Mok, 2017). 
Many of these economic activities developed and agglomerated along Victoria 
Harbour, making it a significant site for social activities. Currently, the main urban 
areas (e.g. Tsim Sha Tsui) and the Central Business Districts (e.g. Central, 
Admiralty) can be found along the Victoria Harbour. In addition, the harbour is a 
well-known tourist spot with its spectacular night view of skyscrapers. 
 
 
Figure 2. The Victoria Harbour (indicated by the blue area in the middle) is a cradle of major 
economic development in Hong Kong. Many urban settlements and business areas can be 
found alongside the harbor (Google, n.d.).  
 
Given the agglomeration of major economic activities along the Victoria Harbour, 
the Observatory had long used the wind statistics from the anemometers located 
at Victoria Harbour as the sole reference for hoisting and lowering typhoon 
signals no. 3 and no. 8 (The Hong Kong Observatory, 2006). In other words, if 
the wind speed from the data of Victoria Harbour exceeds a designated 
threshold, typhoon signals no. 3 or no. 8 will be hoisted. After the controversy of 
                                               
14 Hong Kong’s economy used to rely on agriculture and fisheries before the thriving of entrepôt 
activities after the Hong Kong (Island) was ceded to the British Empire according to the Treaty of 
Nanjing (1848)  
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Typhoon Prapiroon in August 2006 (Fong, & Yuen, 2012), in which the 
Observatory’s decision to maintain the Strong Wind Signal No. 3 without regard 
to the real situation outdoors at that time was being challenged, the Observatory 
reviewed the typhoon warning system and began to consider the anemometer 
statistics from eight meteorological stations in case of the need to hoist the 
Strong Wind Signal No. 3 and Gale or Storm Signal No. 8 (The Hong Kong 
Observatory, 2006).  
 
Since the operations of many social institutions, including the economic markets 
(Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, n.d.), schools (The Hong Kong 
Observatory, n.d. a) and offices (Labour Department, HKSAR, n.d.) have to be 
suspended when the Gale or Storm Signal No. 8 is hoisted, many people would 
draw an equivalence between the No. 8 signal and typhoon vacations. 
Nonetheless, typhoon vacations or work suspension during typhoons are not 
legally-binding.  
 
The debate on statutory typhoon vacations can be traced back to July 1993, 
when the Labour Department representative rejected suggestions of 
arrangements during typhoons proposed by several labour unions, such as The 
Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions (Wen Wei Po, 1993). It was reported that 
the colonial government did not legalize typhoon vacations based on its non-
interventionist policies15 on the market conditions in Hong Kong (MingPao, 1993; 
Overseas Chinese Daily News, 1994). In practice, since businesses and activities 
are in different nature and have different needs, the use of “gentleman’s 
agreement”, in which the working arrangements during adverse weather 
conditions like typhoons and rainstorms are compromised by both employers and 
employees, is much more preferred (The Standard Hong Kong, 1994). At 
present, such “gentleman’s agreement” is formalized and summed up as a 
collection of advisory guidelines in the Code of Practice in times of Typhoons and 
Rainstorms (Labour Department, HKSAR, n.d.). On the other hand, the statutory 
                                               
15 Sir Philip Haddon-Cave, who was the Financial Secretary of Hong Kong at that time, purposed 
the economic ideology called “Positive non-intervention” (Wang, 2018). This implies that the 
British colonial government would have a minimal intervention in the market to ensure economic 
efficiency while the principle of a self-regulatory market is safeguarded. 
 15 
liabilities in case of accidents are handled with ordinances like the Occupational 
Safety and Health Ordinance, and the Employment Ordinance. 
 
Li’s Field as an urban legend 
 
Instead of being a mere joke, the narratives of the Li’s Field have fulfilled the 
characteristics of an urban legend proposed by Brunvand (1981) and Guerin & 
Miyazaki (2006). In the following, different characteristics will be discussed:  
 
(1) Narrative form with story plot 
 
Guerin and Miyazaki (2006) characterized urban legends as a “narrative form 
with a story plot that encourages listening”. The urban legend of Li’s Field 
consistently adopts a narrative form which attracts others to listen, and the stories 
derived from this legend are articulated in a fact-reporting manner. Consider the 
following two ironic excerpts found on the Internet:  
 
為保持香港的競爭力，香港人一定要勤力 D，絕不可以讓颱風阻礙大家上班上
學！「李＋×」為了大家，不惜開壇作法，身先士卒，古有諸葛借東風，今有
「李＋×」趕颱風，又不惜改革天文台的熱帶氣旋信號制度，8 號風球名存實
亡。可惜「李＋×」初得神功，未能控制自如，颱風派比安肆虐香港，成為史
上最強的 3 號風球，而垃圾桶絆倒師奶一幕，更成為國際笑柄。但在「李＋
×」的字典裡，從來沒有「認錯」這兩個字。當有示威者指責他時，他就以一
口香港腔的潮州話問：「打乜風呀，你番左工味？香港人勤力 D！唔勤力我就
撤資！」 
 
In order to maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong, Hongkongers 
must be more hard-working, and never be overwhelmed by typhoons. “Li + 
x”16 held a ritualistic ceremony on behalf of us in a manner similar to Zhu 
Ge-liang who summoned the East Wind in the past, in order to let 
typhoons go away. In addition, he reformed the signal system used by 
                                               
16 “Li + x” in this story narrative refers to Li Ka-shing because the pronunciation of symbols “+” 
and “x” in Cantonese is the same as “Ka” and “Shing”, respectively. 
 16 
the Observatory (HKO), hence the typhoon signal no. 8 vanished. Being a 
novice of his newly acquired ability to control typhoons, it is a pity that 
he cannot use his ability controllably. Typhoon Prapiroon is the strongest 
typhoon under the typhoon signal no. 3. The scene captured by the 
media, in which a woman was knocked over by a rubbish bin, became a 
global laughing stock. However, there is nothing as “admitting fault” for 
“Li + x”. When condemned by protesters, he would say in Teochew 
with Hong Kong dialect: “Typhoons? Have you worked yet? Hong Kong 
people should be working harder, otherwise I will divest (from Hong 
Kong)!”  
Excerpt from the Uncyclopedia Hong Kong (偽基百科) (n.d.) 
 
Based the first excerpt, the main goal of Li’s Field is to allow Hong Kong people 
to work harder. Unlike many urban legends, this excerpt is not constructed in a 
conventional story form. Instead, it adopts a nonfiction narrative style by first 
introducing how the protagonist (Li Ka-shing) acquired the ability to control the 
weather, and then reporting what happened to the protagonist after Typhoon 
Prapiroon. This excerpt sounds real, because the well-known Chinese historical 
story of an ancient strategist Zhu Ge-liang and the scene17 depicting a woman 
being knocked over by a rubbish bin during Typhoon Prapiroon (2006) do exist in 
real life. However, some information was fabricated and did not happen in real 
life, such as the protagonist’s response to the protesters.   
 
[本刊專訊] 近年，香港的天氣出現一個非常奇異的現象，威力比較強的颱風極
少近距離略過香港。發出八號風球，停工停課的日子更是接近零。如此反常的
現象，好像有一個力牆在阻檔颱風接近香港似的。有不少市民懷疑某李氏富商
旗下資助的氣象物理研究所正秘密進行天氣控制實驗。 
 
多年來，此研究所之存在在香港屬高度機密，其存在均無法証明，政府高官對
事更是三緘其口。被問及近年颱風路線之不尋常，前天文台台長林教授多次表
明目前尚未清楚該現象成因。經過本刊長時間的明查暗訪，李氏力牆的真相將
                                               
17 The aforementioned scene was captured by TVB news and the footage had gone viral on the 
Internet (YouTube) at that time in Hong Kong. (Newcastlehk, 2006) 
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水落石出。本刊記者走訪港九新界追尋製造力牆的設施、調查力牆阻檔颱風的
科學原理。調查過程中更發現位於港島、守衛異常深嚴、疑似深入地底的力牆
中樞控制中心的入口。內容極其豐富精彩，切勿錯過！ 
 
[Special Report] Recently, there is a weird phenomenon on Hong Kong’s 
weather, in which there are fewer strong typhoons passing close to 
Hong Kong. The number of times that a typhoon signal number 8 is 
hoisted and the number of days with class and work suspension, are 
almost zero. Such abnormal phenomenon seems to entail the fact that 
there is a force field blocking typhoons from Hong Kong. Many Hong Kong 
citizens suspect an entrepreneur with the surname of Li may have 
invested in a top-secret project for climate control initiated by his 
Research Institute of Meteorological Physics.   
 
For many years, the existence of his research institute is a classified 
secret in Hong Kong, its existence can never be proven, and many 
bureaucrats in the government have refused to comment on its 
existence. When being asked the abnormalities of the trajectories of 
recent typhoons, the former director of the Hong Kong Observatory - 
Prof. Lam said the causes of such abnormalities are unclear. After a 
period of investigations by our reporters, the truth of the Li’s Field will 
be discovered. Our reporters aims to find the facilities producing the 
force field in all districts in Hong Kong, and investigate the scientific 
theories behind the Li’s Field. During our investigation, the heavily 
guarded suspected underground entrance to the control room of the Li’s 
Field on Hong Kong Island was discovered. The content of this news is 
extremely marvelous and stunning, don’t miss it! 
Excerpt from Discuss.com.hk (from user UC_0080, 2009) 
 
This second excerpt is of a news-reporting narrative style, and engages the 
readers as if it is seeking the scientific explanation of this urban legend. The 
author of this excerpt attempted to enhance the credibility of contents via 
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introducing elements of key informant interview (with “Prof. Lam” in the text, 
which is a reference to the former director of the Hong Kong Observatory Prof. 
LAM Chiu-ying) and inclusion of photos. When compared with the first excerpt, 
the structure of this narrative is much more complete and realistic.   
 
Unlike other folk narratives such as fairy tales and jokes, lay people or readers of 
these two excerpts may in fact believe its narratives on Li’s Field if they do not 
conduct a comprehensive fact check. They have such an illusion because these 
narratives do merge their creations with something that had happened in real life, 
such as the scene depicting a woman being knocked over a rubbish bin 
(Newcastlehk, 2006) during Typhoon Prapiroon in excerpt 1, and the observation 
that there are less strong typhoons passing close to Hong Kong in excerpt 2 (No 
typhoon signal no. 8 was hoisted from 2005 to 2006. Refer to appendix 4).  
 
With the use of narrative form for telling a scientific fact, these two excerpts are 
considered as prototypes to justify the authenticity of this urban legend. As 
discussed in a latter section (p.55 - 78), such information will be leveled and 
sharpened in terms of various symbols used during the subsequent promulgation 
of this urban legend, such as the use of meme diagrams.  
 
(2) Being long-lived and interest-provoking for the public 
 
In addition, Guerin and Miyazaki (2006) also articulated that urban legends 
normally have two features: having a long duration of life and being able to trigger 
mass interest. From its emergence in 2006 to the present 2019 (Bookmarker_23, 
2019), the term Li’s Field never fell out of use. As depicted by the following 
diagram from Google Trends (2019), the search history of the keyword “Li’s Field” 
(李氏力場) on the search engine Google has never ceased since its origin in 
2006. 
 
Furthermore, the number of searches for this keyword reveals a cyclical pattern, 
peaking in summer (May - August) in successive years, because it is more likely 
to have typhoons in summer. In other words, the number of searches for this 
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keyword is contingent to the appearance of typhoons in Hong Kong. From the 
diagram, it is also observed this keyword was most-searched in October 2010, 
when Super Typhoon Megi (鮎魚), with an “estimated maximum sustained wind 
speed of 270 km/h” (The Hong Kong Observatory, 2010), was predicted to hit 
Hong Kong directly. With the potentially catastrophic threats to Hong Kong, the 
government even held an inter-departmental press conference before the 
approach of typhoon to alert citizens for the first time (Headline Daily, 2018). In 
the end, the typhoon changed trajectory and did not hit Hong Kong as predicted, 
making landfall at Fujian instead (The Hong Kong Observatory, 2010). 
Subsequently, the Li’s field urban legend re-surfaced again, since people related 
the change in trajectory with the securing of economic activities, as described in 
the urban legend. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The change of searching popularity of the keyword “Li’s Field” (李氏力場) on 
Google, from Google Trend (2019). 
 
(3) Lack of verification 
 
As Brunvand (1981) mentioned, the most significant element for the appeal of 
urban legends is the lack of verification. The Li’s Field urban legend has existed 
for more than twelve years, but the main protagonist in this urban legend - Li Ka-
shing, has never denied or affirmed the accuracy of this urban legend publicly. 
Besides, another protagonist involved in this urban legend - The Hong Kong 
Observatory (HKO), had not responded to this urban legend before 2010. 
According to a news article (Cheung, 2018), the first official response from the 
Observatory was made in 2010 by then-director Dr. Lee Boon-ying. In his 
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response, he objected to the existence of the Li’s Field and claimed that weather 
cannot be changed by single man’s power. Therefore, if a retrospective approach 
is used, the contents of this urban legend have not been verified by any 
authorities or protagonists involved, hence provoking ambiguity and leaving room 
for viral discussions.     
 
3. Research Objectives 
 
This study attempts to understand:  
1. The promulgation patterns of the urban legend of Li’s Field in Hong Kong;  
2. The implicit meanings conveyed in the urban legend of Li’s Field; and 
3. The distinctiveness of the urban legend of Li’s Field. 
 
4. Research Questions 
 
To satisfy the research objectives, the following questions are formulated:  
1. How can the urban legend of Li’s Field be associated with social change in 
Hong Kong? 
2. How does the urban legend of Li’s Field promulgate in Hong Kong society? 
3. What are the recurring and stable elements in the urban legend of Li’s Field? 
 
5. Interpretive framework 
 
To fulfill the research objectives and explore the research questions, this study 
will utilize two inter-related interpretive frameworks as backbones: social 
constructivism and social interactionism.  
 
(1) Social constructivism 
 
Social constructivism belongs to the domain of micro-sociology. Influenced by the 
development of phenomenology and ethnomethodology contributed by scholars 
like Alfred Schütz and Harold Garfinkel, Berger & Luckmann (1971) coined the 
term “social construction of reality” to illustrate a social order is something 
precede individuals. In other words, the social order is a continuous human 
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product, in which individuals actively participate in the production and perception 
of meanings to and from the surrounding.  
 
To make sense of the world we are living in, Creswell & Poth (2018) proposed 
the use of social constructivism to “interpret participants’ constructions of 
meanings from their accounts”. From each participant’s perspective, they attach 
their own meanings to experiences in the midst of social interactions. To apply 
this framework to this study, the urban legend of Li’s Field is proven a product of 
meaning-exchange among social members, in which the social artifacts of values 
and beliefs are embedded into the serial transmissions of this legend. This 
framework adheres that the existence of Li’s Field is not a pure effort by one 
individual. Instead, social members constructed this legend together through 
collective effort. While this study aims to unveil the explicit and latent meanings of 
creating Li’s Field, researchers will also “position themselves”18 and recognize 
that “their own background shapes their interpretation[s]” (Creswell & Poth, 
2018). 
 
(2) Symbolic interactionism  
 
Symbolic interactionism is a school of thought aim at using pragmatic approach 
to focus on micro-level human interactions. The main thesis of the school is that 
from the perspective of person with agency (self-determination), the dialectic 
interactions from the micro-level would accumulate to construct the society as a 
macro and collective structure, where the meanings derived from the society is 
always changing. This school of thought is contributed by various scholars, 
including Herbert Blumer, George Herbert Mead, and Erving Goffman.  
 
Particularly, Mead (1934)19 articulated that the conscious awareness of self is a 
product of social and interactive experiences. To understand the dialectic 
                                               
18 Although it is challenged that researchers’ exertion of personal values would affect the validity 
and reliability of results, given the affinity of cultural and historical backgrounds of researchers 
and sampling participants in this study, the interpretation by researchers would enhance the 
consistency and depth of findings, especially when the latent symbols during the promulgation of 
li’s Field are concerned. 
19 They are pioneers in explaining how social interactions affect individuals.  
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interactions between the essence of self and the external environment, Mead 
articulated the notions of “I” and “Me”. In the theoretical model, “I” is the 
subjective part of the self which could initiate a bahaviour and engage in internal 
retrospection based on the second facet, “Me”, which is the objective part of the 
self to imagine how others see us.  
 
During the dynamic interactions between different individuals, individuals can 
consciously exchange symbols to shape the collective understanding of the 
social structure. Symbols, from their theory, consist of social artifacts, including 
language and gestures. With the accumulation of social experiences by different 
individuals, the society is perceived as undergoing a constant and dynamic 
exchange of symbols, which subsequently constitutes social norms and guide our 
behaviours. To use symbolic interactionism as the paradigm of this study, Babbie 
(2016) supplemented that it “lend[s] insights into the nature of interactions in 
ordinary social life”. Given that the creation and promulgation of the urban legend 
of Li’s Field are consequences of individuals’ interactions on a macro-level, this 
study could explore individuals’ motivations for engaging into these behaviours. 
 
6. Methodology 
 
A qualitative research method with an extended case study design was adopted 
for this study. Qualitative research method was chosen20 because the study deals 
with a plethora of data which cannot be represented numerically, including each 
sampled individual’s interpretations of Li’s Field and their motivations for 
promulgation engagement. 
 
Simultaneously, the urban legend of Li’s Field was chosen as a case study to 
explore the promulgation of urban legend of Hong Kong because of its well-
documented trajectory from its creation to the survival. Owing to Hong Kong’s 
unique cultural, the western conceptualization of the promulgation of urban 
                                               
20 In addition, since it is observed that the promulgation of Li’s Field urban legend is a macro-level 
phenomenon in Hong Kong, manifested by its wide coverage in the media, the use of quantitative 
research method would be of no use to reiterate the general existence of this urban legend in 
Hong Kong society. In order to have in-depth analysis of the unknown underlying promulgation 
patterns of this legend, qualitative research method serves as a better option. 
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legends may be not applicable to Hong Kong. Hence, the use of extended case 
study21 can “reconstruct existing theor[ies]” (Burawoy, 1991) and spot the flaws in 
existing theories (Babbie, 2016). In other words, Li’s Field urban legend was used 
to modify and contextualize existing urban legend theories to suit Hong Kong’s 
environment. 
 
Choice of data collection methods 
 
Considering the diversity of the data needed to facilitate the in-depth 
understanding of the promulgation of Li’s Field urban legend, multiple data 
collection methods were used in this study. To enhance the validity of this 
qualitative research, a triangulated approach of research design (Creswell & 
Poth, 2018) was used comprising of netographical observation (phase 1), news 
archives (phase 2) and individual interviews (phase 3).  
 
(1) Netographical observation 
 
The pervasiveness of the Internet and interactions among Internet users 
constitute a distinctive Internet ecology which affect and manifest their value-
orientation in users’ real social lives (Chao et al., 2017), in which one’s social life 
in the reality becomes inseparable with the virtual Internet domain. According to 
Braun, Clarke & Gray (2017), the media, as well as the Internet, offer “an 
excellent source of data” for conducting social researches to understand social 
phenomena, since both the media and the Internet could be the catalysts for 
inducing, proliferating and witnessing the emergence of social phenomena. 
Meanwhile, the “continued explosive growth” of the Internet after the millennium 
has contributed to the evolving sampling methods on the Internet users, as well 
as the expanding possibilities of access to more diverse samples (Hewson, 
2003). Most importantly, the Internet provides an opportunity for “Indirect 
observation” (Hewson, 2003), in which both archival data and real-time data 
could be acquired without under the laboratory settings.  
                                               
21 With the fruitful Western discussion on the terminologies of rumours and urban legends, this 
study is not conducted in total absence of theoretical models, hence it is not possible to utilize 
grounded theory approach to discover a new theory. 
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The examination of the “netographical” landscape is an unobtrusive way to 
conduct participant observation (Babbie, 2016). Braun, Clarke & Gray (2017) 
proposed several Internet sources of data that could be utilized to examine the 
netographical landscape, including media data22 and discussion forums23. By 
observing these sources, a “fly-on-the-wall” approach can be used to understand 
the group dynamics constituting the naturally occurring opinions and how the 
group reinforces and denies certain norms and beliefs when discussing certain 
topics (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017).   
 
To study rumours and urban legends, apart from using conventional methods24, 
Bordia (1996) advocated the use of “Computer-mediated communication 
networks”, such as the Internet, to conduct an unobtrusive observation of the 
Internet discussion to study the spread of rumour because of the ease of 
accessing rumours in variants and acquiring the “naturalistic” data. Apart from 
having a naturalistic observation, using the Internet to study urban legends 
enables the formulation of a pseudo-longitudinal or “retrospective” (Hewson, 
2003) time profile to understand the promulgation pattern of Internet-driven urban 
legends, especially when the origin and the media of the promulgation are 
concerned. 
 
Since the Li’s Field urban legend began on the Internet landscape (i.e. 
HKGolden), this method is extremely useful for understanding the chronology as 
well as the evolution of this urban legend. The preliminary findings from the 
Internet data will guide the orientation of the individual interviews in phase 3 of 
the study. 
                                               
22 For media data, it comprises “magazines, newspapers and online reader comments [, are 
beneficial to] social phenomena, practices and beliefs” (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017). Particularly, 
magazines and newspapers serve as ideologically-driven agencies to construct certain meanings 
to social phenomena, and online reader comments serve as a platform to further investigate into 
“the expression of ‘spontaneous’ and ‘naturally-occurring’ public opinion” (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 
2017).  
23 As for discussion forums, they are actually a derivative of bulletin boards in the past, in which 
the threads in online forums provide a platform for people to articulate their views on particular 
topics. For the information derived during discussion, they are indeed “public visible, but with 
contributions only possible by members” (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017).  
24 Such as acquiring narratives from participants (Brunvand, 1981). 
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According to Alexa Internet (2018), in Hong Kong25, eleven26 out of fifty websites 
frequently visited by Hong Kong people are communicative websites which 
enable unconcealed or anonymous interactions with other users. Unconcealed 
interactions specifically refer to the use of Social Networking Sites (SNSs) “which 
enables online, human-relationship building by collecting useful information and 
sharing it with specific or unspecific people” (Kwon, & Wen, 2010). For example, 
Facebook, Twitter and Weibo are considered SNSs, because the primary 
purpose of using these platforms is to build and sustain one’s social network 
under real identities27. On the other hand, anonymous interactions refer to the 
use of online discussion forums such as 4chan and HKGolden, which “are online 
discussion sites wherein participants interact with one another by posting 
messages and replies” (Bailey, Krysinska & Robinson, 2017). Users of Internet 
forums generally do not need to provide their real names. Instead, they can 
flexibly create their virtual usernames, hence their real names are kept 
anonymous. 
 
According to Hewson (2003), there are no “one-size fits all” guidelines on Internet 
researches due to conflicting views28 on ethical issues of using the Internet for 
research purposes. It has also been proposed that Internet users could be a 
vulnerable group who are being exploited by researchers because of the lack of 
prior consent (Babbie, 2016). A naturalistic observation of the netographical 
landscape is much preferred, since, as illustrated by the Hawthorne effect (Mayo, 
1933), humanistic influences may affect the study’s validity, if participants are 
aware of their roles in the research. In addition, using an unobtrusive way to 
observe the Internet, voices from those “who rarely contribute under their offline 
identities” (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017) can also be examined. Hence, the use of 
netographical observation is an ideal methodology for this study despite the 
                                               
25 In Hong Kong, the Internet is highly accessible as 87.5% of the total population were estimated 
to be able to use the Internet in 2016 (Census and Statistics Department, 2017). The main 
purposes of using the Internet were reported to be engaging in communication or interaction. To 
achieve their main purposes, many Hong Kong people have used online Internet forums and 
received information from Internet media. 
26 The communicative websites listed in the ranking are Facebook, Discuss.com.hk, Pixnet, 
HKgolden, Dcfever, Instagram, Twitter, Ettoday, Weibo, Gamer.com.tw, and Uwants.   
27 Even though users’ identities could still be camouflaged under fake names.   
28 There are issues about the copyrights of data and the potential invasion of private spheres may 
harm the Internet users (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017). 
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possible ethical concerns.   
 
To minimize the impacts on participants, all procedures in this research were 
carried out in compliance with Hong Kong’s law29, and certain measures were 
taken as recommended by the Code of Ethics (American Sociological 
Association, 1999), including the removal of personal identifiers30, the 
introduction of pseudonyms31, and the consultation with “authoritative body with 
expertise on the ethics”32 (American Sociological Association, 1999).   
 
In addition, the search history on a particular computer will be recorded by search 
engines and Internet discussion forums on cookies, which may filter and optimize 
the search history according to the algorithm. This may undermine the validity 
and reliability of the research findings, because the search results appearing on 
these websites, which would affect the data quality and contents, may not be 
replicable by users with different search habits or those using other computers. In 
order to minimize the influence, public desktops and incognito browsers were 
used in the data collection process.  
 
(2) News archives 
 
Before the emergence of online discussion forums, traditional media played a 
pivotal role in the dissemination of information in the society. Hence, the news 
archives provide one of the best sources of data for understanding the debate 
and the ethos of the society in the past. Currently, there are a few databases with 
a collection of old newspaper articles: Factiva, WiseNews and Hong Kong 
Newspaper Clippings Index (1980-1999). Notably, news articles from the Hong 
Kong Newspaper Clippings Index are stored in microfilms and categorized in 
months/years format, and can be found in major university libraries in Hong 
Kong. 
                                               
29 Although the research context is Hong Kong, where data associated with statistics and 
research are “exempt[ed] from the provisions of data protection principle 3” (HKSAR, 2018) given 
the data for this study would be used not by other purposes and it will not be identifiable to 
participants in accordance with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Cap. 486). 
30 By this means, participants’ confidentiality can be protected.  
31 By this means, participants’ anonymity can be protected. 
32 Such as Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Boeije, 2010).  
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To analyse the promulgation of the Li’s Field urban legend, newspaper articles 
between 1991 and 2006 were examined. The year of 1991 was chosen because 
the research attempts to observe the shift of ethos by fragmentation into decades 
(1990’s, 2000’s, 2010’s), and the year of 2006 was chosen because it was when 
this urban legend emerged. The purpose of using past news articles was to 
compare the shift of ethos with the present situations in case of typhoons, and 
pre-conditions contributing to the emergence of this urban legend in Hong Kong.  
 
Since different databases contain different newspapers, three databases were 
used simultaneously to enlarge the accuracy and scope of coverage. In addition, 
since newspaper companies may be ideology-driven, the choice of such 
companies will not be limited to avoid a biased collection of information.  
 
(3) Individual interviews 
 
Qualitative interviews were conducted during the third phase of this research. 
According to Boeije (2010), a qualitative interview is a dynamic process which 
requires the rapport between the researcher and the interviewee. In order to 
understand the interviewee’s perspective on the research topic, the researcher 
sets the frame of discussion by an interviewing guide. The aim of this method is 
to allow the interviewees to recount their understanding on the Li’s Field urban 
legend as well as their symbols attached to this urban legend. In addition, given 
the variety of the data derived from the Internet, such qualitative interviews could 
conceptualize the interactions between the Internet creation of this urban legend 
and reality, with an assumption that those interviewees have engaged in the 
transmission of the urban legend.  
 
To avoid confusion and drifting of discussion focus, the interviews were 
conducted in a standardized form, in which the questions asked were derived 
from the research questions. However, since interviewees may not be able to 
organize their ideas instantly during the interview session, techniques for semi-
structured interviews were used, so that potential loss of information was 
minimized. To specify those techniques, Socratic questions were raised for 
probing into deeper ideas.  
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In addition, to avoid value imposition from the researcher to the interviewee, the 
method of photo elicitation was used. Boeije (2010) articulated that pictures are 
“information-rich” which could lead to multiple interpretations. Hence, from 
Prosser’s (1998) perspective, photo elicitation aims at digging interviewees’ 
subjective values and symbols attached to the diagram. In this research, pictorial 
cues, such as the trajectories of the typhoons in selective years and the meme 
photos circulated on the Internet, were presented. The idea of photo elicitation is 
similar to Rorschach’s Inkblot Test (Hertz, 1934), which assumes that people will 
project their values when interpreting the diagram. The researcher will then 
passively decipher the implicit meanings raised by active interviewees.   
 
This data collection method may have some weaknesses33 which can undermine 
the validity of the findings. For example, it is difficult to expand the sampling 
frame as well as the scale, meaning data saturation may not be achieved 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Nonetheless, under the triangulated approach of 
research design, the subsequent phases of this study, including netographical 
observation, news archives and qualitative interviews (i.e. data validation) with 
key informants, would be able to supplement the data gap.  
 
Sampling methods 
 
(1) Netographical observation 
 
To confine the scope of Internet data in this study, only online discussion forums 
listed in Alexa’s (2018) top-50 ranking in Hong Kong were studied, because of 
the large pool of users potentially exchanging their views on Li’s Field and the 
ease of access to these forums. Specifically, given the highly contextualized 
nature of this urban legend, only online forums based in Hong Kong will be 
chosen for further analysis. To further explicate, the following online forums that 
are listed in Alexa’s ranking, namely, Discuss.com.hk (香港討論區), HKgolden (高
                                               
33 In addition to the mentioned two limitations, given the research does not utilize opportunistic 
methods, the validity and generalizability will be severely undermined. However, as Babbie (2016) 
mentioned, a complete random sampling is never possible. Given the goal of this qualitative study 
is not generalize findings to a larger extent, the use of multi-staged sampling methods will 
decrease the impacts of not using opportunistic methods. 
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登討論區) (and its derivative LIHKG 連登討論區) and Uwants (Uwants 討論區), 
are examined for threads discussing Li’s Field. To acquire precise information 
from these online forums, certain Chinese keywords were used as filters to select 
the most suitable threads for this study, including “Li’s Field” (李氏力場); 
“Typhoon” (颱風); “Li Ka-shing” (李嘉誠); and “Hong Kong Observatory” (香港天
文台). Only threads after 2006 were selected, as this was when this urban legend 
first emerged.  
 
In addition, the entry “Li’s Field” on several notable collaborative websites, 
including The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (香港網絡大典), 
Wikipedia and Uncyclopedia Hong Kong (偽基百科) were also examined, 
because the contents on these websites are products of the joint efforts by 
Internet users to construct and modify the meaning of this urban legend.  
 
With the complexity of the Internet, search engines including Google and Yahoo! 
Hong Kong were used on a supplementary basis. The search results from the 
two search engines, such as information on SNSs, were analysed for whether the 
contents on SNSs are useful for elaborating the findings on the Internet forums. 
Given the prevalent use of Chinese during the course of Internet discussion, the 
excerpts extracted in this report are English translation of the original scripts.  
 
(2) News archives  
 
To search for the appropriate news articles from the three databases, both 
Chinese and English versions of the following keywords: “Li’s Field” (李氏力場); 
“Typhoon” (颱風); “Li Ka-shing” (李嘉誠); and “Hong Kong Observatory” (香港天
文台) were used for filtering. With the emergence of this urban legend in 2006, 
the time frame for the news articles search was set to before 2006. News articles 
were read thoroughly for whether they could address the research questions. 
Basically, all news articles filtered by the four keywords were examined in this 
research. With the prevalent use of Chinese in the news articles in Hong Kong, 
the number of English news articles would be relatively scarce. Hence, certain 
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materials were translated into English when necessary. 
 
(3) Focus-group interviews 
 
Ideally, the recruitment of interviewees should adopt a method of theoretical 
sampling based on Weber’s model on class structure (Turner, Beeghley & 
Powers, 2012, p.243 - 246), so as to encompass the voices from the four non-
propertied classes, such as the middle classes and skilled workers. For this 
study, potential participants’ income level and the social prestige of their 
occupations were considered during the selection process. 
 
Specifically, participants were selected based on a combination34 of two non-
opportunistic sampling methods: convenience sampling and purposive sampling.  
 
For convenience sampling, participants were recruited via the researcher’s social 
network. A recruitment notice was posted on the researcher’s Facebook and 
Instagram, and it was also forwarded to several WhatsApp groups. Interviewees 
were not limited to acquaintances of the researcher, given the acquaintances 
could also forward the message to others. Although using participants from 
personal social network may undermine the validity and reliability of the study 
because of shared characteristics, these participants did play a role in the 
dissemination of this urban legend to others. They were encouraged to spread 
the recruitment to other parties, which would help in diluting such influence.   
 
As for purposive sampling, participants were chosen according to the 
researcher’s judgement (Creswell & Poth, 2018), based on certain criteria, 
namely, having at least one year35 of full time of working experience in any 
employment sector, and have heard of the urban legend of Li’s Field. In this 
study, the working sectors of interviewees were intentionally chosen not to be 
                                               
34 A combination of methods was used, because the greatest data quality and quantity can be 
achieved under the constraints of resources like time and funding while better addressing this 
study’s objectives. 
35 Participants with at least one year working experience were preferred, because this 
requirement implied that they must have encountered at least one summer (i.e. the thriving 
season of typhoons). 
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repetitive in hope of extending the scope of opinions and observations as much 
as possible.  
 
The ideal number of qualitative interviews was not rigorously set, as long as the 
methodological saturation is achieved after repeated interviews were done 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). In this research, seven full-time employees were 
interviewed. Besides, two additional interviewees, including a self-employed 
farmer and a housewife, were also recruited, because they were also sensitive to 
the aftermaths of typhoons, and their views in response to this urban legend can 
be compared with those of full-time employees.   
 
During the interviews, Cantonese was used as the language for communication, 
because some interviewees (e.g., the farmer) did not understand English. Hence, 
the interview guide (Appendix 2) was intentionally constructed in both Chinese 
and English for data interpretation later. 
 
Data collection  
 
(1) Netographical observation  
 
Phase 1 of this research was conducted from January to March of 2019. Whilst 
reading the Internet information, the technique of memoing (Boeije, 2010) was 
used to record brainstormed concepts and the methodological reflections. With 
the influx of Internet data, only important Internet data was imported to a Word 
document with hyperlink for record.     
 
(2) News archives  
 
Phase 2 of this research was conducted from February to March of 2019. Similar 
to phase 1, memoing was also used during the collection of appropriate news 
articles. In addition, most news articles (including those stored in microfilm) were 
printed out for storage and further analysis.  
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(3) Individual interviews 
 
Phase 3 of this research was conducted throughout March of 2019. The exact 
dates of the nine individual interviews were determined by the researcher and the 
interviewee. Before the initiation of qualitative interviews, the thesis advisor was 
consulted regarding the ethical issues of the interviews.  
 
After meeting up with interviewees at designated places, briefing sessions 
(Babbie, 2016) were provided in which participants were introduced with the 
purposes and details of this study for equalizing the knowledge asymmetry 
between researcher and participants. Meanwhile, participants were asked to sign 
two copies of a consent form (Appendix 1), one of which was kept by the 
researcher, and the other by the participant, to declare their understanding and 
willingness to voluntarily participate in this study and acknowledge their rights to 
quit the interview whenever they wish to, without bearing any consequences.  
 
Furthermore, participants were asked to give consent to the audio-recording 
arrangement for the subsequent data transcription and analysis, in which 
confidentiality36 is guaranteed. The purpose of recording is for transcription of the 
audio record of the conversation into a textual record for further analysis. To 
record the conversation, two recording devices were used, including a voice 
recorder and a smartphone.    
 
Since interviewees may reveal sensitive issues regarding their workplace, 
relations with their colleagues and their salaries conditions, it would be best if the 
interview could take place somewhere away from their workplaces. 
Subsequently, any location where participants were comfortable with was 
considered. From record, four interviews were conducted at coffee shops; three 
interviews were conducted at participants’ home, one interview was conducted in 
a restaurant, and one interview was conducted in the individual office room of the 
participant. An average interview consisted of 10 minutes for the briefing session, 
                                               
36 The participants will be told that the recordings will not be disclosed publicly and will be used 
only for research purposes.  
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45 minutes for the structured interview, and 5 minutes for the debriefing session.  
 
To appreciate interviewees’ time to attend the selective interviews, 100 Hong 
Kong dollars were given as an appreciation gift after each interviews. In order not 
to encourage the interviewees to participate in this research just for the money, 
the research significance and benefits of their participation were heavily 
emphasized to them, such as the narrowing of research gap on the topic of urban 
legends and the experience of how a methodical sociological research was 
conducted. Simultaneously, interviewees were given opportunity to debrief, such 
as inviting them to ask questions regarding the procedures of this interview after 
the conclusion of the interviews.  
 
Data storage 
 
Data obtained during phases 1 and 2 of the data collection procedure were kept 
both electronically and documentarily. Electronic data were kept on a hard disk 
and Google drive with password protection. On the other hand, data printed out 
documentarily were stored in a file designated for this research. During the 
analysis phase, the file was carried by the researcher when necessary and would 
not be left unattended. 
 
The audio data obtained during phase 3 of the data collection procedure were 
kept on a hard disk with password protection. Besides, the notebook on which 
copies of the audio files were stored was encrypted and secured by antivirus 
software. Meanwhile, transcribed textual files were kept on a hard disk and 
Google drive with password protection. To ensure confidentiality, all data would 
not be disclosed to third parties, and could only be accessed by the researcher 
as well as the thesis instructor. 
 
During the transcription process, the audio was not broadcasted publicly, and a 
headphone was worn to ensure that only the research could hear the contents. 
Besides, all personal signifiers (including the name of the organization 
participants were working for) were removed instantly. Furthermore, to ensure the 
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anonymity of participants, all participants were given a designated number for 
reference, and their real identities will not be disclosed.  
 
Upon the completion of the thesis, all the raw data, including the audio files and 
the textual records will be disposed of within three months. In addition, the whole 
process of data storage would abide the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance 
(Cap. 486) in Hong Kong.   
 
Data Preparation 
 
For data preparation, all the nine audio-taped interviews were transcribed 
verbatim and translated into English. The processes of transcription and 
translation were carried simultaneously to facilitate the subsequent analysis.  
 
Besides, a timecode was marked in the transcript for accuracy checking of the 
translation. To facilitate the standardized language after transcription and 
translation, the researcher was the only person engaged in the process.   
 
Since loss of content was expected during the translation process, the Chinese 
original texts were either retained (Quote 1) if no proper English translation can 
be used, or mentioned aside the English translation in brackets (Quote 2) on the 
transcript. By this means, the loss of original meanings conveyed by interviewees 
were preserved as much as possible.   
 
Quote 1: “This question is very right, I didn’t think about that before. 
I think the main reason is that he is the richest in Hong Kong, he 
comes the so-called 眾矢之的37” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Quote 2: But I heard of colleagues who could enjoy typhoon vacations 
that “What the hell” (「嗚...搞錯呀」) , “I couldn’t enjoy more sleep”. 
                                               
37 「眾矢之的」is a Chinese four-character expression describes “multiple arrows are pointing to 
the same target”, which means the person becomes the one that everyone is hating.  
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(Interviewee 9) 
 
In addition, pauses and emotions were also recorded in the transcript. However, 
intonation, atmosphere and other descriptive factors were not included, because 
the research mainly focused on the arguments and articulations made by the 
interviewees. After the completion of the first round of transcription, the data were 
re-transcribed to check the accuracy of transcription and to enhance the 
familiarity to the data set.   
 
Data analysis 
 
Data analysis began with the “immersion to the data” by intensive reading 
(Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017), because this would enhance researcher’s 
familiarity with the data. Then, all the data, such as the transcripts of individual 
interviews, selective textual information and pictorial information (the derivative 
works of this urban legend collected in phase 1) were computerized and imported 
into the computer software NVivo 12. NVivo 12 was chosen because of budget 
constraint and preferences of the researcher.   
 
After putting all data into NVivo 12, a codebook listing the important aggregates 
based on researcher’s familiarity was compiled to guide the latter open coding 
(Boeije, 2010). In total, there were 57 codes and 45 sub-codes during the coding 
processes. To conceptualize the coding process, the example of “Accuracy of 
HKO” will be discussed:  
 
“From my farming experience, the forecasts of the Observatory used 
to be extremely inaccurate. In the latest 10 to 20 years, the forecasts 
become extremely accurate” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“It may be related to the incapability of the Observatory: the 
technology may not be advanced to have an accurate predictive power” 
(Interviewee 5) 
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“I think the early warning system used by the Observatory is really 
advanced.” (Interviewee 6) 
 
“Um… I think the Observatory has always done many science and 
analytics for a more accurate data. However, there are always 
exceptions that the Observatory made false predictions. Of course, 
this is related to the external factors, like the climatic change and 
atmospheric conditions” (Interviewee 9) 
 
From the above quotations, four interviewees’ quotes were coded “Accuracy of 
HKO”. The coding criterion was that when exact wordings were found in their 
transcript, then the relevant sentence (From the beginning to the full-stop) would 
be highlighted in the software and encoded. However, there were also coded 
sentences without the appearance of the keyword due to the implicit messages 
conveyed, as Interviewee 6’s mentioned. Although the keyword was not present, 
the interpretation of the meaning was that “advanced” is closely connected to 
“accuracy”. Hence, the quotes were carefully examined to check whether certain 
codes should be applied. 
 
Upon completion of open-coding38, the segregated codes would be resembled 
again for the process of axial coding. To conceptualize this process, the example 
of “grievances” is illustrated. There were seven codes related to grievances, 
including “grievance at workplace”, “grievances after typhoons” and “grievances 
on Li”. In this process, these codes were resembled as “grievances” after careful 
examination of the contents and relations between these aggregates. Afterwards, 
the data was reviewed repeatedly so as to achieve data saturation (Creswell & 
Poth, 2018), that is, the point where no new idea can further emerge.  
 
 
 
 
                                               
38 This coding method attaches the aggregates into different segments of data.  
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Accuracy of HKO Alleviation of anger Ambivalence on 
typhoon vacations 
Antagonism between 
employees and 
employers 
Belief in science Blame the government Competence of HKO Deify Li 
Dependence on Li Disappointment Discussion on 
typhoons 
Distortion of reality by 
Li 
Table 1. Examples illustrating a list of codes (i.e. nodes) during coding process, in which 
some codes were derived from the interview guide, and some codes were derived from the 
textual conversation made by interviewees. 
 
Apart from spreading the urban legend textually, social members also used non-
verbal communications, like images on the Internet (“Memes”39), to spread 
messages to a wide range of Internet audiences. Subsequently, the image 
analysis technique40 (Prosser, 1998) was also used. The use of memes as 
semiotics does attach symbolic meanings41 in a collaborative manner, as 
manifested by the large quantity and variety of memes on a certain theme. 
Through understanding the composition42 of images in relation to Li’s Field, the 
levelling and sharpening processes (Allport and Postman, 1946) of the Li’s Field 
urban legend could be better understood, hence injecting latent meanings into 
the memes. In the software of NVivo 12, these pictorial data was coded by 
selecting an appropriate area. During analysis, the pictorial contents will be 
converted to textual data for coherent analysis. 
 
Using both content analysis and image analysis may lead to issues concerning 
                                               
39 Memes are images which are defined as “cultural element of individuals that can be replicated 
and transmitted by others through an imitation process” (Benaim, 2018). 
40 The technique of Image-based research (Prosser, 1998) or Image Analysis is an 
unconventional method to make sense of social phenomena through pictorial and photographical 
sources. Apart from analyzing social conditions from the glimpse of still photographs and portraits, 
pictures and photographs can be used in photo-elicitation during interviews, or interviewees are 
asked to make their own pictures and photographs. 
41 To apply the use of images into social sciences research, images can provide a cross-sectional 
perspective of how the drawer or photographer express their messages via the use of symbols 
and semiotics. Taking child abuse investigations as example, the sketches from sexually abused 
children have some similarities including “the use of darkened eyes of characters and the use of 
phallic symbols” (Wakefield & Underwager, in Prosser, 1998) to imply their scare of penises and 
the sexual abusers, hence it is suggested that those children who are unable to use verbal means 
will express what they have encountered via semiotic and symbolic means. 
42 The composition of images includes the pictorial as well as the textual elements.  
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the validity43 and reliability44 of the research (Babbie, 2016). Considering this,  
certain measures45 have been taken to ensure the validity and reliability of the 
current study, including the use of triangulated research design (Creswell & Poth, 
2018) and the formulation of rigorous protocols (Boeije, 2010) restricting and 
guiding the composition of sample, individual interviews, and the acquisition of 
textual data on the Internet correspondingly.  
 
Although the inter-rater reliability cannot be applied to this research, since the 
researcher is the sole person responsible for this task, the accuracy of coding 
could be improved by revisiting the data set and carrying out re-coding 
processes. 
 
Data Validation and Quality Issues 
 
Owing to the nature of qualitative46 research design, the results could not be 
generalized to explain other urban legends in Hong Kong. In addition, the 
expected collection of data, especially on the Internet, is extremely dynamic and 
non-replicable (Babbie, 2016). Under such circumstances, the validity as well as 
the reliability of this study were undermined.  
To improve the validity of this study, this study had adopted some validation 
strategies (Creswell & Poth, 2018), such as engaging in reflexivity47 to 
acknowledge the influences of personal attitudes and value systems. Besides, 
the researcher will collaborate with participants by acquiring their feedbacks 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018) after the interviews. In addition, the researcher’s 
supervisor was consulted for opinions on the analysis of this study and the 
researcher’s subjective interpretations.  
                                               
43 For validity, given the filtered choices of data from individual interviews and netographical 
observation, the analysis of contents may be confined narrowly and neglect other important but 
unknown sources. 
44 For reliability, it is too difficult to repeat the same analytic processes of data, even if the same 
set of data are given due to the exertion of personal value systems of researchers during the 
subjective interpretations of latent contents of Li’s Field urban legend. 
45 Besides, the interpretations of images will comply with the interpretative framework, including 
the social constructivism and social interactionism, which guide the analysis of textual and 
pictorial data (Prosser, 1998). 
46 The non-numerical data have no statistical significance. 
47 To be concrete, reflexivity is achieved by “explicat[ing] and mak[ing] clear one’s assumptions, 
and the reasons for a particular interpretation” (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017). 
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In addition to using validation strategies, Lincoln & Guba (1985) articulated the 
use of triangulation48 to describe the use of multiple sources of data so as to 
enhance the validity of the research. After going through content analysis and 
image analysis, the tentative findings and interpretations were consulted by key 
informants49.  
 
An original intention in this study was to invite a scientific officer from the Hong 
Kong Observatory and a sociologist from the academia for validation check, 
especially on possible biases in interpretations. However, it was found that during 
the promulgation process of this urban legend, the Observatory was marginalized 
in the symbol attachment process. Therefore, in addition to the sociologist, two 
participants (i.e. two interviewees) were consulted again to check the validity of 
the research findings and the consistency in their understanding on Li’s Field. 
They were considered as key informants, because they played a role in the 
promulgation of Li’s Field and their corresponding expertise in this urban legend. 
All the data validation processes were initiated at the end of April, 2019.  
 
On the other hand, to improve the reliability of this study, rigorous protocols 
(Boeije, 2010) will be used to guide the processes of data collection and data 
analysis. The protocols mentioned are listed in the appendices section on this 
report.   
 
7. Characteristics of the sample 
 
There were nine interviewees in total, comprising of four males and five females. 
The age50 of interviewees ranged from 20-29 to 60-69, and the distribution was 
quite even, except for the age group 30-39, in which no interviewee could be 
                                               
48 As explained above, the data will be collected from two methods, including focused-group 
interviews and netographical observation. 
49 Key informants are those “well versed in the social phenomenon [...] and give you some 
background information” (Babbie, 2016). 
50 The concept of age range was used instead of a concrete age is because people may be able 
to identify the identities of interviewees by other demographic determinants and the contents of 
the transcripts. To ensure anonymity and avoid too much personal signifiers, age range was 
asked instead of age in per se.  
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found. A majority of interviewees (5 out of 9) had completed51 their secondary 
education. Furthermore, five of them were married, three of them were single, 
and one of them was divorced.  
 
The employment sectors sampled in this research consisted mainly of tertiary 
industries which provide services, such as hospitality, disciplined services and 
catering. Attempts were made in the recruitment process to invite employees 
from the secondary sector, such as construction workers and factory workers, but 
to no avail. Finally, given the diminishing significance of the primary sector in 
Hong Kong’s economy (Mok, 2017), it was extremely difficult to find employees 
from agricultural sector. In this research, only one farmer was willing to 
participate.  
 
As for the job position of the interviewees, four of them were elementary-level 
employees at the time of the interview. Three of them were managerial-level 
employees (i.e. managers). The farmer and the housewife were regarded to be 
self-employed and retired, respectively. Finally, the interviewees’ income ranged 
from $6,000 to $70,000, with an average of $23,875 (excluding the housewife, 
who had no income). By drawing reference to Weber’s model on class structure 
(Turner et al., 2012), all non-propertied classes including middle classes (e.g. 
Interviewee 9), skilled workers (e.g. Interviewee 4), semi-skilled workers (e.g. 
Interviewee 2) and unskilled workers (e.g. Interviewee 1) were included in this 
research. The table 2 below summarizes the characteristics of the interviewees.  
 
                                               
51 The completion of secondary education was dependent on the academic structure under which 
the interviewees studied.  It would mean completion of Secondary 6 for those who took the 
HKDSE, and completion of S5 for those who took the HKCEE. 
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52 For gender, the letters of “M” and “F” refer to male and female respectively.  
53 Bolded and underlined interviewees indicate they have to continue to work despite the coming of typhoons. 
 
 
Age 
range 
 
Gender52 Educational level Marital Status Employment sector Employment 
position 
Income level per month (in 
terms of (HKD) 
Interviewee 153 60-69 F Primary 6 Married Agriculture Self-employed $6,000 
Interviewee 2 40-49 M Secondary 3 Married Hospitality Employee $20,000 
Interviewee 3 20-29 M Associate Degree Single Finance and Banking Employee $18,000 
Interviewee 4 20-29 M Bachelor’s Degree Single Disciplined Services Employee $23,000 
Interviewee 5 40-49 F Secondary 3 Divorced Retailing Manager $15,000 
Interviewee 6 20-29 M Secondary 6 Single Catering Manager $14,000 
Interviewee 7 60-69 F Secondary 5 Married Housewife Retired N/A 
Interviewee 8 50-59 F Secondary 6 Married Government Employee $25,000 
Interviewee 9 50-59 F Bachelor’s Degree Married Social Welfare Manager $70,000 
Table 2. Background of Interviewees. 
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8. Research Findings 
 
The semantic breakdown of this urban legend’s name  
 
Textually, the name of this urban legend is a combination of two words: “Li’s” and 
“Field”. In the usage of this urban legend, “typhoon vacation” serves as the 
antagonist against the Li’s Field: With the activation of the Li’s Field, typhoons will 
be deflected, hence no typhoon vacation will be realized. In the following, the 
semantic meanings of “Li’s”, “Field” and “Typhoon vacations” will be analysed.  
 
i) Meaning of “Li’s” 
 
In the context of this urban legend, “Li” refers to Li Ka-shing, who is the richest 
tycoon in Hong Kong (Forbes, 2018). According to the Huang (2018), he has 
been the richest tycoon in Hong Kong since 1999.  
 
According to biographies of him, Li was born in Chaozhou, Guangdong province 
of China in the year 1928 (Nam, 2000). In the winter of 1940, he followed his 
parents who migrated from his birth place to Hong Kong due to the invasion of 
the Japanese army during the Second World War (Chan, 1996). To sustain the 
livelihood of this family after the death of his father - Li Yuan-jing in 1943, he 
quitted school and started his career as a repairman of watches in his uncle’s 
company Chung Nam Watch Co., Ltd (中南鐘錶有限公司) (Chan, 1996). Being 
adventurous, he established a plastic company called “Cheung Kong”54 in 1950.  
 
After earning “the first pot of gold” from his plastic flower business in 1958, Li 
successfully expanded his business to overseas markets, which earned him the 
title “The King of Plastic Flowers” (Chan, 1996). Envisioning the thriving 
development of the property market, he purchased several properties in industrial 
area and earned handsome profits from selling these assets in 1970 (Nam, 
2000). In 1971, he established the CK Asset Holdings Limited, which he grew 
                                               
54 “Cheung Kong” (長江) is the first company Li Ka-shing established. The meaning of the 
company name resembles the Yangtze River in China, literally means “Long River” (Chan, 1996). 
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rapidly via investing in the real estate market (Nam, 2000).  
 
Despite his company’s failure to acquire the Wharf Holdings, he won the 
acquisition of another Hong55 - The Hutchison Whampoa from the Hongkong 
Bank in 1979 (Chan, 1996; Nam, 2000). Since then, his businesses have 
expanded into other fields (Nam, 2000), including utilities (Hongkong Electric) 
and entertainment (Metro Broadcast Corporation Limited). Before his retirement 
at the age of 89 in 2018, he was the chairman of two conglomerates: CK 
Hutchison Holdings Limited and CK Asset Holdings Limited (CK Hutchison 
Holdings Limited, 2019). Currently, he is the Senior Advisor of these two 
conglomerates. 
 
Literally, the word “Li’s" (李氏) refers to the Li Ka-shing family, which also 
includes Li Ka-shing’s two sons - Victor Li and Richard Li. Notably, Victor Li is the 
current chairman of the two conglomerates, and Richard Li is the chairman of a 
telecommunication company PCCW (CK Hutchison, 2019). In Asian cultures, 
with the prevalence of collectivism, family of businessmen is often considered as 
a collective, because the assets and wealth of their businesses are owned 
intergenerationally.  
 
Symbolically, the semiotic of “Li Ka-shing” conveys a vivid image in the hearts of 
Hong Kong people. From interviewees’ point of views, Li Ka-shing is a highly 
controversial entrepreneur in Hong Kong:     
 
“I think he is diligent, patient, and acts on his promises. So these are 
my impressions on him. Even though I am not familiar with his history, 
according to his background, his appearance and his business 
management skills, I have impressions like that.” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“Li Ka-shing is a superman - He established his business from crafting 
                                               
55 Hong, which means 「洋行」in Chinese, refers to the foreign conglomerates having trading 
relationships with Hong Kong under colonialism (Chan, 1996), such as British conglomerates 
Jardine Matheson and Swire.  
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plastic flowers (織膠花), and became the richest man in Hong Kong.” 
(Interviewee 4) 
 
“We all know his story of working really hard as his was born in a 
grassroot family. This inspiring struggle entails his influential power in 
Hong Kong.” (Interviewee 6) 
 
“He may have some positive sides that we could learn from, like he started 
his business from being the lowest-ranked employee (由低做起). Although 
being uneducated, he don’t mind working really really hard. [...] he is well-
known for his charitable work on the surface.” (Interviewee 7) 
 
“His struggle from his early life is an inspirational story for all of his, and 
he devoted most of his time in his work.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
As depicted by Interviewees 1 and 9, Li Ka-shing is a diligent entrepreneur who 
has great entrepreneurial skills in Hong Kong. Besides, Interviewees 4, 6, 7 and 9 
shared the same understanding on him, namely, his early struggles due to his 
origin from a humble family background, and the development of his business 
working upwards from the lowest-ranked employee. More importantly, all four of 
them said Li Ka-shing is a person who developed his business from nothing (白手
興家) by crafting plastic flowers. As further mentioned by Interviewees 6 and 7, he 
is also renowned for his philanthropy work and his contribution to the growth of 
Hong Kong economy. As the interviewees described, he is one of the most 
influential entrepreneurs in Hong Kong, since his business is everywhere in Hong 
Kong.  
 
From another perspective, the imagination of Li Ka-shing also falls into another 
extreme:  
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"Li Ka-shing has maximized his profits at the expense of the welfare of 
Hong Kong people up to the most extreme point: originally they could 
enjoy a typhoon vacation, but they still have to work at the end." 
(Interviewee 2) 
 
"But in an alternative way to see him, he actually gain so much from the 
masses." (Interviewee 3) 
 
“As he wants to maximize profits, many people would say he is too calculative 
(苛刻). But don’t forget, he just wants to earn some money. If you don’t 
be diligent as Li Ka-shing does, how come can you earn the money?” 
(Interviewee 5) 
 
"Although he contributed so much on the charity after his success, I think 
he has a certain extent of influential power on every aspects in Hong Kong. 
For real estates, the construction of buildings… or materials used to 
construct the buildings, may be a little bit jerry-built (偷工減料). [...] 
even though he is well-known for his charitable work on the surface, but 
below the surface, he is not doing particularly well in the issues of real 
estates and the welfare of his employees [...]." (Interviewee 8) 
 
"However, he does have certain negatives sides. For me, he is a businessman 
who want to maximize his profits at the most extreme way (賺到盡)." 
(Interviewee 9) 
 
Interviewees 2, 3, 8 and 9 all considered the way Li Ka-shing derived his 
revenues as too calculative, and he indeed earns so much from the mass in an 
extreme manner. To further explicate his business practices, Interviewee 8 
referred to scandals related to his businesses, like jerry-built buildings and severe 
exploitations in his businesses (namely PARKnSHOP). Therefore, these 
interviewees may also think that Li Ka-shing is an entrepreneur who is not lenient 
when it comes to earning money (為富不仁).  
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ii) Meaning of “Field”  
 
In Chinese, the word “Field” can be written as 「牆」 and 「場」. Even though 
the pronunciation of these two Chinese characters in Cantonese is identical 
(coeng4), the semantic meanings of these two words are slightly different: 「牆」 
means wall, while 「場」 has multiple meanings, including a “large place used for 
a specific purpose” (YellowBridge Dictionary, n.d.).  
 
With the promulgation of the Li’s Field urban legend, it is observed that the use of 
「李氏力場」 is more prominent than 「李氏力牆」, as reflected by the number 
of search results on the two major search engines and the two news databases in 
Hong Kong (Table 3). Besides, when the discussion threads on the three major 
Internet forums in Hong Kong were examined, 「李氏力場」 is more prominently 
used on Discuss.com.hk, Uwants and LIHKG, while on HKGolden, the use of 
「李氏力牆」is slightly more than 「李氏力場」. 
 
Sources Number of results 
 李氏力牆 李氏力場 
Google 11,700,000 25,900,000 
Yahoo! Hong Kong 12,500 41,100 
Discuss.com.hk (香港討論區) 548 1,334 
Uwants (Uwants 討論區) 46 197 
HKGolden (高登討論區) 3,610 3,550 
LIHKG (LIHKG 討論區) 191 686 
WiseNews 63 493 
Factiva 32 280 
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Table 3. The number of search results for the two Chinese variants of “Li’s Field” on major 
search engines, Internet forums and news archives databases in Hong Kong, as of 
14/04/2019.  
 
Under the symbolic-interactionist approach, the sign of language is considered to 
be communicated with others under certain rationale. Consider the following 
quotations from selected interviewees:  
 
“I think「李氏力牆」is talking about a wall.” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“「李氏力牆」refers to the physical barrier blocking the external 
influences, or safeguarding Hong Kong.” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“「李氏力牆」 refers to a physical wall blocking all the stuffs, not in a form 
of a circle with radius.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
“「李氏力牆」 refers to something physical to block certain thing.” 
(Interviewee 7) 
 
“「李氏力牆」refers to some opposing power or friction, like a physical wall.”  
(Interviewee 8) 
 
All interviewees (nine out of nine) actually pointed out that 「李氏力牆」 refers to 
a concrete and physical wall which blocks external influences. However, the 
interpretations for 「李氏力場」 are more diverse. Consider the following 
quotations: 
 
“「李氏力場」is something wide and extensive.” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“「李氏力場」refers to the scale or territory of his influential power.” 
(Interviewee 2) 
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“「李氏力場」is invisible.” (Interviewee 3) 
 
“「李氏力場」refers to an unobservable power protecting Hong Kong.” 
(Interviewee 4) 
 
“I will also prefer 「李氏力場」because it is talking about 「氣場」, which 
is invisible, and it also refers to ”being like a boss” (霸氣) and “the ability 
to attract capital” (吸金力)” (Interviewee 6) 
 
“「李氏力場」refers to the magnetic field.” (Interviewee 7) 
 
“「李氏力場」refers to something like a market (市場), and it is more 
extensive in the whole area of Hong Kong.” (Interviewee 8) 
 
“「李氏力場」, this refers to "air-field” (氣牆), which is not easily be 
disintegrated. From my understanding, I think 「李氏力場」is more 
powerful, invisible and unbreakable, so the emergence of 「李氏力牆」is just 
a typo.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Commonly, they considered 「李氏力場」to be something invisible and extensive, 
covering the whole territory of Hong Kong. Interviewee 9 further mentioned this 
field as “unbreakable, not easily be disintegrated”. Other interviewees also made 
associations of this term with “magnetic field” (Interviewee 7), "air-field” (氣牆, by 
Interviewee 6 and 9),”being like a boss” (霸氣, by Interviewee 6), “the ability to 
attract capital” (吸金力, by Interviewee 6) and “market” (市場, by Interviewee 8). 
They have such associations mainly based on the similar Cantonese 
pronunciations and the similar semantic meanings of these Chinese 
terminologies.   
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According to the narratives of this urban legend, Li Ka-shing is said to have 
created a force field to deflect typhoons away from Hong Kong. If this urban 
legend mainly focus on the blockage of typhoons, 「李氏力牆」is surely an 
appropriate term to illustrate such phenomenon. However, one of the reasons for 
the prominence of 「李氏力場」on the Internet and media is because the 
prototype of this urban legend is derived from the term “Absolute Terror FIELD" 
(A.T. Field)56 in the Japanese anime Neon Genesis Evangelion (新世紀福音戰士). 
The concept of impermeability, invisibility and invincibility of the A.T. Field 
became the foundation for this urban legend. In addition, it is possible that the 
use of 「李氏力場」may also be analogous to Li Ka-shing’s influences in the 
whole territory of Hong Kong, hence symbolizes Li Ka-shing has a pervasive 
influence in Hong Kong (as depicted by Interviewee 2).   
 
iii) Meaning of “typhoon vacations” 
 
Hong Kong is one of the most “workaholic” cities in the world. According to a 
report from Swiss Bank UBS (BBC, 2018; Ng, 2018a), Hong Kong had the 
longest weekly working hours amongst 71 cities, with an average of 50.1 hours 
per week. Officially, from the 2016 Population By-census in Hong Kong (Census 
and Statistics Department, 2017a), the median working hours per week for the 
working population was 45 hours, with those employed in “Accommodation and 
food services” and “Miscellaneous social and personal services” working for 
relatively more hours per week at 49 to 54 hours respectively (Census and 
Statistics Department, 2017a). Subsequently, employees in Hong Kong have to 
endure long working hours, hence their occupational health and psychological 
well-being are adversely affected.  
 
The UBS report also indicated that employees in Hong Kong only have 17 days 
of holidays, which is significantly fewer than the international average of 23 (Ng, 
2018a), leading to desperate desires for a vacation, as manifested in the 
                                               
56 In the storyline of this anime, the antagonist Angels (使徒, life-beings similar to aliens) can 
generate the A.T. Field against all powerful mechanical attacks by human beings. 
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following quotes:  
 
“I think it’s normal for employees to be eager for typhoon vacations! 
Who don’t need vacations?” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“Everyone is anticipating that there will be vacations. But I will try my 
best to… suppress my excited feelings, so I dare not playing all night long 
and be ready to get back to work (laughing).” (Interviewee 3) 
 
“It’s because there will be one more holiday, working makes people 
suffocate!” (Interviewee 7) 
 
“Working is really hard… Having a typhoon implies that they can having 
something bonus, and they can have more sleeping hours.” (Interviewee 
9) 
 
Working in Hong Kong could be stressful for interviewees. Hence, the approach 
of typhoons provides a window of opportunity for employees to enjoy a vacation, 
if and only if the following two necessary and sufficient conditions are fulfilled:  
 
i) The strength of the typhoon must warrant a Typhoon Signal No. 8 or above.  
ii) The typhoon must hit Hong Kong during standard business hours57 (i.e. 
9:00am - 6:00pm). 
 
Although it is not legally-binding, when employees receive a typhoon vacation, 
their wage and good attendance bonus should not be deducted because 
“typhoons and rainstorms are natural calamities”, according to the Labour 
Department’s Code of Practice in times of Typhoons and Rainstorms (Labour 
Department, HKSAR, n.d.) in Hong Kong. As Interviewee 8 articulated the 
                                               
57 Since different industries have different operating hours, it is difficult to define what is 
“standard”. Most offices, including banks and government, will adopt the business hours of 
9:00am to 6:00pm. In this paper, standard business hours are defined in such fashion.  
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mentality of employees who want a typhoon vacation:  
 
“They just want to have the salaries without working. Most Hong Kong 
people just think like that!” (Interviewee 8) 
 
A typhoon vacation also carries diverse meanings for those enjoying it. Firstly, 
typhoon vacations can be perceived as something like a present:   
 
“The most important thing in that day is that I can enjoy a day off, and 
take a rest at home. I think for employees, annual leaves are not that 
much. I know there are jobs which only have 7 annual leaves, or 10 annual 
leaves at most. Therefore, the typhoon vacation, for them or me, is a 
happy thing.” (Interviewee 3) 
 
“When I have typhoon vacation, I will be playing Mahjong because I can’t 
go out.” (Interviewee 5) 
 
“Because when a typhoon hits Hong Kong, the weather of Hong Kong would 
be very bad. Besides, since the services from most restaurants or even 
public transport may be closed or suspended, the only thing you could do 
is to stay at home.” (Interviewee 6) 
 
These interviewees mentioned they gained something additional during typhoon 
vacations: Three interviewees (i.e. Interviewees 3, 4, 6) mentioned that typhoon 
vacations allow them to stay at home and enjoy a day-off for rest, most probably 
because they could not go out under the adverse weather and the closing of 
stores. Interviewee 3 also indicated that working is tough, hence they are in 
desperate need of taking a rest. Apart from resting, some interviewees mentioned 
that they would have leisure activities at home, like playing mahjong (Interviewee 
5), though some may choose to go out, as reported during the approach of 
typhoon Kompasu (圓規) in 2004 (Oriental Daily News, 2004; Hong Kong Daily 
News, 2004; Hong Kong Commercial Daily, 2004), some employees went to 
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places like cinemas, Chinese restaurants and Karaoke bars for social gatherings.  
 
Interestingly, the married Interviewee 9considered typhoon vacation as a chance 
to have family reunion. Consider the following quote from her:   
 
“I would think that this will provide an opportunity for having a family 
reunion since we all have our own schedules. My daughter would say: 
"Mum! You really don’t need to work!? Finally, you can accompany me!”. We 
will have an atmosphere for such family reunion, and I will have a slight 
happiness, even though I really don’t want.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
With the impacts of weather during typhoons, all family members have to stay at 
home as school and work are suspended. Hence, with a typhoon vacation, the 
schedules of different family members become congruent and they could stay 
together.  
 
Instead of considering typhoon vacations in the concept of presence, they can also 
be understood in the concept of absence. Consider the following quote: 
 
“I wouldn’t say I will do something particular in such vacation. Instead, my 
focus would be I need not do anything.” (Interviewee 3) 
 
In the concept of absence, having typhoons also means that the aversive 
stimulus of work is absent, at least from the point of view of Interviewee 3.  
 
Unlike a normal holiday (such as annual leaves) which is something employees 
can have by request or as stipulated in their contract, Interviewee 8 mentioned:  
 
“I can have an additional vacation without any cost.” (Interviewee 8) 
 
Since employees are paid to stay at home, it is natural for employees to find 
typhoon vacation satisfying. To adopt a more extreme lens, two managers 
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(Interviewees 5 and 9) analysed employees’ mentality in the following ways: 
 
“For jetso (extra benefits), for vacation.” (Interviewee 5) 
 
“Normally employees cannot gain something from the employers, 
having a typhoon vacation then implies that they can gain a day off plus 
salaries from the employers. I think this manifests the conflict between 
employees and employers. [...] because this is the only chance they 
[employees] can get something from the employers, since they 
[employers] always exploit employees. These employees will think that 
it is great that they can get something from the employers, even for a 
hair.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Interviewee 5 thought that employees do not take typhoon vacation for granted. 
Instead, employees have the agency to express their utmost wishes to have 
typhoon vacation by treating them as getting “jetso” (着數, which means “extra 
benefits”) from the employers. In a similar opinion, Interviewee 9 even articulated 
that having typhoon vacations may imply power dynamics between employers 
and employees in the notion of “revenge”, which can be understood as “getting 
something from employers” since it is normally the other way round.  
 
Intuitively, interviewees who have a strong urge for typhoon vacations (as 
determined by the frequency they mentioned it) must be ones who are most 
exploited by employers, since they tend to have less vacations in consequence. 
In fact, Interviewee 8, who expressed the strongest urge to have typhoon 
vacations among all interviewees, is the one who have the most annual leaves 
(more than 10 days, compared to the average of 7 - 10 days of other 
interviewees). Besides, although not really enjoying the typhoon vacation, 
Interviewee 8 still preferred to have such a day off. Consider the following 
dialogue between the researcher and Interviewee 8: 
 
Interviewee 8: “I will just… simply staying at home and watch TV, to keep 
track on the latest trajectory of the typhoon. If the typhoon signal no. 8 
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is canceled, then I need to go back to work within two hours in 
accordance with the working stipulation.”  
 
Researcher: “Do you find it ambivalent, on one hand, you are staying at home 
and enjoy the holiday, but on the other hand, you have to monitor the latest 
news of the typhoon…”  
 
Interviewee 8: “I monitor it at home! I need not to go back to my office to 
work!  It is just a chance for me to escape from my workplace, even 
though the time is very little!” 
 
Interviewee 8 mentioned the meaning of escaping from her workplace during 
typhoon vacations, even though she needed to monitor the latest news and could 
not really enjoy a typhoon holiday for entertainment and complete relaxation. This 
is an indication of workplace escapism. 
  
Lastly, although many employees want typhoon vacations, some of them also 
acknowledge the negative consequences of the hit of typhoons: 
 
“I will loss all of my agricultural products like vegetables, so I will not 
be unsettled.” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“I found my colleagues not wanting the activation of the Li’s Field 
because all of us will lose an annual leave substituting the typhoon 
work suspension.” (Interviewee 6) 
 
“Typhoons are not something good: they induce losses in various 
aspects, not just the losses suffered by the business sector and the 
entrepreneurs, there are also losses of lives, of human beings and 
vegetation.” (Interviewee 7) 
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“I don’t really want the coming of a typhoon as I have to mobilize human 
resources, monitor whether my employees who have to work during 
typhoons could go back to their positions safely. In other words, when 
the contingency planning of typhoons becomes a part of my work 
duties, then I dislike typhoons.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Both the farmer (Interviewee 1) and the housewife (Interviewee 7) acknowledged 
that typhoons bring detrimental consequences, including damages to agricultural 
produces and lives being threatened. Besides, despite the benefits brought by the 
typhoon vacations, some employees actually do not wish to have typhoon 
vacations because they will have something to lose, such as if the company has 
a compensatory mechanism58 that substitutes the typhoon vacation with an 
annual leave (Interviewee 6), or having to work from home (Interviewee 9). With 
the well perception of the severity of typhoons, Interviewee 8 articulated: 
 
“I hope I could enjoy a typhoon vacation, only if the typhoon hits Hong 
Kong during business hours. But of course, I do hope that the strength 
of the typhoon will not be that high because a typhoon could lead to 
catastrophe.” (Interviewee 8) 
 
It is noteworthy that a cognitive dissonance is observed from Interviewee 8, who 
wanted to enjoy a typhoon vacation while hoping the damages from the typhoon 
would not be too severe. This may also indicate the ambivalent mentality of 
certain employees who want to have typhoon vacation but not wanting the 
typhoon to be too strong. Although the eagerness to have typhoon vacation is an 
egoistic pursuit, they will also consider the impacts from a collective standpoint 
when evaluating the value of a typhoon vacation. 
 
Symbols to transmit the urban legends 
 
After breaking down the symbolic meanings conveyed by the name of this urban 
                                               
58 Compensating for a typhoon vacation by a deduction of annual leave might be illegal under the 
Code of Practice in times of Typhoons and Rainstorms (Labour Department, HKSAR, n.d.). 
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legend, it is observed that the creation and the promulgation of this urban legend 
is calculative, with a wide range of messages being included. Such inclusion of 
messages are meaningful to participants (Brunvand, 1981), otherwise they would 
not engage in the collective construction process. During social interactions, 
various participants can produce their own symbols in exchange for others’ 
symbols. In the collective construction process of this urban legend, various kinds 
of symbols or media are observed to convey different messages.  
 
Five major media can be identified to have played a part in the promulgation of 
this urban legend: Rumours, internet forums, derivative works, content farm and 
traditional media. In the following, each medium will be explained one by one.  
 
i) Rumours 
 
If a genealogical approach is used to examine the symbolic vectors that convey 
the urban legend, the earliest form of this urban legend can be traced back to 
rumours speculating about the alleged cooperation between the Hong Kong 
Observatory and the business sector. According to an article in Hong Kong Daily 
News (1997), such allegations arose as early as in the year of 1997, when a 
citizen phoned in to a radio program to doubt whether the Observatory would 
consider the interest of the business sector when hoisting typhoon signals. Then-
Acting Director of the Observatory, Prof. Lam Chiu-ying, rejected such allegation 
and claimed that safety is the only concern for the Observatory. 
 
Interestingly, before this news article was published, the Observatory was already 
often under fire for its prediction and warning signals being inconsistent with the 
real life circumstances (this argument will further be discussed in a later section). 
At that time, citizens would challenge the accuracy (Eager, 1992; Wolfendale, 
1992) as well as the predictive technologies (Hong Kong Daily News, 1992) of the 
Observatory. The emergence of this rumour, therefore, manifests a shift of ethos, 
in which the Observatory started to be associated with the business sector, and 
the rumour started to ferment. 
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ii) Discussion forums 
 
After the emergence of the Li’s Field urban legend on HKGolden in 2006, textual 
discussions on discussion forums became the major vector in its promulgation. 
After the first person (who is no longer identifiable) introduced the concept of “Li’s 
Field” to other Internet users via opening a discussion thread or typing a 
comment in relevant discussion, more and more netizens started to be involved. 
Apart from words, users also used emoticons to supplement and communicate 
their feelings. Consider the following replies made by HKGolden users in 
response to the thread “2010 李氏力場 總結” (2010 Li’s Field - The summary) 
(object_NAG, 2010):  
 
//「李生投資左咁多年既科研成果 」 
 
“This is the R&D outcome of Mr. Li’s prolonged investment ”//  
(by user 白自在) 
 
//「總之力場一日係到，一日唔駛指意因為 8 號波而唔駛返工或早放 」  
 
“Whenever the Li’s Field exists, there must not be any typhoon vacation 
which allows employees to enjoy either a whole day-off or an early 
leave ”//(by user SigmundFreud) 
 
In the above, both texts and emoticons were used by the two users when making 
comments to justify the cause and effects of the existence of Li’s Field from their 
own interpretations. Specifically, in the context, the emoticons  referred 
to the cheers given to Li Ka-shing for his success in inventing the Field, and  
communicated the reluctance to accept the inconvenient consequences of having 
the Li’s Field. 
 
In addition, the following two comments to this thread also revealed the 
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astonishment of those users in response to the “evidence” presented to justify the 
Li’s Field: 
 
//「老老 7759  
我一直覺得高登仔成日力場前力場後好傻的嗎60  
但今次真的笑了   」 
 
“To be frank, I used to think the HKGolden Brothers who always mentioned 
matters regarding the Field is f**king silly. But at this this, I did really 
laugh   ” //  (by user Votre_Mere!) 
 
//「以前都覺得冇乜野  
但今年一次,兩次,三次望著 d 風都變成左好奇怪既走向避開左香港  真係覺得
李氏力場好神   」  
 
“In the past, I thought it was quite normal. However, several observations 
on the trajectories of typhoons this year did deflect away from Hong 
Kong in a weird manner . I think the Li’s Field is really great  
 ”// (by user 西門直樹) 
 
Textually, both users mentioned the shift in their attitude from non-believing to a 
believer of this urban legend. Specifically, user Votre_Mere! said that he laughed, 
probably because he did not take this urban legend seriously before, but had to 
now after reading the “evidence”. As predicted by Freud’s ego defense 
mechanism, laughing in the context may be a manifestation that the user’s 
attitude towards this urban legend was “believing”, and it was very hard for the 
                                               
59 The pronunciation of 「老老 77」is similar to 「老老實實」 in Cantonese, which means “to be 
frank”. 
60 With the introduction of filter system in HKGolden, some designated foul languages are filtered 
and substituted by non-foul expressions. (The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong 
Kong, n.d. b). In the filter system, 「戇尻」(which means “fucking stupid”) or its variants are 
substituted by the expression 「傻的嗎」(which means “is that really stupid?”). 
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user to accept the “truth”.  
 
In addition, emoticons like  and   were also used to express their 
admiration for the coincidence that typhoons were deflected away Hong Kong in 
recent years, and the hard truth affirming the existence of this urban legend.   
 
Furthermore, some users also expressed their grievance for not being able to 
enjoy typhoon vacation via the use of texts and emoticons on the forum. Consider 
the following comment from a user:  
 
//「邊個夠膽話香港冇科研   
呢個力場仲唔走在時代尖端  
強烈要求頒返個諾貝爾獎比發明既科研人員  
(Hi61 你一出黎拎仲唔比全香港打工仔打勁死你 )」  
 
“Who dares to say there is no technological innovation  
This Field is definitely a state-of-art technology 
[I] strongly urge that those scientific researchers who invented the Li’s 
Field should receive a Nobel Prize 
(Fuck this! When those researchers take the Nobel Prize, all 
employees in Hong Kong will definitely beat them until they died )”// 
(by user 毒孤狗劍 ) 
 
The text segment is an irony. The manifest content praised the Li’s Field for being 
cutting-edge, but the latent content blamed Li Ka-shing and his research for not 
allowing employees to have typhoon vacation. Hence, Li and employees were 
antagonized. Apart from the text which claimed the user would beat those who 
invented the Li’s Field, the emoticons  and  also helped convey the user’s 
anger.  
                                               
61 According to the filter system in HKGolden, “Hi” means 「屌」 (in English: fuck) (The 
Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, n.d. b). 
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Lastly, some users also challenged the validity of the discourse of this urban 
legend. Consider the following post: 
 
//「仲講乜鬼力場既人真係好向左走向右走62傻的嗎」  
 
“Those who still continue the debate of the Li’s Field is really fucking 
stupid”// (by user 鄭少膠劉晉元) 
 
Without the use of emoticons, text was used by this user to convey his critique on 
other users who were having heated discussion on this nonsense urban legend, 
which stood as a stark contrast to the viral discussion atmosphere on this urban 
legend.  
 
Apart from the short textual statements posted by forum users, the use of story 
narratives was common across online discussion forums to promulgate this 
urban legend. These story narratives from forums like Discuss.com.hk (see the 
earlier section “Li’s Field as an urban legend”) provided a thick description on this 
urban legend based on the prototypical comments in HKGolden.  
 
iii) Derivative works 
 
With the subsequent promulgation on the Internet, textual elements on Li’s Field 
were sharpened, levelled and assimilated (Allport & Postman, 1946) into other 
symbolic forms, especially in the form of derivative works. As noted by Chow 
(2014), the act of creating derivative works is similar to parodying, which can be 
done in the following three manners:  
 
 
 
                                               
62 According to the filter system in HKGolden, 「向左走向右走」 means 「撚」 (in English: dick) 
(The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, n.d.). The two words are normally used 
for amplifying the emotions expressed (auxiliary word for emotions).  
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“(a) combining existing news photos or movie posters with pictures of 
political figure;  
(b) providing new lyrics to pop songs; and  
(c) editing a short clip from TV drama or movie to relate to a current 
event (sometimes with new subtitles or dialogues)” (Chow, 2014)  
 
The thriving Kuso subculture63 on the Internet and the advancement of photo 
modification software has made the creation of meme pictures easy. By 
combining existing photos with certain figures, the representation of the 
designated figures can be optimized into various photos. Catalysed by the 
pervasive use of Internet forums, SNSs and instant messaging tools, such 
pictures can be circulated on the Internet instantly. Simultaneously, participants 
can also create their own versions of the picture and circulate on the Internet in 
order to level off and sharpen certain details of the messages (Allport and 
Postman, 1946). Such creations are termed “meme pictures”, which are images 
with “cultural element of individuals that can be replicated and transmitted by 
others through an imitation process” (Benaim, 2018).  
 
Under the influence of Kuso subculture (惡搞文化), meme pictures become the 
driving force behind the promulgation of the Li’s Field urban legend. As affirmed 
by Interviewee 3:  
 
“I will share the meme pictures again to others like my colleagues, 
friends, and classmates. I would remind them to sleep early in case of 
typhoons.” (Interviewee 3)  
 
To disseminate the message of “one should not feel too hopeful that there will be 
a typhoon vacation”, Interviewee 3 mentioned he would download meme pictures 
                                               
63 According to an interview article by Appledaily (Leung, 2006), Prof. Benjamin Ng from the 
Department of Japanese Studies, CUHK mentioned that Kuso is a Japanese word (くそ) means 
“shit” in its textual meaning. However, with the usage of this word in Japanese comics like Fist of 
the North Star (北斗の拳) to express anger, other semantic meanings of this word started to 
derive. On the Internet, Kuso generally describes the Internet subculture which “subvert” or 
modifying details of an original work for parodying and making fun of. 
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to remind his colleagues not to be too happy during typhoons because of the Li’s 
Field.  
 
An examination of the composition of meme photos regarding the Li’s Field 
revealed that the choice of visuals and the artistic style implicitly imply different 
meanings from the creators’ perspectives. To further analyse how meaningful 
messages are wrapped in the meme pictures of the Li’s Field, five meme pictures 
were chosen randomly from The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong 
Kong (香港網絡大典) as samples. With the constraint of the discussion length, 
only three of the five will be discussed below. 
 
 
                                      
 
For picture one64 in Appendix 2, the artistic style of this meme diagram, in fact, 
drew reference to the advertising campaign “Please excuse us” by the transport 
service provider MTR Corporation in 2010 (MTR, 2010), acknowledging the 
patience of Hong Kong citizens for the inconvenience caused during the 
                                               
64 Since the first person who created this photo cannot be credited for, this picture is marked to be 
from The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (n.d.).  
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construction of subway lines. This picture is meant to make a satire on this urban 
legend to “thank” the Li’s Field for promoting the economic prosperity of Hong 
Kong. To interpret the implicit messages in this diagram, the diagram will be 
broken down textually and graphically.  
 
Firstly, the textual area at the top of the diagram is significantly large because the 
texts above articulated: 
 
“唔好意思 今朝阻住全港僱員返工” “Please excuse us, all employees were disrupted 
from going to work in this morning” 
多謝全港僱主的忍耐，成就今日我李氏力場。 Thanks to the patience of all employers, “my” Li’s 
Field can be forged today. 
油麻地斷纜令僱員遲到各位老闆損失幾千萬，
但我的李氏力場卻搶救了各位老闆的幾千億， 
The broken line at Yau Ma Tei65 made employers 
lose several million dollars, but “my” Li’s Field 
saved employers several trillion, 
僱員遲到半個鐘，好過八號風球放假幾個鐘， Being late for half an hour is still better than a 
typhoon vacation lasting several hours, 
 
有李氏力牆一日，凡颱風唔想幫襯以下商店， As long as the Li’s Field exists, typhoons would not 
bar people from spending at the following stores. 
 
只有改道遠離，令香港繁榮邁步向前。 Only when the trajectories of typhoons changed, 
Hong Kong’s economic prosperity can continue 
to move forward. 
李氏力牆 香港只有三號波 Li’s Field  Hong Kong has 
only typhoon signal no. 3 
 
 
 
                                               
65 There was a technical malfunction at Yau Ma Tei station on Oct 21, 2010 (Oriental Daily, 2010).  
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From the above description, the narrative was made from the perspective of Li 
Ka-shing (the use of “my” as possessive pronoun, such as “my” Li’s Field), who 
was “talking” to all employers in Hong Kong (“Thanks to the patience of all 
employers”), and teaming up with the employers to secure “our” profits (“several 
trillion”). Besides, the invention of Li’s Field seemed to be an act of altruism (“Li’s 
Field saves employers several trillion”) instead of just for Li’s own good. In order 
to achieve economic prosperity that is shared by all employers in Hong Kong, 
employees’ typhoon vacations must be sacrificed. This may also be an implicit 
indication of the problem of antagonism between employees and employers.  
 
From the symbolic structures, this diagram is composed of three layers: the 
trajectory of Typhoon Megi (鮎魚), three logos of companies in Li’s 
conglomerates, and the image of Li Ka-shing.  
 
On the first layer, the trajectory of Typhoon Megi (鮎魚) was used because its 
trajectory fit the imagination of the Li’s Field, which works to deflect typhoons 
away from Hong Kong when it is on the verge of hitting Hong Kong.  
 
On the second layer, the logos of three companies: PARKnSHOP, THREE and 
HK Electric were used to emphasize the rationale that the objective of Li’s Field 
is to protect the interest as well as the operation of Li’s businesses. Another 
interpretation is that Li Ka-shing is considered to always win, even when a 
typhoon hits Hong Kong, because these three companies control every facet of 
Hong Kong people’s life (e.g. groceries from PARKnSHOP, electricity from HK 
Electric, and the telecommunication services from Three), and people have to 
purchase their goods and service even during typhoon days. 
 
On the third layer, the image of Li Ka-shing, with a finger-pointing gesture, was 
actually captured from a press conference. The large size of his image at the 
bottom of this diagram symbolizes the influential power and economic strength 
possessed by him in Hong Kong. Besides, similar to picture 4 (in Appendix 2), 
the direction of his “finger-pointing” is towards Hong Kong, implying that he is in 
charge of all operations in Hong Kong, and the area of Hong Kong belongs to 
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him.   
 
To further emphasize the influential power of Li, there is an description of him 
below his image, mentioning that 「他打敗了一百個颱風 李嘉誠 82 歲」 (“He has 
beaten 100 typhoons  Li Ka-shing  82 years old”). The use of the number “100” 
here is an exaggerated expression to stress how powerful he is, despite being 
82.  
 
Lastly, at the lower right hand corner of the diagram, it is mentioned that 「香港
只有三號波 李氏力場」(“Hong Kong has only typhoon signal no. 3  Li’s Field”) 
with the logo of the Hong Kong Observatory. The message conveyed is actually 
the central premise of this diagram, manifested by the large font size and the use 
of bold arrangement of the same sentence in the textual part above. The main 
message is that as long as the Li’s Field exists, typhoon vacations will never 
happen, because typhoon signal no. 3 does not bring typhoon vacations. Most 
importantly, the use of the Observatory's logo implicitly implies that Li Ka-shing is 
in charge of the Observatory, which is responsible for hoisting typhoon signals. 
Hence, the theme of “government and business collusion” is also mentioned 
through such a subtle arrangement.  
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For picture package two66 in Appendix 2, the face of Li Ka-shing was merged 
with (or keyed onto) a TVB news anchor and a reporter in Hong Kong. The 
composition of the pictures mocked how a reporter would report the news during 
a typhoon in Hong Kong. Both pictures depicted Li Ka-shing as reporting news 
from within and outside the TV station to remind viewers (all Hong Kong people) 
that they should not expect any typhoon vacation and better go back to sleep as 
soon as possible.    
 
The subtitle in the first picture 「這些只不過是特技 大家明天準時上班上學」 
(“These [footages] are just computer graphics (CG), everyone please get back to 
school and to work tomorrow punctually.”), is a part of the creation. It means to 
indicate that, although there are footages affirming the catastrophe brought by 
                                               
66  Since the first person who created this photo package cannot be identified, this picture is 
credited to The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (n.d.).  
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the typhoon, and despite the professionalism and credibility of news reporters, Li 
could always deny the authenticity of the footages just by claiming that they are 
CG. In other words, Li is able to distort the objective truth of the circumstances 
outdoors through mass media. He also requested viewers to sleep earlier, so that 
they can go to school and work on time tomorrow, implying the operations of the 
society will not be affected.  
 
In the second picture, the subtitle 「瞓啦柒頭 聽朝準時返工返學啊」 (“Get back 
to sleep, dickhead! Go to school and to work tomorrow punctually”) is also part of 
the creation. Li is laughing when asking people to sleep earlier, making this 
picture more informal than the previous one. This is also manifested by the 
informal linguistic style and the less serious look on Li Ka-shing’s face.  
 
Notably, there is a symbol “3” at the top left corner of both pictures, which is 
actually the logo of Li’s telecommunication company, Three. Hence, apart from 
conveying the fact that there will only be typhoon signal no. 3, meaning no 
typhoon vacation, it is also a reminder to viewers that Li is able to override the 
government by replacing the Observatory’s warning system with the logo of his 
company (Three).  
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For picture three67 in Appendix 2, the artistic style of this picture resembles a 
movie poster. The original poster that this meme picture borrowed from is the 
promotional poster for the superhero movie Superman: Man of Steel (2013). The 
title at the bottom 「超人：李氏力場」 (“Field of Ka Shing Li”) is an indication of 
the relationship between Li Ka-shing and the creation of the Li’s Field, and was 
created by replacing words in the original movie title. Particularly, “Man” and 
“Steel” are replaced by “Field” and “Ka Shing Li” respectively. “Man” is associated 
with “Field”, because it objectifies the force field into human form, as represented 
by the superman image of Li Ka-shing, which, in turn, points to Li Ka-shing’s 
nickname of “Superman Li” (李超人), first seen on the cover of Far Eastern 
Economic Review in 1981 (Leung, 2018). The use of the superman image helps 
convey the message of Li’s strength and strong influence on Hong Kong, even 
being able to control the weather and determine whether employees have to 
work. 
                                               
67  Since the first person who created this photo cannot be identified, this picture is credited to The 
Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (n.d.).  
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In a similar fashion, “Steel” is associated with “Ka Shing Li”, because of the 
imagination that he is unbreakable and strong as steel. Besides, the 
pervasiveness and extensiveness of Li Ka-shing’s businesses are analogous to 
the properties of steel, which serves as the backbone for all industries.  
 
Most importantly, Superman is known to fight against evil forces, and such is the 
power dynamics between the protagonist Superman and the antagonist. To 
borrow similar concept into this meme picture, Li Ka-shing resembles the 
protagonist Superman, who eradicates threats from the antagonist, which 
precisely refers to typhoons. Hence, the details are carefully choreographed to 
convey the antagonism between the interests of Li Ka-shing and the threats of 
typhoons, which are evil forces from Li’s standpoint, as they can cause work 
suspensions.  
 
Meme pictures are just an example of derivative works related to the Li’s Field. 
Recall the second manner of creating derivative works mentioned above, 
namely, to provide “new lyrics to pop songs”, and consider the following:  
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力場無限好 Wow Wow Wow  
打風已黃昏 Ha Ha Ha 
The Field is infinitely good. Wow 
Wow Wow. It’s already sunset when 
the typhoon arrived Ha Ha Ha 
本想放日假 李氏卻說絕不肯 Wanted a day off originally but Li’s 
[family] said no way. 
即使那頭近 卻又要繼續搵銀！ Even though (I am) on the verge of 
dying (I) have to continue earning 
money! 
力場無限好 Wow Wow Wow      我
地被人昆 
The Field is infinitely good Wow Wow 
Wow   We are all being set up  Ha Ha 
Ha. 
打風的快感 轉向不幸 The gratification from typhoon has 
turned into misfortune. 
聽朝波士不肯等人 你要盡快訓 Our bosses won’t wait tomorrow, you 
have to sleep as soon as possible. 
Excerpt of Parodied lyrics of “Li's Field is good”  
(HardPlasticBoy, 2010) 
 
The lyrics for “Li's Field is good” (力場無限好) actually parodies Eason Chan’s 
song “夕陽無限好”68 (HardPlasticBoy, 2010). The textual messages mainly 
encompass the ironic praise for the Li’s Field (“The Field is infinitely good”), Li 
Ka-shing would not allow employees to have typhoon vacation (“Wanted a day 
off originally, but Li’s [family] said no way.”), and the learnt helplessness in 
response to the loss of typhoon vacation because of the inconvenient truth that 
employees have to accept and continue to work (“The gratification from typhoon 
has turned into misfortune. Our bosses won’t wait tomorrow, you have to sleep 
as soon as possible”). 
                                               
68 “夕陽無限好” literally means “The sunset is infinitely good” in English. 
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Apart from using songs from popular culture, works from other fields can also be 
parodied. On HKGolden (黑熊太太, 2010), the Lord’s Prayer was transformed 
into The Li’s Prayer (李禱文). Consider the following paragraph: 
 
我們在中環的超人，  
願人都尊你的姓為李。  
Our Superman in Central, hallowed be 
your surname Li,   
願李的國降臨，  
願李的旨意行在香港，  
如同行在長實。  
Li’s kingdom come, Li’s will be done, in 
Hong Kong as in Cheung Kong (Holdings) 
Limited. 
我們日用的物品，  
百佳賣給我們。 
Give us today our daily bread via 
ParknShop. 
免李家的稅，  
如同我們免窮人的福利。  
Waive the taxes of Li’s, as the SAR 
Government forget all welfare for the 
poor. 
不叫我們遇到風球，  
救我們脫離黑雨。  
Save us from Typhoons and Black 
Rainstorm Signal, and deliver us to our 
workplaces. 
因為住屋、電力、交通，全是
李的，直到永遠。 
For the housing, the electrical power, 
and the transport are yours now and 
forever. 
因李，及楷，及孫之名，阿
門。  
[In the name of Li, and his son Victor, and 
his grandsons.]69 Amen. 
Excerpt of The Li’s Prayer, from HKGolden user 黑熊太太 (2010)70 
In the Li’s Prayer, Li’s power and influence are exaggerated as if he were the 
God of Hong Kong, whom Hong Kong people must lean on for survival. (“Give us 
                                               
69 This part is added with reference to the Chinese version, which is absent in the English version.  
70 The English translation is also written (or forwarded) by this HKGolden user. 
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today our daily bread via ParknShop”; “For the housing, the electrical power, and 
the transport”). Besides, Li is also deified into a God who can control weather 
(“Save us from Typhoons and Black Rainstorm Signal”), hence implying Hong 
Kong employees are destined not to enjoy a typhoon vacation because the God 
of Hong Kong “saves” them from these catastrophes. Lastly, all these 
circumstances will stay “now and forever”, similar to God’s presence.  
 
Apart from meme pictures and modified texts, editing is also an example of 
derivative works related to the Li’s Field. In terms of the third manner, there are 
videos being dubbed or re-edited to convey the messages of Li’s Field, such as a 
video produced by Jacky Lai (拉哥) through editing one of the scenes from an 
episode of Neon Genesis Evangelion (新世紀福音戰士) (Lai, 2017), and another 
video redubbing the question and answer session in the retirement press 
conference held by Li Ka-shing into one regarding the Li’s Field (CapTV, 2018).  
 
Figure 4. This is a screenshot of the video created by a YouTube user 拉哥 (2017) who 
parodied scenes from Neon Genesis Evangelion to express the hard truth that typhoon 
vacations will never happen. Preserving the original contents of the Japanese anime, he 
dubbed and added subtitles to convey messages. 
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Figure 5. This is a screenshot of the video created by a Youtube channel CapTV (2018) 
which parodied scenes from the press conference held by Li Ka-shing at the day when he 
retired. In the video, reporters’ questions were dubbed which stood a stark contrast with Li’s 
real answers, implying matters regarding the Li’s Field. 
 
Derivatively, to further visualize the imagination of Li’s Field, there are even 
games designed based on the Li’s Field, allowing players to understand how the 
Li’s Field affect the trajectories of typhoons, and its relations to the economic 
stability of Hong Kong.  
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Figure 6. This game is a creation from an HKGolden user 赤沙之狐 (2010). The background 
music used in the game, “Once upon a time” by Yanni, is the same as that one used by 
TVB’s weather report program. Players of this game have to activate the “Li’s Field” at the 
appropriate time to block the invasion of typhoons to Hong Kong. If the typhoon successfully 
enters the Li’s Field, the Hang Seng index (i.e. the major indicator of economic performance 
in Hong Kong stock market) plummets. 
  
 
Figure 7. This game is a creation by several game developers (Yu, Chui, Cheung, & Li, n.d.) 
allowing game players to construct their own Li’s Field by the designated assets, including 
nuclear power plant and laser towers as depicted in the picture. The winning criteria of this 
game is determined by the scores of HSI (a fictional stock index).  
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To sum up, by the use of derivative works, certain details of this urban legend are 
levelled off and sharpened (Allport & Postman, 1946). Details such as when the 
Li’s Field was built, where the device creating the field is located, and why some 
typhoons can enter the territory of Hong Kong Are levelled off, while others, like 
the role of Li Ka-shing and the goal of protecting the economy, are sharpened 
 
iv) Content Farm 
 
With the pervasive use of the Internet, articles are also written and disseminated 
via “content farms”. As defined by Wallenstein & Spangler (2013), content farms 
is a pejorative term for websites which create “articles and videos quickly and 
cheaply”. Therefore, in colloquial usage, content farms are considered as 
platforms to disseminate fake news. Robertson (2010) also pointed out that these 
content farms take advantage of algorithms utilized by search engines to gain 
exposure. During the promulgation process of the Li’s Field urban legend, it is 
observed that some content farms have published articles mimicking the literary 
style of a standard newspaper, in which they claimed that there are scientific 
evidence to support the existence of Li’s Field. Consider the following excerpt 
from a content farm “twgreatdaily” (2016) as an example: 
 
(突發) 香港首富李嘉誠「李氏力場」得到外國
天文台及科學家證實存在」 
香港首富李嘉誠發明阻擋颱風吹襲的力場，令香港極少受到颱風正面吹襲而導致
停工停課 
 
李氏力場的運作原理 
簡單而言，其運作原理主要是透過力場所產生的重力而引發一系列奇特現象，而
該等現象往往令香港天文台無法於正常上班及上學或較早的時段懸掛八號或更高
之颱風訊號，或發出紅色或黑色的暴雨警告訊號。 
 
「李氏力場」科學證據 
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[...] 多方面加起來，成為「李氏力場」確實存在的有力科學實證。但也有意見指
出，可能是因為厄爾尼諾天氣現象的影響，而令「李氏力場」可以一口氣「彈
走」颱風[2]。其實在近年的夏季，華南上空經常有單體高壓存在，它長時間盤
踞在香港上空，令熱帶氣旋難以靠近香港，也令華南地區近年降水偏少。這個單
體高壓無論形狀和影響範圍均與「李氏力牆」十分相似 [...] 
 
(Breaking) The Li’s Field created by the richest tycoon 
in Hong Kong, Li Ka-shing, is proven to exist by foreign 
observatories and scientists 
 
The richest tycoon Li Ka-shing invented a force field which could block the 
approach of typhoons, hence decreasing the probability of typhoons to hit 
Hong Kong directly, as well as the need to declare work and school 
suspensions.  
 
The operating mechanism of the Li’s Field  
 
Simply put, the operating mechanism depends on the gravitational force 
generated by the Li’s Field which created a series of observable 
abnormalities, and such abnormalities always make the Hong Kong 
Observatory unable to hoist typhoon signals no. 8 or above, or Red and 
Black rainstorm signals before and during office hours and school opening 
hours.  
[...]  
 
The scientific proof of the Li’s Field 
 
[...] When all related factors are examined together, these factors do 
serve a valid and sound scientific arguments in support of the Li’s Field. 
However, there are also claims that, [such phenomenon exists] perhaps due 
to the El Nino effect. Actually, a single high pressure cell [Subtropical 
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Ridge of High Pressure] has been anchored above Hong Kong in recent 
summers, making it hard for typhoons to come close to Hong Kong, and 
causing less precipitation along the coast of Southern China. Both the 
shape and the area influenced by this single high pressure cell resemble 
those of the Li’s Field [...]// 
Excerpt extracted from twgreatdaily (2016) 
 
The excerpt begins with  a misleading title (“(Breaking) The Li’s Field created by 
the richest tycoon in Hong Kong, Li Ka-shing, is proven to exist by foreign 
observatories and scientists”), falsely claiming that the existence of Li’s Field is 
endorsed by some foreign authoritative figures without providing any journal 
references. Besides, the content in the first section (The operating mechanism of 
the Li’s Field) convinces readers that the report is true with an impersonal and 
scientific tone. Readers who do not have sufficient knowledge and seldom carry 
out fact-checking may actually be led to believe that this urban legend is true by 
the information told by its textual symbols. Interestingly, although it claims that the 
Li’s Field is true, the second section (The scientific proof of the Li’s Field) also 
presented another narrative: the Li’s Field is just the natural Subtropical Ridge of 
High Pressure. 
 
Another observation from this article is that the contents are a mixture of 
information from various websites. In other words, this article actually plagiarized 
from other websites. When segments of words are searched via the search 
engine Google, it was found that the first section was actually copied from 
Uncyclopedia Hong Kong (n.d.), and the second section was copied from The 
Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (n.d.).  Just as Wallenstein & 
Spangler (2013) articulated, the contents of this article were produced quickly 
simply by copying and pasting contents from other websites at no cost (cheaply). 
 
Meanwhile, Google found other websites (content farms) with the same title and 
the same narrative about the Li’s Field, namely Idduu (2017). To sum up, with 
contents which were made cheaply and quickly, content farms also serve a 
medium to increase the scope of exposure for the audience to know about this 
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urban legend. Without a spirit of fact-checking, the audience may be instilled a 
mistaken belief that the urban legend is something authentic. 
 
v) Traditional media 
 
The heated debate on this urban legend also encouraged the traditional media to 
engage in the promulgation of this urban legend. For example, some newspapers 
have reported (Table 3, indicated by the results from news archives) the viral 
discussions on this urban legend, allowing the dissemination of Li’s Field into the 
realm of reality.  
 
The derivative form of kuso is also found in traditional media. –One episode in the 
sitcom Come Home Love: Lo and Behold (愛·回家之開心速遞) by Hong Kong 
Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB), for example, mentioned “Lung’s Field”, 
which borrowed from the concept of Li’s Field and contextualized it into its plot 
regarding the hit of typhoon. Such appearance in traditional media would allow 
the audience to recall their understanding of this urban legend and contribute to 
its existence and survival in the Hong Kong society.  
 
Figure 8. A screenshot of episode 461 of the sitcom Come Home Love: Lo and Behold 
broadcasted on November 29, 2018 (Chan, 2018), which makes fun of the “Li’s Field” and 
contextualizes this urban legend into the sitcom’s plot.  
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The scientific validity of this urban legend 
 
After acknowledging the symbolic meanings of this urban legend and the 
diversified media used to convey the meaningful messages, there is actually a 
primal question: Does the Li’s Field exist? 
 
To further explicate the “evidence” held by its believers, their major arguments 
are summarized into the following three justifications, which will be elaborated 
separately:  
 
Justification 1: There is an invisible field which protects Hong Kong from the 
hitting of typhoons. 
Justification 2: The timing of hoisting and canceling signal no.8 always and 
repeatedly do not coincide with the standard business hours (9:00am - 
5:00pm). 
Justification 3: The collusion between the Observatory and the business 
sector. 
 
i) Justification 1 
 
The existence of an invisible field protecting Hong Kong is justified by evidence 
like the comparison of trajectories of various typhoons (The Encyclopedia of 
Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, n.d. a). In particular, when these supporters 
observe the stimulus of “weird movement” similar to Figure 9 subjectively, they 
will believe the Li’s Field does exist.  
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Figure 9.  The trajectory of Typhoon Cimaron in 2006 (The Hong Kong Observatory, 2007a), 
which many interviewees interpreted as a typhoon being “intentionally deflected away from 
Hong Kong”. This is also consistent with the Internet usage as a “proof” of the Li’s Field (The 
Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, n.d.)  
 
Besides, during the promulgation process of this urban legend, association was 
made with a similar urban legend in United States: The HAARP project, which is 
a secret military project of the U.S. government to elicit weather abnormalities for 
weather warfare (WernerHK, 2015). Through putting such evidence and 
examples, supporters believe that someone as rich as Li Ka-shing does have the 
capacity to control weather.  
 
However, the Hong Kong Observatory openly debunked this justification and 
explained why typhoons would move in such a “peculiar” movement. According to 
a video produced by the Observatory (hkweather, 2017), the scientific 
mechanism behind the so-called Li’s Field is the presence of Subtropical Ridge of 
High Pressure (副熱帶高壓脊) on the North-West Pacific Ocean and the frictional 
effect by Taiwan and the Philippines, which limit the scope of trajectories of 
typhoons. Besides, supplemented by the video from the Weather Underground 
(HK Apple Daily, 2018), the Observatory mentioned the peculiar trajectories of 
typhoons are often related to the complex atmospheric circumstances, including 
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the prevalence of trade winds and the Fujiwhara Effect (藤原效應), which occurs 
when more than one typhoon exists simultaneously within a close distance. 
Consequently, in rejection of any anthropogenic forces, the official explanation 
emphasizes the role of nature in leading to such phenomenon.  
 
In addition to meteorologists’ explanations, there were catastrophic typhoons 
hitting Hong Kong, such as Hato (天鴿) in 2017 and Mangkhut (山竹) in 2018. Let 
alone Mangkhut (山竹) in which a work suspension was not declared, If the Li’s 
Field does exist, it is difficult to understand why such powerful typhoons could hit 
Hong Kong. As an intermediate conclusion, despite the scientific explanations 
from officials, participants of this urban legend are seemingly not interested in the 
real mechanism, and continue to engage in the promulgation processes.  
 
ii) Justification 2 
 
As for the second justification, supporters would calculate the frequency of 
typhoon vacations in selected years. As summarized in Appendix 4 & 5, the main 
argument contributing to the emergence of the urban legend was said to be the 
absence of typhoons bringing work suspensions in two consecutive years - 2005 
and 2006 (The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, n.d.).  
 
In fact, before 2006, when this urban legend emerged, typhoon vacations were 
scattered and disproportionate (reflected by the white area71) to the total number 
of typhoons with typhoon signal no. 8. From 1991 to 2004, the “hit rate” of 
typhoon vacations was quite low (~38.6%) given there were 22 typhoons with 
typhoon signal no. 8 hitting Hong Kong, but only 8.5 typhoon vacation days. 
Therefore, the perception that there were few typhoon vacations was legitimate, 
assuming that the hit rate should increase to the level of above 50%, and taking 
                                               
71 The white area indicates the differences between the total number of typhoons with signal no. 8 
and number of typhoon holidays, the closer (more blue area, less white area) the blue edge to the 
white edge is, the more proportional the typhoon vacation to the number of typhoon with no. 8 
signals it is.   
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typhoon vacations as granted.   
 
 
Figure 10. Diagram illustrating the number of typhoons with typhoon signal no. 8 (the white 
bars) from 1991 to 2018, and the blue bars represent the number of typhoon vacations is the 
same year. The two bars are composite in nature. Hence, to interpret the diagram, for 
example, in 1999, there were five typhoons which the typhoon signal no.8 hit Hong Kong. In 
the same year, there were 1.5 typhoon holidays72. The enlarged version can be found in 
Appendix 5. 
 
Interestingly, after the emergence and promulgation of this urban legend in 2006, 
the number of typhoon vacations were more proportionate73 to the total number 
of typhoons with typhoon signal no. 8. The hit rate of typhoon vacations became 
~45.8%, with 24 typhoons bringing signal no. 8 versus 11 typhoon vacations from 
2007 to 2018. From this account, such change on hit rate may not entail the core 
belief of this urban legend, since the hit rate should have decreased after 2006, 
when every matter related to typhoons are supposedly under the control of Li Ka-
shing.  
 
Apart from calculating the frequency of typhoon vacations, a table (similar to the 
one by Facebook user 中央聖學子, 2015) can also be compiled to seek patterns 
and abnormalities by comparing the timing for typhoon vacations with the 
                                               
72 For typhoon holiday, if employees do not need to work during the whole business hours in a 
day (from 9:00am - 5:00pm), that counts as one typhoon holiday. Meanwhile, if employees 
enjoyed either a late work time (i.e. anytime later that 9:00am) or early leave from work time (i.e. 
any time before 5:00pm), that counts as 0.5 typhoon vacation. Besides, for typhoons which 
affected Hong Kong for two consecutive working days, let say Typhoon Koppu (巨爵) in 2009, 
bringing an early leave in the first affecting day and an delayed work time in the second affecting 
day, the whole typhoon vacation of the typhoon will be counted as 1 (i.e. 0.5 + 0.5) in total.  
73 Specifically, there were 2.5 typhoon vacations in 2008, when there were 4 typhoons with 
typhoon signal no. 8 hit Hong Kong.  
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standard business hours. Appendix 6 is compiled in such a similar fashion, and 
provides a detailed timing comparison of all 46 typhoons with signal no. 8 hitting 
Hong Kong from 1991 to 2018. From appendix 6, after comparing the standard 
working hours (during weekdays) with the hoisting and lowering time for typhoon 
no. 874, the following tables could be derived:  
 
Table 4. Statistics of typhoon vacations from 1991 to 2006  
Types of typhoon vacation Frequency Proportion 
Full vacations 4 18.1% 
Partial vacations 9 40.9% 
No typhoon vacation 9 40.9% 
  (~100%) 
Note: there were 22 typhoons with signal no. 8 in total in the period 
 
Table 5. Statistics of typhoon vacations from 2006 to 2018 
Types of typhoon vacation Frequency Proportion 
Full vacations 5 20.8% 
Partial vacations 12 - 275 41.6% 
No typhoon vacation 9 37.5% 
  (~100%) 
Note: there were 24 typhoons with signal no. 8 in total in the period 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6. Statistics of typhoon vacations from 1991 to 2018 
                                               
74 When the typhoon signal no. 8 is hoisted, it is automatically sufficient and equivalent to typhoon 
holiday.   
75 Two typhoons - Koppu (巨爵) in 2009 and Vicente (韋森特) in 2012 affected two business days 
in which each of them brought an early leave in the first day and a late work in the second day. 
Hence, the calculation of the proportion of relevant data will be deducted by two to avoid double 
counting.  
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Types of typhoon vacation Frequency Proportion 
Full vacations 9 19.6% 
Partial vacations 21 - 276 41.3% 
No typhoon vacation 18 39.1% 
  (~100%) 
Note: there were 46 typhoons with signal no. 8 in total from 1991 to 2018 
 
From Tables 4, 5 and 6, it is true that the probability of having full typhoon 
vacations is rare no matter which time interval is concerned. More often, partial 
typhoon vacations are given, in which employees can only enjoy some time off 
from work.  
 
However, the proportion of having no typhoon vacation is always less than the 
proportion of full and partial vacations combined no matter which time length is 
concerned. Let alone full vacations, the proportion of having no typhoon vacation 
is quite similar to that of partial vacation. Hence, there is an increased number of 
typhoon vacations after the alleged appearance of the Li’s Field.  
 
Apart from the above statistical tables, a third type of diagram (Appendix 7) can 
also be compiled comparing signal no. 8 and the days of a week, as in Table 7:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
76 Ibid. 
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Table 7. Statistics of typhoon vacations in days of week from 1991 to 2018 
Conditions Frequency Proportion 
Only affect Hong Kong during weekends 9 19.6% 
Weekday (i.e. Friday) to Weekend (i.e. Saturday) 4 8.7% 
Weekend (i.e. Sunday) to Weekday (i.e. 
Monday) 
3 6.5% 
Weekdays 30 65.2% 
  (100%) 
Note: there were 46 typhoons with signal no. 8 in total from 1991 to 2018 
 
Although many participants claimed that typhoons do not hit Hong Kong during 
business hours, 65.2% of typhoons that made the Observatory hoist signal no. 8 
hit during weekdays (including before, during and after conventional business 
hours). Statistically, according to the Observatory’s explanation, the probability of 
having typhoons during off-work hours is greater than that during business hours 
simply because off-work hours are much longer (with sleeping time, weekends 
inclusive) than business hours (hkweather, 2018). As an intermediate conclusion, 
the second justification perhaps is something illusionary and could be explained 
by science and mathematics.  
 
iii) Justification 3 
 
For the third justification, despite the Observatory’s vision to “[b]e a model of 
excellence in protecting lives and building together a better society through 
science” (The Hong Kong Observatory, n.d.c), some supporters of this urban 
legend mentioned that since the Observatory is subordinate to the Commerce 
and Economic Development Bureau (商務及經濟發展局) (Apple Daily, 2010), its 
decision on hoisting or lowering of typhoon signals would be economy-driven. 
Although it is impossible to know whether this statement is true or not, as noted 
by Yeung (1994), it is worth mentioning that the Royal Observatory Hong Kong 
(precursor of the Hong Kong Observatory before the handover of sovereignty) 
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was also subordinate to Policy Branch of Economic Services (經濟科) led by the 
Secretary for Economic Services (經濟司).  
 
According to the present director of the Observatory, Mr Shun Chi-ming 
(hkweather, 2018a), their relationship with departments responsible for the 
economy is a historical linkage, as the young Observatory mainly served those 
working in the shipping industry when Hong Kong was still an entrepôt, providing 
services like “meteorological observations, magnetic observations, a time service 
based on astronomical observations” (The Hong Kong Observatory, n.d. b). 
Given the same relationship of the Observatory with the government, it is 
intriguing to understand why such justification emerged contingently to the 
emergence of this urban legend.  
 
It is possible that the alleged collusion between the Observatory and the 
government is just a type of grievance expressed towards the Observatory. 
Notably, regardless of the decision made by the Observatory, there is always 
room for the public to lay their blame. When the newspaper articles regarding the 
Observatory from 1991 to 2006 were examined (Appendix 8), it is not difficult to 
see how the Observatory has always been blamed by various social sectors 
(including employees and the business sector). Particularly, when the 
Observatory is too lenient when hoisting the signal no. 8, the business sector 
would blame it for inducing economic losses. Alternatively, if the Observatory is 
too conservative, it would be the employees who have to work under adverse 
weather blaming the Observatory for neglecting their safety. 
 
Interestingly, before 2006, the business sector was not considered to colluding 
with the Observatory in determining typhoon signals. After the hit of Severe 
Tropical Storm Gary (加里) in 1992, the business sector blamed the Observatory 
for being too lenient when hoisting the typhoon signal no. 8, leading to economic 
losses due to work suspension. However, as noted above, rumours speculating 
on the alleged collusion between the Observatory and the business sector were 
first seen in 1997 (Hong Kong Daily News, 1997). Besides, Tin Tin Daily News 
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(1999) also affirmed such allegation by doubting whether economic conditions 
are taken into account when determining the time of hoisting typhoon signals. 
After 2006, with the emergence of Li’s Field urban legend, which accuses Li Ka-
shing of inventing the force field, a shift of ethos can be observed. Namely, based 
on the Observatory being blamed for its performance, a relationship was 
developed between the government department and the business sector, which 
people further linked to the most notable businessman in Hong Kong, Li Ka-
shing.  
 
Attitudes towards the Li’s Field 
 
On the realm of the Internet, the topic of Li’s Field is always debate heatedly on 
discussion forums, especially during summer season (the thriving of typhoons). 
Meanwhile, even if supporters have been proposing “evidence” such as the weird 
trajectories and abnormal patterns of typhoon vacations (mentioned in p.79) in 
support of this urban legend, it is not sufficient to determine whether they are 
making fun of it, or they are really a believer of the urban legend. Therefore, the 
attitudes held by interviewees77 towards this urban legend should be examined 
instead.  
 
In fact, most interviewees (seven out of nine) do not believe Li’s Field exist in 
reality:  
 
“(Laughing) If it were true, I hope this system could block all the 
typhoons including last year’s Typhoon Mangkhut (山竹).” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“[I]t is hard to believe that a single person could manipulate the 
trajectory of typhoons. I think it is just a coincidence…” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“When it comes to mystic force, I don’t… I would say such movement is 
peculiar, but I cannot affirm the role of the mystic force.” (Interviewee 
                                               
77 The interviewees are participants of its promulgation, or even supporters of this urban legend).  
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3) 
 
“Eh… I... personally think that it doesn’t exist because there is no 
particular force with could contend with the natural forces of typhoons 
and natural disasters. If you take the present level of technology in 
account, it is too exaggerated to say there could be someone who can 
invent such field to deflect typhoons. If the field does exist, the Typhoon 
Mangkhut last year would not have induced such a catastrophic 
damages.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
“I think it is a rule of nature, or some mechanisms relating to natural 
geography.” (Interviewee 5) 
 
“I found it quite irrelevant to him. I think the underlying factors must be 
geographical factors.” (Interviewee 6) 
 
“Then I think such situation occurs because of Hong Kong’s conditions, like 
the geographical environment. This Li’s Field is just a mere urban legend.” 
(Interviewee 8) 
 
The interviewees’ narratives indicate that Li’s Field does not exist. One of the 
major arguments is that the most recent catastrophic typhoon hitting Hong Kong, 
Typhoon Mangkhut (山竹), has convinced them that the urban legend is not true 
(Interviewees 1 and 4). Another mentioned that weather cannot be controlled by 
a single man (Interviewee 4). Instead, most of them (Interviewees 2, 3, 5, 6 and 
8) attributed the existence of such phenomenon to coincidence, or something 
related to the natural environment. In other words, they believed the 
abnormalities of typhoons, such as their trajectories and the timing of the hit, can 
be understood in scientific terms and the law of nature.  
 
In addition, as oppose to the explanations proposed by Internet users, 
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interviewees indicated that they are more inclined to evidence with scientific 
references, like those proposed by the Observatory (Cheung, 2018):  
 
“Since we are talking about meteorology, I think they really have the 
expertise and I would agree with their stances and arguments. [...] I am 
not saying I believe in HKO’s science, because its science is just a tiny part 
of science as a whole. So far, I believe in the universal science shared 
all round the world.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
“I don’t really say I believe the HKO… But I won’t believe there could be a 
force which could interfere with the trajectory of a typhoon. I think 
these directors’ explanations are logical, they are really using their 
brains to think and possess the truth.” (Interviewee 5) 
 
“I think they would use scientific or meteorological lens to interpret 
such phenomenon, and all citizens should believe their narratives.” 
(Interviewee 6)  
 
“I only believe in nature and science. Even though whenever there are no 
typhoons hitting Hong Kong for an extended period of time, it cannot 
convince me very well.” (Interviewee 7) 
 
“I think the HKO has always done many science and analyses for more 
accurate data. However, there are always exceptions that the HKO made 
false predictions. Of course, this is related to the external factors, like 
the climate change and atmospheric conditions, but not the Li’s Field. I 
believe in science, that’s why I prefer these directors’ explanations, 
which are more based on science.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Interviewees 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 all rejected the notion of the Li’s Field because such 
discourse lacks scientific support. With the systematic evidence based on the 
current studies on weather and climate, they would tend to believe the 
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explanations proposed by the directors of the Observatory over Li’s Field, as 
supplemented by Interviewee 5, who found the Observatory’s explanations 
convincing because of the methodical arguments with the use of logic. Therefore, 
as Interviewees 4 and 9 stated, the Observatory from their point of views has 
credibility because of the use of science by those meteorological professionals 
who have expertise on the issue, and their articulations are more logically sound 
than those laymen on the Internet.  
 
It is possible that the majority of interviewees held a belief in science due to the 
methodological bias78. However, despite not believing it to be true, almost half of 
them (Interviewees 3, 4, 7 and 9) engaged in serial transmissions to spread this 
urban legend in recent years. Consider the following quotes from them: 
 
“I will at first browsing all major online discussion forums, and forward 
the gif and the photo of the Li’s Field. Although I know the lack of luck 
leads to the deflection of typhoon, but I will continue to make fun of Li 
Ka-shing or the problem of the Li’s Field.” (Interviewee 3) 
 
“I will just simply share photos or hyperlinks when some natural disasters 
happen, like through WhatsApp and Instagram.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
“I have discussed this topic with others, like chit chats with my friends 
and my son.” (Interviewee 7) 
 
“Through WhatsApp, all my colleagues will say, “Li’s Field has been 
activated, we will not have the typhoon vacation.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
These interviewees have use various means to further disseminate this urban 
legend to others, including WhatsApp (instant messaging tool, by Interviewees 4 
and 9), Instagram (SNS, by Interviewee 4), and forwarding meme pictures with 
                                               
78 The sampling methods for individual interviews are convenience sampling from social network 
and purposive sampling, in which those participants may share similar characteristics with each 
other, including the researcher.  
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others (derivative works) and verbal discussion (Interviewee 7). Simultaneously, 
there are also interviewees who have heard of this urban legend but did not 
engage in the serial transmissions. Consider their quotations: 
 
 
“Not really… Because I found it irrelevant to myself since I still have to 
work anyway. Therefore, I am not concerned about it.” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“Not really, I haven’t use my own mouth to disseminate this urban legend.” 
(Interviewee 5) 
 
“No. What I want is just having a vacation.” (Interviewee 8) 
 
These interviewees found the discourse on Li’s Field irrelevant to them. 
Interviewee 2 could not benefit from typhoon vacations, since he still 
needs to work during typhoons. Since the main theme of this urban legend 
is the loss of typhoon vacations, he found it totally irrelevant. Besides, 
narratives from Interviewees 5 and 8 suggested that they did not have 
incentives or particular rationale to carry on the dissemination processes.   
 
When the narratives of those who engaged in the subsequent disseminations are 
revisited again, the ambivalent premise appears again. If they did not believe this 
urban legend to be true, why did they continue to engage in the subsequent 
transmissions? This question will be addressed in the following section. 
 
Purposes behind the participation in serial transmissions 
 
Six of the interviewees (Interviewees 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9) believed that they continued 
to promulgate the Li’s Field urban legend just to make fun of it with Internet 
materials:  
 
“Uh… I think it’s like the mentality of making fun or jokes” (Interviewee 3) 
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“This is something sarcastic” (Interviewee 7) 
 
“The Internet users are playing things (玩嘢). I think they are making kuso 
(惡搞)” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Although they believed that they were just superficially making something 
sarcastic, with the elicitation of kuso materials and follow-up questions, the main 
purposes of making fun can be identified as to “involve in a conversation” and 
“alleviate grievances”.  
 
I) Getting involved in a conversation 
 
Interviewees 2 and 4 noted that:  
 
“This is just a topic for chit-chat and everyone involved in the 
conversation will be interested.” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“I found it really intriguing. I share this with others because I think this 
is a topic for communication with others, and I think people would be 
interested in talking about things which are close to the present social 
conditions. Like when there are typhoons, it’s normal for us to discuss this 
topic all day long.” (Interviewee 4)  
 
For interviewees 2 and 4, weather conditions as well as the discussion on 
typhoons are topics that everyone is interested in, and the topics are always 
mentioned during their social interactions. Given typhoons and related vacations 
are important for people around them, the interviewees have to use the topic of 
weather to initiate or join the discussion (打開話匣子) during interpersonal 
interactions under casual contexts (chit-chats). In addition, as further explicated 
by Interviewee 9:  
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“[I]f you know this urban legend, you will be more likely to discuss this 
urban legend with others. Not everyone will talk about this urban legend 
with you!”  (Interviewee 9) 
 
From her narrative, when participants have a signified concept on this urban 
legend, they will be more inclined to reproduce this narrative with others. 
Meanwhile, even if someone is not involved in this urban legend, in order to “be 
in the group”, they will engage in relevant discussions on Li’s Field. In other 
words, if they do not engage in the discussion, they would become marginalized.  
 
II) Alleviating grievances 
 
Another utility of the discussion on this urban legend is to alleviate their 
grievances. From the narratives below, talking about and listening to this urban 
legend manifest an ego-defense mechanism, in which the participants’ 
grievances are downplayed and displaced by the hilarious and ridiculous Li’s 
Field urban legend. Besides, the verbal and virtual discussions on this urban 
legend provide opportunities for employees to ruminate on their grievances on 
why there is no typhoon vacation. In addition, this urban legend can also be 
perceived as an “opium of the masses”, through which the need to work under 
adverse weather is justified. 
 
From interviewees’ perspectives, “grievances” is an umbrella term encompassing 
an array of grievances, which can be broken down into the following five types:    
 
1. Grievances on not having typhoon vacation (intensification of 
disappointment) 
2. Grievances on the aftermaths of typhoon  
3. Grievances on their job and their bosses 
4. Grievances on the collusion between the government (the Hong Kong 
Observatory) and the business sector 
5. Grievances on Li Ka-shing 
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The grievances on not having typhoon vacation can be seen by the discussion 
on this urban legend arising whenever there is no typhoon vacation when a 
typhoon hits. Consider the following quotes from three interviewees: 
 
“Like they expect a holiday, but they don’t have it at the end. So their 
feelings will shift from anticipated to negative.” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“Working, then expect to have typhoon vacations, then the typhoon 
deflected away, and everyone needs to get back to their work. Hence, such 
disappointment may motivate them to produce these meme pictures.” 
(Interviewee 3) 
 
“People may have a feeling of disappointment and unhappiness because 
they anticipate a typhoon vacation for relaxation and taking a rest.” 
(Interviewee 6) 
 
Interviewees 2, 3 and 6 interpreted that employees under that situation would 
normally feel a great disappointment because they cannot enjoy a vacation for 
relaxation. As noted in a previous section (p.51 - 55), a typhoon vacation allows 
them to have leisure activities and family reunion. If a potential vacation is lost, 
then these affected employees, which probably include participants of this urban 
legend, would use the creation of derivative works (Interviewee 6) to alleviate 
their disappointment.  
 
The discussion on this urban legend will also emerge in times when employees 
have to work under adverse weather conditions. Just as how Interviewee 9 
articulated from his position as both a manager and an employee:  
 
“[In addition], it is really windy outside, very dangerous. Therefore, they 
will be more irritated” (Interviewee 2)  
 
“[...] the traffic conditions will be extremely chaotic. Many companies 
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including my organization emphasize the importance of punctuality. If 
employees are late, like the case of my company, such record may affect 
their incentives” (Interviewee 9) 
 
According to the Labour Department’s Code of Practice in times of Typhoons and 
Rainstorms (n.d.), employees have to return to their positions within two hours 
after the lowering of typhoon signal no. 8. Meanwhile, weather conditions under 
such circumstances may be adverse and dangerous because there can still be 
heavy rain and strong wind. However, employees have to bear such dangerous 
conditions to go back to their offices. With the school of employees fighting to get 
back to their workplace, the traffic will be chaotic, since commuters mainly rely on 
public transportation in Hong Kong. In order not to affect their incentives, such as 
punctuality, these employees have to work “against all odds”, just like how 
employees responded after Typhoon Mangkhut (山竹) hit Hong Kong in 2018 
(Figure 11). As a result, employees may accumulate grievances on the 
aftermaths of a typhoon, since they have to endure such conditions in the fight for 
punctuality.  
 
  
Figure 11. The left diagram (Hiu, 2018) and the right diagram (AM730, 2018) are derivative 
works by Internet users to make sarcastic remarks on the perseverance of Hong Kong 
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employees after the passage of Typhoon Mangkhut (山竹) in Sep 17, 2018. Despite the 
chaos on the road and traffic and the city itself, a typhoon vacation was not specifically 
declared. From the employee's standpoint, In order to secure their punctuality and attendance 
record, they had to “fight against all odds” to get back to work (the left diagram). On that day, 
with the blockage of roads by fallen trees, bus services were suspended. Subsequently, as 
depicted in the right diagram, employees had to rely on MTR service for commuting. In the 
case of this typhoon, the government was blamed primarily for not using an administrative 
order to declare the typhoon vacation so as to secure the safety of employees. 
 
Thirdly, employees may attempt to express their grievances on their job and 
bosses, just like three of the interviewees (Interviewees 1, 2, 8) mentioned below:  
 
“The accumulation of grievances is normal. Exploitations at workplace are 
frequent: Some bosses treat their employees in an exploitative and bad 
manner.” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“They may think that during typhoons, I work really hard for the boss, 
but the boss is sitting at home peacefully and safely. Therefore, they 
may think these big commercial organizations or rich men are not concerned 
about the safety of their employees, and become angry towards them.” 
(Interviewee 2) 
 
“Working is hard, especially getting up so early to work, and you have to 
stay focused for the whole day dealing with tasks. Therefore, we are always 
anticipating a black rainstorm signal because we could leave the office as 
early as possible.” (Interviewee 8) 
 
From their narratives, employees may find their work really tough (Interviewee 8) 
since they have to do their work repetitively. Besides, they may also encounter 
exploitations from their bosses (Interviewee 1), such as the diminishing fringe 
benefits and formulating rigid regulations. In case of typhoons, employees may 
think that their bosses do not need to endure the adverse and dangerous weather 
conditions just like they have to (Interviewee 2). They believe that their bosses, 
who are rich, can use their private cars for commuting or simply not return to 
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office under those circumstances. Subsequently, grievances on their job as well 
as their bosses may developed.   
 
Fourthly, the discussion on this urban legend is somehow a manifestation of the 
implicit grievances on the alleged collusion of the government (the Hong Kong 
Observatory) with the business sector. As Interviewee 7 mentioned:   
 
“These Internet users try to blame (埋怨) the government for being 
biased to the business sector. The timing of hoisting typhoon signal 
no.8 is so elusive.” (Interviewee 7) 
 
Before the handover of sovereignty in 1997, the colonial government practised 
positive non-interventionist policies (Wang, 2018), in which the government try not 
to intervene the market unless the economic efficiency cannot be achieved. Such 
economic ideology ensured that the government stayed a far distance from the 
business sector.  
 
Interestingly, before the emergence of this urban legend, the business sector was 
conceived as one of the stakeholders blaming the Hong Kong Observatory for 
hoisting the typhoon signal no. 8 too leniently. For example, in 1992 and 2001, 
the Observatory hoisted typhoon signal no. 8 for two typhoons: Gary (加里) and 
Yutu (玉兔) respectively. However, the weather during both typhoons were not 
that adverse as expected. Subsequently, the business sector criticized the 
Observatory for being too lenient, leading to economic losses of 1.7 billion dollars 
(Eager, 1992; Express, 1992) and 3 billion dollars (Sing Tao Daily, 2001; Hong 
Kong Commercial Daily, 2001) respectively. In particular, on behalf of the 
business sector, the chairman of Panel on Economic Development, James Tien, 
made an enquiry to challenge the Hong Kong Observatory on the justifications of 
hoisting typhoon signal no. 8 (The Legislative Council of Hong Kong, 2001).  
 
After 1997, the accusation of “government-entrepreneur collusion” (官商勾結) 
became more and more salient, as the government is believed to lean towards 
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business interests in making decisions (p.85 - 87). Simultaneously, from the 
government point of view, just as the Interviewee 8 (civil servant) mentioned:   
 
“[C]ertain government policies does involve a large social change, which may 
in turn affect the business conditions, although the government tries to 
balance different interests shared by various stakeholders.” (Interviewee 
8)  
 
In case of typhoons, since the Hong Kong Observatory is an “economic 
department”, and the decision to hoist and lower typhoon signal no. 8 does affect 
the economic markets in Hong Kong, the Observatory has been under fire by 
employees when the timing of typhoon signal changes favors the business 
sector.  
 
Fifthly and most importantly, being the main protagonist of this urban legend, Li 
Ka-shing is also blamed since the creation of this urban legend. As noted by 
Interviewees 2 and 7:  
 
“The grievances on not having typhoon vacations are exerted on Li Ka-
shing.” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“This is just a mere conspiracy theory, an irresponsible act to shield the 
grievances towards a subject - Li Ka-shing” (Interviewee 7) 
 
Li Ka-shing is a highly controversial entrepreneur in Hong Kong (as mentioned in 
p.42 - 45). Although his journey to become the richest tycoon is dramatic and 
inspirational, participants of this urban legend also take advantage of its 
promulgation to express their grievances on Li Ka-shing, especially on his 
calculative business practices and jerry-built buildings. The imagination on the 
semiotic of “Li Ka-shing” is so extreme and well acknowledged by Hong Kong 
people that he serves as the best target of this urban legend. 
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Although the semiotic of “Li Ka-shing” is well analysed, if employees and other 
participants simply want something to blame for not having typhoon vacations, it 
is intriguing to ponder the reason why Li Ka-shing was chosen specifically at the 
creation of this urban legend. Three factors can be summarized: 
 the strength of power, the pervasiveness of his businesses, and the significance 
of him in Hong Kong.  
 
Li Ka-shing is often conceived as a powerful person, as manifested by his 
nickname of “Superman Li” and his superman image appeared in meme pictures 
of relevant discussion (p.68 - 69). As noted by Interviewees 1, 3 and 4: 
 
“I think Li Ka-shing is powerful, and smart.” (Interviewee 1) 
 
“[...] he is a person who can demonstrate his absolute… strength and 
being unbreakable.” (Interviewee 3) 
 
“The power of Li Ka-shing is really strong to the point that dominating 
the whole Hong Kong society.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
From their narratives, Li Ka-shing is considered a powerful entrepreneur in Hong 
Kong (Interviewee 3). He used the wealth he accumulated through his early 
businesses to become the first Chinese entrepreneur to acquire one of the British 
conglomerates (Hong, 洋行) - Hutchison Whampoa in 1979 (Nam, 2000). Since 
then, his power is not only confined to Hong Kong, but has extended overseas. 
His conglomerates are also conceived as “unbreakable” (Interviewee 4), because 
their performance is seemingly unaffected by economic downturns, such as the 
Asian Financial Crisis (1997-1999) and the Global Financial Crisis (2007-2008). 
Possessing so much assets and properties, Li Ka-shing’s wealth is considered to 
rival that of a nation (富可敵國).   
Besides, his power is not just confined to the realm of economy, but also politics, 
as mentioned by Interviewees 7 and 9: 
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“He is representative in the field of business sector, or in the realm of 
politics.”  (Interviewee 7) 
 
“People started to imagine why could he get the ability to earn such an 
amount of money, they attribute to the facts that Li Ka-shing must be 
very close to China and Hong Kong government. That’s why the term “官商
勾結” (collusion of the government with businessmen) prospered after 
1997. Before 1997, people may not blame businessmen because of the 
reputation of ICAC. But now, ICAC is also believed to be involved in the 
collusion with the government and businessmen. Consequently, their roles 
have become very ambiguous” (Interviewee 9) 
 
Interviewee 9 mentioned Li’s potential involvement in “government-entrepreneur 
collusion” (官商勾結), as she analysed that he might have done something under 
the table to get that rich, such as getting benefits from the governments of Hong 
Kong and China. Particularly, during the Chief Executive Election in 2017, various 
presses had speculated on and interpreted Li Ka-shing’s vote (Lam, 2017; Law & 
Cheng, 2017). Hence, Li Ka-shing is also considered as a powerful person in 
politics (Interviewee 7).  
 
With the power possessed by Li Ka-shing in the realm of economy and politics, it 
is easier for creators to use this semiotic to accuse him of being in collusion with 
the Hong Kong Observatory (the government). 
 
His significance may also be a reason that the semiotic of Li Ka-shing is used in 
the creation of this urban legend. As mentioned by Interviewees 4 and 7: 
 
“Everyone knows he is the richest man, and we often call him 「誠哥」
(Brother Shing). His corporation’s stock number is 0001, number one. Since 
he is always the first in various rankings.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
“Li Ka-shing is the representative of all businessmen: all the business 
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matters seem to depend on him. He is the leading figure of all businesses, 
no matter they belong to his corporation or not.” (Interviewee 7) 
 
As the richest man in Hong Kong, Li and his business are of utmost importance to 
Hong Kong. As depicted by Interviewee 4, since Li is always the first in various 
rankings, such as the Forbes’s (2018) ranking of the richest tycoon in Hong Kong, 
the decisions he makes is often a reference point for others parties (Interviewee 
7). For example, when Li Ka-shing decided to sell 75% ownership equity of his 
asset The Center (中環中心) on Hong Kong Island, people would speculate 
whether Li Ka-shing is going to divest from Hong Kong and China (Chan, 2017). 
Therefore, Li Ka-shing is conceived as an important person in Hong Kong. 
 
Considering Li’s importance to Hong Kong, it is possible that he is the semiotic 
that automatically appeared in mind of the creators when this urban legend was 
formulated.     
 
Finally, the pervasiveness of his businesses may also contribute to the use of this 
semiotic. Consider the following quotes from Interviewees 3, 6, 8 and 9: 
 
"I think all employees work for Li Ka-shing’s interests. Many utilities 
belong to him, hence he is involved in all aspects of life, and everything is 
related to him." (Interviewee 3) 
 
"All matters relate to him…His presence is everywhere" (Interviewee 6) 
 
"[…] since Li Ka-shing’s businesses are the veins of all Hong Kong people, 
making fun of him is unavoidable." (Interviewee 8) 
 
"They earn the salaries from him, and use the salaries on his businesses 
again, like PARKnSHOP." (Interviewee 9) 
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The conglomerates Li Ka-shing owned encompasses an array of aspects 
(Hutchison Whampoa Limited, 2015) in Hong Kong, including the property market 
(CK Asset Holdings Limited), supermarket (PARKnSHOP), utilities (HK Electric), 
transportation (Hongkong International Terminals) and telecommunications 
(Three). With his diversified businesses, which encompass all aspects of Hong 
Kong people’s life in Hong Kong (or even overseas), Hong Kong people cannot 
avoid spending with his companies (Interviewees 6 and 8). This may provide an 
illusion that Li Ka-shing’s power is ubiquitous in Hong Kong.   
 
In particular, many Hong Kong people are employed by Li to support the 
operation of his diversified businesses. As of 2018, it is estimated that his 
conglomerates had hired at least 52,800 Hong Kong employees (see Table 8). In 
addition to his employees, other employees who are not employed by Li Ka-shing 
also share a sense of “working for Li”, in the sense that if they are using their 
income to purchase flats built by the CK Asset Holdings Limited, for example. 
Even for those who live in public housing estates or purchase flats from other 
property developers, they may still have to purchase goods and services from Li 
Ka-shing’s businesses. As a result, employees in Hong Kong may have a sense 
of “working for Li Ka-shing” in their struggle to sustain their livelihood in Hong 
Kong (Interviewees 3 and 9).   
 
CK Hutchison Holdings Limited 21,000 (CK Hutchison Holdings Limited, 
2019a) 
CK Asset Holdings Limited 18,900 (CK Asset Holdings Limited, 
2019) 
A.S. Watson Group 12,900 (PARKnSHOP.com Online 
Store, 2019) 
Table 8. The number of employees employed under the businesses of Li Ka-shing 
(52,800) is estimated by the summation of relevant information from the three 
information sources. Note: the table does not encompass all businesses of Li Ka-shing.  
 
Hence, with the use of this semiotic, more and more participants are involved 
during the promulgation of this urban legend, because they may find the 
messages conveyed against Li Ka-shing resonating with the fact that Li’s 
businesses are everywhere, and they are under the influence of him.  
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To sum up, the three factors (the strength of power, the pervasiveness of his 
businesses, and the significance of him in Hong Kong) help explain why the 
semiotic of Li Ka-shing is chosen in this urban legend. People take advantage of 
the transmissions of this urban legend to alleviate their grievances on Li Ka-
shing’s monopoly, injustice business practices and ubiquitousness. Meanwhile, 
two further questions emerged on the use of Li’s semiotic:  
 
1.Why is Li Ka-shing the only tycoon used, when there are other tycoons in Hong 
Kong, and  
2.Why is the protagonist of this urban legend not the business sector as a whole?  
 
It is clear that Li Ka-shing is not the only tycoon in Hong Kong. Other tycoons, 
such as Lee Shau-kee, Walter Kwok and Sir Run Run Shaw are also wealthy and 
significant in Hong Kong. Particularly, Lee Shau-kee, who is currently the second 
richest entrepreneur in Hong Kong (Forbes, 2018), was in fact the richest 
entrepreneur in Hong Kong in 1997 (areppim AG, n.d.). Interviewees 3, 6, 7 and 9 
accounted for the reasons why Li Ka-shing was targeted in the creation of this 
urban legend:  
 
“The biggest manipulator of Hong Kong. Besides, the story of Li Ka-shing 
is much more dramatic, like the kidnapping case of his son.” (Interviewee 
3) 
 
“When it comes to the richest and the most successful entrepreneur in 
daily life, all of us would think of Li Ka-shing first. Furthermore, he has 
more exposure on the news like when his company holds a press 
conference regarding the annual report, this must become the headline of 
the major media. When compared with other entrepreneurs, we seldom 
heard of their news.”  (Interviewee 6) 
 
“When comparing with other rich guys, Li Ka-shing is much more high-
profile, and he is the richest among these entrepreneurs when a global 
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ranking standard is used. Furthermore, his image is really deep-rooted in 
every Hong Kong people’s hearts (深入民心), and just I said… He is more 
high-profile, unlike other entrepreneurs who are low-profile.” (Interviewee 
7) 
 
“I think the main reason is that he is the richest in Hong Kong, he comes 
the so-called 眾矢之的, and the chances of contacting his businesses are 
of the highest in Hong Kong. Li Ka-shing does his business in an 
exploitative way, when compare with Lee Shau-kee, I know he owns the 
TownGas, a profit-maximizing company. But we seldom hear something bad 
towards him.”  (Interviewee 9) 
 
The main argument for using the semiotic of Li Ka-shing is because he is indeed 
the richest and the most successful entrepreneur in Hong Kong (Interviewees 6 
and 9). Besides, Li’s businesses are more diversified than other tycoons like Lee 
Shau-kee who mainly owns two businesses: Henderson Land Development and 
Towngas. Hence, Hong Kong people are more likely to spend with Li’s 
businesses than his counterparts (Interviewee 9). In addition, Li is comparatively 
more high-profile than other tycoons and obtain media exposure when his 
conglomerates hold press conferences (Interviewees 6 and 7).  
 
Most importantly, Li’s journey to become rich is often conceived as a role model 
for the grassroots for upward mobility because he developed his business from 
nothing, and there were many obstacles during his quest for fortune. His dramatic 
and inspirational life-journey (Interviewees 3 and 7) is analogous to the popular 
ideology of “The Lion Rock Spirit”79 in Hong Kong since 1970’s, which is to remain 
flexible and diligent in face of all challenges. Simultaneously, the image of Li is 
                                               
79 This ideology was derived from a TV series “The Lion Rock” (獅子山下) broadcasted by RTHK 
Hong Kong since 1972, which depicted different protagonists struggling with their livelihood. This 
TV series became popular at that time as many Hong Kong citizens who were struggling with their 
livelihood resonated with its plots. Hence, the Spirit of Lion Rock characterizes Hong Kong people 
as flexible and hard-working for upward mobility. However, some commentators (Ng, 2018) 
nowadays proposed that such spirit is a semiotic used by the British colonial government as a 
propaganda of social stability by encouraging citizens to accept the status quo. 
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more controversial because of his exploitative practices in managing both his 
employees (e.g. staffs who work for PARKnSHOP80) and businesses (e.g. the 
jerry-built buildings). Therefore, the image of Li is far more vivid than other local 
entrepreneurs. 
 
Regarding the second question, from the archives of past newspaper articles 
(Appendix 8), Li’s involvement in this urban legend was actually due to a shift of 
ethos from the earlier alleged relationship between the Hong Kong Observatory 
with the business sector. Subsequently, it is also intriguing to understand why this 
urban legend specially points to Li Ka-shing instead of pointing the whole rich 
bourgeoisie in Hong Kong as a whole. Interviewee 9 explained: 
 
“If there is a case that the typhoon do not hit Hong Kong at the end, then 
people have to find something to displace their anger. Li Ka-shing, being 
the biggest employee in Hong Kong, whose business is pervasive in every 
streets, every corners in Hong Kong, is the one naturally to be blamed.” 
(Interviewee 9) 
 
The semiotic of Li Ka-shing is used as a scapegoat for their hatred of the rich 
people by participants of this urban legend. It is because finding something 
(someone) as an anger displacement can enhance solidarity and involvement. 
Saying that the business sector created the field to deflect typhoons would not be 
as effective as choosing one person to blame on, since the focus will be blurred. 
Besides, it is difficult to visualize the image of rich people, since the meaning of 
being rich is subjective. If this urban legend directly points to a single figure, 
especially when he is the richest tycoon in Hong Kong from whom no one in the 
city can escape from, the use of such semiotic can elicit a collective resonance 
among participants. Furthermore, this semiotic can also become a “common 
language” for participants to create derivative works and facilitate their 
                                               
80 PARKnSHOP is one of the supermarket chains in Hong Kong. According to Inmediahk (2018), 
the salary of cashiers working for PARKnSHOP was criticized for being too low under the 
circumstances that the inflation problem in Hong Kong is worrying. Besides, WKNews (2017) also 
interviewed a store assistant in PARKnSHOP, who claimed that he had been under severe 
exploitation, as workload was extremely intense but he was often required to do other people’s 
job while earning only a meager salary as a university graduate.  
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promulgation in the society. Being irreplaceable from the perspectives of Hong 
Kong people, Li Ka-shing is destined to be the chosen one for grievances 
alleviation. 
 
 
Figure 12. A graffiti making personal attacks on Li Ka-shing. The words read 「長和集團李老
狗板惡過政府」 (“The CK Corporation - Boss Li Dog is more evil than the government”). This 
graffiti manifests the grievances against Li Ka-shing. Photo taken at a bus stop outside the 
Sheung Shui MTR station, on Mar 26, 2019. 
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The promulgation pattern of Li’s Field 
 
Prior to engaging into further transmission processes, participants recalled and 
identified an array of sources where they first acquired the signified concept of 
this urban legend. Consider their quotes in the following: 
 
“From… the computer, the Internet, and other people.” (Interviewee 2) 
 
“Of course I did! I heard it from some major platforms like discussion 
forums from the Internet.” (Interviewee 3) 
 
“I think I heard of this urban legend mainly on the Internet. As you know, 
the flow of information via the Internet is really quick, some people 
created this concept, and became a hot topic on online discussion forums. 
In addition, some of my friends always mention this term.”  (Interviewee 
4) 
 
“Um.. I heard of it from others, from the media, and the newspaper. I 
know this mainly from the media information, my colleagues also told me 
that.”  (Interviewee 5) 
 
From their narratives, the source of information can be categorized into two 
realms: the realm of the Internet (such as the discussion forums, mentioned by 
Interviewees 2, 3 and 4), and the realm of reality (such as verbal discussion with 
others and traditional media, mentioned by Interviewees 2, 4 and 5). 
 
Being collectively constructed, this urban legend has been wrapped into various 
symbolic media to convey something meaningful, including making fun of the 
phenomenon, and expressing the hatred against exploitative employers. As 
mentioned earlier (p.55 - 78), various media, such as Internet forums, derivative 
works and traditional media, were identified as tools to further disseminate this 
urban legend to a wider scope of audience.  
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While these media could be a stand-alone source to inform people about this 
concept, “newcomers” to this urban legend mostly learnt about and gained a 
strong perception on it from a interweave of various media. Such interactive 
dynamics between the realm of the Internet and that of the reality will be 
explicated in the following.  
 
i) Realm of the Internet 
 
Born as a military intranet ARPANET (Cerf, 2009), the evolutionary emergence of 
the World Wide Web (i.e. the Internet) in 1994 has permanently changed the way 
people exchange information by lifting the restriction on time and space. Since 
the creation of the Li’s Field on an Internet forum in 2006 (p.10 - 11), the 
discussion on the urban legend on the Internet landscape has gone viral. 
Undeniably, forum users or netizens play the most significant role in the 
spreading and survival of this urban legend for several years. The discussions 
and contingent creation of derivative works constitute a unique subculture on the 
web (Shiu, 2015), and their prevalence are catalysed thanks to the freedom on 
the Internet landscape.  
 
From the interviewees’ narratives discussed above (p.90), three agents that 
stimulate the process of receiving and disseminating information about this urban 
legend on the Internet landscape can be identified, namely, Internet forums, 
social media, and online media.  
 
The primary Internet forum where people acquired resources to promulgate the 
Li’s field urban legend is HKGolden81, which is also where this urban legend 
originated. Discussion on this urban legend can also be found on other Internet 
forums, including Discuss.com.hk and LIHKG (p.46).  
 
The second agent is social media, defined by Correa, Hinsley & De Zúñiga 
(2010) as “the particular consumption of digital media or Internet that has little to 
                                               
81 HKGolden was established in February, 2002 (RTHK, 2012) as a forum focusing on news on 
information technology, especially on computers and hardware. As time progresses, the website 
expanded its scale to become a forum encompassing an array of topics.  
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do with traditional informational media use”. In everyday usage, social media is 
an umbrella term covering both social networking sites (SNS) and instant 
messaging platforms.  
 
SNS differs from instant messaging platforms in that the former are websites 
which require the creation of an identity and a user profile, and allows 
performance of more diverse functions including person-to-person interactions, 
posting of threads and commenting on news feeds. In this sense, SNS can be 
conceptualized as the digitized version of social network in real life. Examples 
include Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. On the other hand, instant messaging 
platforms are applications or tools enabling virtual communication, such as 
WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger. In recent years, with the expansion of 
functions of SNS to integrate instant messaging, the line between SNS and 
instant messaging platforms has become increasingly ambiguous. 
 
Social media by itself can be an agent to facilitate the promulgation of urban 
legends. Taking the SNS Facebook as an example, some netizens established a 
Facebook page called “李氏力場” (n.d.) to facilitate discussion and interactions on 
the urban legend (Figure 13).  
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Figure 13. This screenshot depicts the Facebook page “李氏力場” (The Li’s Field), which 
posts pictures on the trajectories of typhoons when they hit Hong Kong. The comment 
section of the pictures page followers to share their views on this urban legend and allow 
followers to engage in interactions (Facebook, n.d.).  
 
In addition, the hashtag (#) function on SNS allows sorting of public posts using 
designated keywords. On Instagram, for example, participants of this urban 
legend can use the hashtag (#李氏力場) after posting pictures, such as their own 
derivative works, to promulgate their symbols and imagination of this urban 
legend, as depicted by Figure 14.  
 
                                           
Figure 14: Search results for the keyword #李氏力場 (#Lisfield) on Instagram. The photos 
and captions of individual users manifest the symbols attached to this keyword during the 
sense-making process.  
 
While SNS is primarily used for macro-level promulgation, instant messaging 
tools are used for micro-level promulgation. As indicated by the interviewees 
(p.90), WhatsApp is a major platform where participants discuss this urban 
legend with people around them, like family members and colleagues 
(Interviewee 9).  
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Finally, online media are also involved in the promulgation process of this urban 
legend. As defined by the Hong Kong Government, online(-only) media “are bona 
fide mass news media organisations (MNMOs) whose principal business is the 
regular reporting of original news for dissemination to the general public” (The 
HKSAR Government, 2017). As such, the primary function of both traditional and 
online media is to report news for public dissemination, but only the content of the 
former can be found in the realm of reality, in form of news reports on newspaper, 
television and radio. Along with the growth of the Internet and SNS usage, many 
online media came into being in recent years, including The House News (主場新
聞), Hong Kong In-media (香港獨立媒體), and Speak Out HK (港人講地).   
 
Online media helps in the promulgation process of this urban legend by 
publishing editorials commenting on the Li’s Field, which further provides 
opportunities for SNS users to exchange their views and symbols on this urban 
legend. For example, contingent to the retirement of Li Ka-shing in 2018, Speak 
Out HK (2018) published an article with the title “【Viral news on the Internet】
Can the “Li’s Field” take a rest now?” (【網上趣聞】「李氏力場」可以休息了？), 
which facilitated debates on the question. Besides, Lam (2011) published 
contents of the book 《大仇富》(“The big hatred against the rich”)82 as an 
editorial on Inmediahk, which analysed the relationship between this urban 
legend to the “Lion Rock Spirit”83, hence provoking a discussion on the 
promulgation of this urban legend.   
 
Apart from perceiving these Internet agents individually, the interactive dynamics 
among them in promoting the promulgation of the urban legend is also worthy 
studying. As mentioned above (p.90), Interviewee 3 mentioned he would share 
meme pictures from online discussion forums to WhatsApp groups (instant 
messaging tools) consisting of people around him, like his family members and 
colleagues, to remind them to sleep earlier.  
 
                                               
82 This book is a compilation of different writers on the phenomenon of “hatred against the rich” 
(仇富) in Hong Kong. The book was first published in 2011, by Subculture (次文化堂). 
83 Please refer to reference number 79.  
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This is an example in which these Internet agents become interwoven during the 
promulgation of this urban legend. On the one hand, participants could use 
generic media, such as sharing the meme pictures circulating on the Internet, to 
participate in the dissemination process. On the other hand, participants could 
also use personalized media, like inputting comments on SNS and producing 
their own derivative works, to attach their own symbols, like their imagination and 
feelings, to this urban legend. As a result, the production and reproduction of the 
Li’s Field can be considered a collective social construction instead of an isolated 
individual action.  
 
ii) Realm of reality 
 
The Internet is not sufficient to explain the promulgation of Li’s Field into a wide-
spread phenomenon in Hong Kong. In fact, it is observed that the dissemination 
of the symbols is also an ongoing process in the realm of reality. Through verbal 
communications and traditional media, symbols related to this urban legend can 
be conveyed.   
 
As mentioned above (p.107), Interviewees 2, 4 and 5 indicated that they acquired 
the signified concept of this urban legend verbally from people around them, 
including colleagues, family members and friends. After acquiring this concept, 
some may further reproduce this urban legend, as Interviewee 7 did (mentioned 
in p.90) by discussing it with her family members and friends.  
 
In the office setting, two interviewees mentioned that they would reproduce this 
urban legend before and after a typhoon. Consider their quotes in the following:  
 
“Yes, I will discuss the wind speed (moving speed) of the typhoon with 
my colleagues, and we hope it will not come at night.”  (Interviewee 8) 
 
“Everyone mentions the Li’s Field after going back to office, just like my 
colleagues. They will think “The typhoon didn’t come. It must be 
because of the Li’s Field!”, “The Li’s Field blocked the dream of having 
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a typhoon vacation!”. [...] I [also] heard of colleagues who could enjoy 
typhoon vacations that “嗚...搞錯呀” (“What the hell”), “I couldn’t enjoy 
more sleep”.” (Interviewee 9) 
 
As indicated by Interviewee 8, when a typhoon is predicted to affect Hong Kong, 
she would speculate on whether there will be typhoon vacations by discussing 
the trajectory, the speed and the time of the hit by the typhoon with her 
colleagues in the office setting. The urban legend would be involved to alter the 
probability they think the typhoon would hit Hong Kong directly, and thus, the 
probability for a typhoon vacation. If employees return to their job without a 
typhoon vacation, as in the case of Interviewee 9, her colleagues would express 
their grievances and ruminate on why they still have to work. To achieve an 
effective communication, verbal expressions are orchestrated in a tone of satire 
(e.g. “The Li’s Field blocked the dream of having a typhoon vacation!”), and the 
reason why the typhoon did not hit Hong Kong was attributed to Li Ka-shing. In 
short, the role of verbal dissemination is affirmed at workplace and in the 
listeners’ social network in the realm of reality.  
 
In addition to verbal dissemination, traditional media also play a role in the 
promulgation of this urban legend. As Interviewee 5 (p.107) mentioned, one of 
the sources from which she learnt about this urban legend was newspaper 
articles on this phenomenon.  
 
As a result, in the realm of reality, both verbal communications at the micro-level 
and the coverage of the urban legend by traditional media increase its exposure, 
allowing people not on the Internet to be involved.   
 
iii) The connection between the two realms 
 
As a collective construction, the discussion on Li’s Field takes place in both the 
realm of Internet and the realm of reality. After the first person introduced the 
concept of Li’s Field on the Internet (p.10 - 11), people could obtain the signified 
concept on Li’s Field from the signifier from Internet agents (e.g. a discussion 
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thread on HKGolden), and/or real-life media (e.g. oral dissemination from others). 
As a result, the two realms become more and more interconnected when time 
progresses.  
 
Figure 15 summarizes the complex interactions related to the construction and 
promulgation of this urban legend. Specifically, after the first person introduced 
the signified concept of this urban legend on HKGolden (p.10 - 11), participants 
can produce and reproduce the meanings in the realm of Internet and real life via 
symbolic media (p.55 - 78), such as story narratives, derivative works and verbal 
cues. Table 9 further conceptualizes the interactive patterns between the two 
realms.
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Figure 15. Summary of the promulgation pattern of the Li’s Field urban legend from 2006 to the present.  
 
 
 
 
Note: the italicized boxes (Internet forums and Social media) depict the realm of the Internet; and the Bolded boxes (Traditional 
media and Oral dissemination) depict the realm of reality. Different paths correspond to the following Table 9. From the diagram, 
“Path 1” describes the bilateral promulgation path between Internet forums and traditional media; “Path 2” describes that between 
traditional media and social media; “Path 3” describes that between social media and oral dissemination; etc.  
Internet forums 
Traditional media 
Oral dissemination 
Social media  
First person 
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Table 9. The interactive patterns of the realm of reality and that of the Internet in the promulgation of Li’s Field in Hong Kong 
Path From: To: Examples 
1 Internet 
forums 
Traditional media The newspaper company Apple Daily reported and explained the origin of this urban 
legend on the Internet in the news article (Cheung, 2018).  
Traditional 
media 
Internet forums A HKGolden user conc (2013) copied the article of an interview with Mr. Shun Chi-
ming by Cheng (2013) on Next Magazine and opened a discussion thread 「香港天
文台台長岑智明專訪」 (“A special interview with the director of Hong Kong 
Observatory - Mr. Shun Chi-ming”) to initiate discussions on this urban legend with 
other HKGolden users.  
2 Traditional 
media 
Social media The newspaper company HK01 Company Limited (HK01) opened a Facebook 
discussion post about Li’s Field by forwarding its typhoon news.   
(HK01, 2016) 
Social media Traditional media Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) used the concept of Li’s Field from the social 
media (or Internet forums) in the plot of its sitcom Come Home Love: Lo and Behold 
(愛·回家之開心速遞) (p.78) 
3 Social media Oral dissemination Individuals who acquired the concept of this urban legend on social media like 
Facebook and discussed with others verbally.  
Oral 
dissemination 
Social media Participants share their grievances on the need to work after typhoons with their 
colleagues, and produce meme pictures by themselves for circulating on SNS (e.g. 
Instagram).  
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4 Oral 
dissemination 
Internet forums HKGolden users post the comments made by their colleagues at office on this urban 
legend.  
Internet 
forums 
Oral dissemination Participants saw the arguments justifying this urban legend on HKGolden and 
discussed with their significant others.  
5 Internet 
forums 
Social Media Participants repost the derivative works made by HKGolden users to their own SNS 
(like Facebook). 
Social Media Internet forums Participants repost the derivative works made by SNS users to discussion forums 
(e.g. HKGolden). 
6 Traditional 
media 
Oral dissemination Participants hear about this urban legend on TV and discuss with their significant 
others. 
Oral 
dissemination 
Traditional media Participants accepted the video interview by HK01 and the company transcribed their 
views into the textual news (HK01, 2016). 
 
Note: both real and hypothetical examples are given to illustrate the pathways to disseminate the information of Li’s Field in the 
Hong Kong society, and the pathways are referred to designated paths in Figure 15.
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Stable and Variant elements 
 
As Allport & Postman (1946) pointed out, the levelling and sharpening of the 
prototypical urban legend would occur, because the original meanings would be 
distorted after undergoing serial transmissions. Throughout its 13-year existence, 
many participants have attached their own meanings during the collective 
construction process of this urban legend in the realm of reality and the Internet. 
Therefore, the current version of the urban legend is created by participants in 
different contexts, and may have deviated from the original discourse, since only 
some elements of the prototype are retained. Brunvand (1981) made a distinction 
between stable and variant elements of an urban legend. 
 
To apply this theoretical framework to the current study, interviewees were invited 
to recount their interpretation on Li’s Field by discussing their understanding of 
the urban legend:  
 
“Um… This urban legend says that typhoons do not enter… How to say… 
Typhoons would come to Hong Kong after 6:00pm, or during midnight, 
but they will leave before 6:00am. In conclusion, a typhoon vacation will not 
be given.” (Interviewee 5) 
 
“Is it… related to Li Ka-shing? Normally, when discussing whether a typhoon 
could hit Hong Kong, many people would mention this urban legend. When a 
typhoon is very close to Hong Kong, there would be a higher chance that the 
typhoon could not hit Hong Kong in the end. They said it is what Li Ka-
shing.” mentioned. (Interviewee 6) 
 
“From my understanding, it is related to Li Ka-shing, who is the richest 
man in Hong Kong, and his business is pervasive in Hong Kong. From his 
family’s point of view, the losses will be very high if a typhoon vacation is 
declared. Therefore, being an employer of Hong Kong, this urban legend 
entails that he protects Hong Kong from being hit by typhoons. If 
typhoon hits Hong Kong, his business as well as the economic utilities will be 
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decreased. Therefore, He created a force field not allowing a typhoon to hit 
Hong Kong.”  (Interviewee 9) 
 
Some similarities can be identified in their narratives, such as the relationship 
between this urban legend and typhoons, while variations can also be spotted. In 
short, several recurrent (stable) and mutated (variant) themes can be identified, 
and are summarized in Table 10.   
 
Table 10. Themes identified by interviewees when they were invited to share their 
understanding on this urban legend. 
Contents Themes of the Li’s Field Number of 
Interviewees 
mentioned 
i) Involved actors Only Li Ka-shing is affiliated 5 
Li Ka-shing and other entrepreneurs are 
involved 
1 
ii) Natural disasters 
involved 
Typhoons 7 
Natural disasters 1 
iii) Details Timing of typhoons 5 
Deflection of typhoons 4 
No typhoon vacations 3 
Protection of Hong Kong’s economy 2 
iv) Origin 
 
 
 
The Internet 7 
Li Ka-shing said something wrong 1 
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i) Stable elements  
 
Allport & Postman (1946) mentioned that stable elements are the essential 
details remaining after repeated leveling and sharpening processes during 
subsequent transmissions of the urban legend.  
 
As shown in Table 10, 5 out of 9 interviewees mentioned that only Li Ka-shing is 
affiliated with the creation of the Li’s Field. In addition, 7 out of 9 interviewees 
mentioned that typhoons are involved in the urban legend. Regarding the details 
of the urban legend, most of them mentioned the activation of Li’s Field modifies 
the time typhoons would hit (5 out of 9) and leads to the deflection of typhoons 
from Hong Kong (4 out of 9). 7 out of 9 recalled that this urban legend originated 
from the Internet.  
 
The stable elements or the meta-narratives for this urban legend among the 
interviewees, therefore, would be Internet users observed abnormalities in 
typhoon trajectories and time at which typhoons hit, and created an urban legend 
that says Li Ka-shing created the Li’s Field for the purpose of changing the time 
typhoons would hit and deflecting typhoons. Most importantly, their points of view 
are fairly consistent with those recorded on the Internet (The Encyclopedia of 
Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, n.d.).  
 
ii) Variant meanings 
 
During subsequent transmissions, participants of urban legends can attach their 
own meanings to the prototype and communicate their version with others.  
 
From the interviewees’ narratives, Li’s Field can also be interpreted as something 
developed by Li Ka-shing and other entrepreneurs as a team. Consider the quote 
from Interviewee 8:  
 
“This is a climate… which means that… people said that… whenever a typhoon 
is approaching Hong Kong, then these entrepreneurs like Li Ka-shing are 
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afraid of the interference of major economic activities and the stock 
market, so these typhoons will normal approach Hong Kong after working 
hours, or during a public holiday.” (Interviewee 8) 
 
Besides, the effect of Li’s Field is not confined to typhoons, as it can also be 
activated in times of disasters for the sake of protecting Hong Kong. Consider the 
quote from Interviewee 4: 
 
“It is a force field protecting Hong Kong from the influence of natural 
disasters, including typhoons and tsunamis. Therefore, these impacts 
would not enter the territory of Hong Kong, or a radius of a few hundred 
kilometers.” (Interviewee 4)  
 
This concurs with some views on the Internet that Li’s Field can also protect 
Hong Kong from other disasters, including nuclear clouds (HKGolden user 群龍
無首．吉, 2011) and heavy downpours (LIHKG, 2019).  
 
Interestingly, when it comes to the origin of the urban legend, one of the 
interviewees (Interviewee 5) mentioned that everything began with a quote made 
by Li Ka-shing verbally during a news conference. As she explained:  
 
“As far as I remember… I think… This urban legend began when Li Ka-
shing said one sentence, then people misinterpreted it.” (Interviewee 5) 
 
Interviewee 5 believed that this urban legend was born from the misinterpretation 
of Li’s words at a press conference. However, no such evidence was found when 
newspaper articles regarding that press conference was examined. To briefly 
summarize their articulations, although one may think the interviewees have 
simply remembered the details of this urban legend incorrectly, they may have in 
fact acquired such articulations from others purposively. Such deviated details 
might also be a manifestation of their own imagination of the Li’s Field. 
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Additionally, this mutation of this urban legend on the Internet has become a 
blueprint for other derivative urban legends. In Macau, after the incident of 
Typhoon Nida (妮妲) in 2016, some citizens alleged that there is a 「賭牆」 
(Literally means “gambling wall”84) protecting Macau from typhoons (Macau 
Concealers, 2016). The emergence of such allegation is because these citizens 
doubted that the Macau Meteorological and Geophysical Bureau considered the 
opening hours of casinos, which is the most important pillar industry in Macau, 
when deciding when to hoist and lower typhoon signals (Lam, 2016). Heung 
(2016) also mentioned that there is a “Jockey Club’s Field” (馬會力場) to protect 
racing activities from rain on racing days. Coincidently, there will be heavy 
downpours right after the completion of racing activities, if the weather favors 
raining. Interestingly, both the above-mentioned derivative urban legends involve 
an entity or organization that is capital-intensive.  
 
9. Discussion 
 
Although the Hong Kong Observatory has debunked this urban legend in 2010 
(p.19 - 20), and the statistics showing that employees are in fact enjoying more 
typhoon vacations than they expected (p.81 - 85, justification 2), the Li’s Field 
urban legend has continued to exist. Under the framework of symbolic 
interactionism, participants purposively engage in the promulgation process of 
this urban legend, and collectively co-construct their meanings to this urban 
legend by various media in the realm of the Internet and reality (Figure 15). 
Besides, their participation in the social construction of this urban legend 
contribute to the attachment of implicit symbols (p.91 - 106) and acquire utilities. 
Specifically, they want to use this urban legend to engage in a social circle and 
alleviate grievances. With the observation on the hype of this urban legend in 
Hong Kong, there are implications to relate this urban legend with the intellectual 
legacy and the broader societal structures.  
 
                                               
84 The pronunciation of the two Chinese characters is the same as “casinos” in Cantonese. 
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Relating Li’s Field with the theoretical legacy  
 
From the two theoretical frameworks of this research, including social 
constructivism and symbolic interactionism, they affirm the fact that the Li’s Field 
urban legend is a symbol constructed socially originated from the realm of micro 
interactions, to gradually becomes a shared understanding in the macro level. 
Particularly, in terms of social constructivism, the urban legend is not a static 
product by social members. Instead, it is a sum of meanings which are changing 
across time. Depicted by an array of mediums and the diversified implicit 
meanings, the current understanding of this urban legend is path-dependent on 
the previous contents and is accumulated across time. As for symbolic 
interactionism, participants of this urban legend have agency and “self-
indications” (Blumer, 1969) to decide whether they should go on participating the 
promulgation process, and create their own symbols reflecting their imaginations 
and interpretations on the urban legend.   
 
Influenced and inspired by the two interpretative frameworks, the goal to 
understand whether the Western theoretical frameworks regarding urban legends 
can be applied to Hong Kong is further formulated. The theoretical legacy, 
including Allport and Postman’s (1946) basic law of rumour, which explains why 
a rumour becomes a subject that everyone is so concerned about, and 
Brunvand’s (1981) conditions for the survival of an urban legend, should be 
revisited again:  
 
(a) From one man’s narrative to meta-narratives  
 
Allport and Postman (1946)’s basic law of rumour is able to partly explain the 
longevity of the Li’s Field urban legend. As shown above (p.19), discussions on 
this urban legend are always heated, especially during typhoon season 
(summer). According to the basic law of rumour formula, two conditions must be 
satisfied to create the hype for dissemination: importance and ambiguity.  
 
In the domain of importance, it is obvious that many Hong Kong citizens find 
issues on typhoon important because typhoons could induce life-threatening 
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damages and property losses. In case of a hit by typhoon, most economic and 
social activities have to be suspended in accordance with the hoisting of typhoon 
signals by the Hong Kong Observatory. Among the citizens, employees who 
have multiple socials roles, like simultaneously being a parent and an employee, 
are more concerned about the latest weather conditions, as they will have 
contingent arrangements in response to the typhoons, like finding guardians to 
look after their children and to check whether they still have to work. Even though 
they could enjoy typhoon vacation in the morning, office employees have to 
monitor the exact moment of hoisting and lowering of signals. Once the signal is 
lowered before a designated time, these employees have to go back to office 
immediately. In addition, those who need to work during typhoons, like those who 
work in the field of hospitality and disciplined services, are concerned about their 
safety during commuting and working. Furthermore, even for those who are not 
employees are also concerned about typhoons. For example, the housewife and 
farmer interviewed are also concerned about the potential damages brought by 
typhoons and the need to save the agricultural products, respectively (p.54 - 55). 
Clearly, issues related to typhoon are important for all Hong Kong citizens, 
including those in and outside of the workforce.    
 
At the same time, the promulgation of the urban legend is also catalysed by 
ambiguity. The two alleged parties in this urban legend - Li Ka-shing and the 
Hong Kong Observatory, did not respond to this urban legend instantly. In fact, Li 
Ka-shing has never made any open announcement in response to it, and the 
Observatory waited until 2010 to make the first response (Cheung, 2018). 
Consequently, the ambiguity on whether the Li’s Field exists provides room for 
people to have delusions (遐想).  
 
Another dimension of ambiguity could also be provided by participants 
themselves who wish to steer the promulgation of this urban legend. Taking one 
derivative of the narratives (p.16 - 18) as example, it alleged that some 
electromagnetic emitters and trigonometric devices, which are related to the 
activation of the Li’s Field, were installed at the top of several mountains in 
Kowloon and Hong Kong Island. Since Li Ka-shing owns the HK Electric, it is 
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mentioned that he has the capability to use “his” electricity to generate the 
electromagnetic fields during the formation of typhoons (UC_0080, 2009). 
Besides, this narrative also mentioned the headquarters of the Li’s Field Project 
was located in an abandoned quarry site on Hong Kong Island. Meanwhile, such 
interest-provoking narrative does not reveal the concrete locations of these sites 
for the purpose of providing room for ambiguity regarding the location of the Li’s 
Field.  
 
In response to the steered ambiguity, readers were provoked to identify the 
places in the narrative. For example, some HKGolden users (from the user 
comments from the thread established by HKGolden user 娘娘收唔收兵, 2012) 
believed that Cape D'Aguilar (鶴咀) is one of the sites of the Li’s Field Project due 
to the tight security of the area. While this place is indeed protected by the 
government, it is for a legitimate reason: the area is actually part of the Cape 
D'Aguilar Marine Reserve (鶴咀海岸保護區), where the place is protected by the 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department (AFCD) under the Marine 
Parks and Marine Reserves Regulation (Cap. 476A). 
 
As an intermediate conclusion, the basic law of rumour formula proposed by 
Allport and Postman (1946) is helpful in explaining how this urban legend 
evolved from being an one-man accusation of the collusion between the 
Observatory with the business sector in 1997 (Hong Kong Daily News, 1997), to 
a viral social phenomenon, given the two determinants (importance and 
ambiguity) are sufficiently and necessarily entailed.  
 
(b) Still Stayin’ Alive 
 
The hype of discussing and continuously creating symbols for this urban legend 
after the first person introduced the concept of Li’s Field on HKGolden proves 
that participants find this narrative meaningful, and are willing to continue the 
promulgation processes. The observation on the popular support for an urban 
legend which is ambiguous and without scientific evidence in nature stands a 
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stark contrast to Weber’s (1958) view, which claims that the contemporary 
society is science-driven after the age of enlightenment. With the influence of 
disenchantment and instrumental rationality, according to Weber, this urban 
legend should have been disposed of after using methodical examination on its 
justifications. However, contrary to Weber’s predictions, this urban legend did 
exist for more than 12 years. The reasons for its longevity could perhaps be 
explained by Brunvand’s (1981) three sufficient conditions for the survival of 
urban legends.  
 
Firstly, the narratives of this urban legend do have a story-like appeal (p.15 - 18), 
as the details of the urban legend were reported as a news story, as mentioned 
in the beginning of this discussion section.  
 
Secondly, the urban legend is deep-rooted with actual beliefs, namely, the 
mythology of one man’s power to dominate over weather. As mentioned by 
Interviewee 7:  
 
“[T]his isn’t scientific phenomenon, or a natural phenomenon. This Li’s 
Field, to a certain extent, is something superstitious.” (Interviewee 7)  
 
Interviewee 7 found this urban legend to be quite superstitious. Although she did 
not explain her reasoning, it is logical to derive such opinion, because the notion 
of “one man’s power can change the weather” is commonly found in Chinese 
mythological stories, like that of Hou Yi (后羿), who used an archery bow to shoot 
“10 suns” down during extreme heat in ancient times (Academy of Chinese 
Studies, n.d.).  
 
Although being influenced by traditional mythology, this urban legend is in fact 
wrapped by a facade of “science” so as to enhance its trustworthiness. In other 
words, this urban legend is portrayed as being “scientific” and “professional”, 
because supporters are able to raise “evidence”, like to weird trajectories of 
typhoons (p.79 - 81, justification 1) and the Observatory as an “economic 
department” of the government (p.85 – 87, justification 3), to affirm the existence 
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of Li’s Field. Therefore, to a certain extent, the supporters’ articulations are 
methodical and “scientific” in the sense that the urban legend is supported by the 
existence of evidence. However, such evidence has not been tested by any 
rigorous procedure. In contrast, the official explanations from the Observatory are 
logically sound, since they are based on proven scientific theories on weather 
and climate (p.80 – 81).  
 
Thirdly, the urban legend does carry meaningful messages that pinpoint on the 
powerfulness and dominance of the rich and the supporters’ grievances on such 
phenomenon (p. 97 - 103). Besides, to adopt a Marxist point of view, this urban 
legend actually serves as “opium” for the mass to alleviate their negative 
emotions towards social injustice, like the discrepancies between the rich and the 
poor, since the target of this urban legend is Li Ka-shing, the richest tycoon in 
Hong Kong. After the displacement effect of their grievances to this urban legend, 
participants would feel better psychologically.  
 
In conclusion, the promulgation patterns of the Li’s Field urban legend are 
consistent with the Western theoretical legacies on urban legends. Nonetheless, 
the cultural distinctiveness of Hong Kong makes this a strictly local urban legend. 
Such argument will be further elaborated in the third part of this section (p.133 - 
142). 
 
II) Reflections on the promulgation patterns 
 
The two interpretative frameworks are useful to delineate how the shared 
understanding of the urban legend on the macro-level is constructed from the 
cumulative micro-level interactions at situations like the workplaces, they tend to 
adopt an overall descriptive analysis on the promulgation pattern of this urban 
legend. However, how is this urban legend relate to the contextual ecology of 
Hong Kong should be discussed in order to probe into the structure – agency 
dynamics contributing to the birth and maintenance of this urban legend.   
 
Defined by Sullivan (2009), subculture describes “[a] group of people who not 
only have many of the traditions, rituals, values, and norms (i.e. culture) of the 
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larger group but also have unique values and norms that differentiate them from 
this larger group”. From the emergence of this urban legend on the Internet, to 
the wide involvement of the broader society context, such evolution manifests a 
miracle on how an Internet subculture entered the realm of mass culture.  
 
At the primitive phase of the promulgation process, long before the emergence of 
the notion of Li’s Field, there were rumours on the Internet landscape which are 
probably continued from the previous ethos (e.g. since a similar argument was 
also raised in 1997, p.56) on the deflecting trajectories of typhoons and the 
consecutive absence of typhoon vacations. The participants in the stage were 
just a group of netizens who have doubts on such observations. Some of them, 
however, are even fanatical about finding “the truth” for their observations since 
they do not believe the institution to serve the interests of the masses. Instead, 
with the prevalent debates on the alleged business-government collisions, they 
think the decisions to hoist typhoon signals are interfered by the oppositional 
bourgeoisie class for their own benefits. Therefore, these group of netizens 
decided to take advantage of the freedom and free-of-charge Internet to 
challenge the social injustice and the status quo.  
 
Then, in order to increase the scope of participants in the subsequent 
transmissions process, these netizens were pioneers to create the narrative of 
this urban legend so as to attract others to listen to their narratives. 
Simultaneously, it is intriguing to understand why they did not engage in 
conventional means to express their grievances, like the actions of writing a 
manifesto, initiating a boycott campaign, or participating in a joint demonstration 
against the rich tycoons who earned exploitatively from the masses. To explain 
the rationale behind, it is possible that if these conventional means were used to 
express their grievances, then their effort would become a preaching or a cliché, 
which cannot provoke the attention of the masses who are busy working for their 
livelihood. Therefore, in order to attract others to listen, the narrative style of 
urban legend which contains a high level of ambiguity and the interest-provoking 
ability is used.  
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After that, based on the “scientific” and methodical arguments proposed by these 
pioneers on their real observations regarding the deflecting trajectories and the 
absence of typhoon vacations in 2005 and 2006, many people who saw such 
information did share doubts on such “abnormalities” derived based on their past 
experiences and “common sense”. When the first person introduced this urban 
legend, it sounds attractive for most people because we have an instinctual 
desire to fulfill curiosity for interpreting what is happening in the surrounding 
environment (Piaget, 1936). Endowed with high level of ambiguity, like the 
absence of public refutations from the Observatory and Li Ka-shing, people find 
this urban legend appealing. The reason why this urban legend is not discarded 
by the public immediately because it fulfilled the three re-requisites purposed by 
Brunvand (1981).  
 
With the widening scope of involvement, more mediums emerge to promulgate 
this urban legend in the realm of the Internet and the reality. Notably, the culture 
of kuso prompts the creation of derivative works on this urban legend. Gradually, 
the notion of Li’s Field gradually captures the attention of the society as a whole, 
and the elements of this urban legend start to invade the mainstream culture, 
including the traditional media in the realm of reality. Simultaneously, just as 
Brunvand (1981) predicted, the role of mouth-by-mouth transmission on this 
urban legend is still significant nowadays as it continues the discussion on the 
micro-level. Therefore, the interactive dynamics of mediums in the realm of reality 
and the Internet constitute a snowball effect, which the population who is heard of 
this urban legend increases exponentially.  
 
Undoubtedly, the primal driving force for the hype discussion is from those who 
believe this urban legend to be true with the influence of others. Just as the 
Thomas theorem describes, “If men define situations as real, they are real in their 
consequences” (Thomas & Thomas, 1928). In other words, if these listeners do 
not carry out a rigorous fact-checking against this urban legend, they will believe 
it to be true, and they will make it to be real. To do so, they will selectively present 
evidence in favour of their imagination to the Li’s Field, and try to convince others 
that they are real.  
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Another mentality held by believers can be explained by Kruger & Dunning’s 
(1999) research findings. Their research focuses on the relationship between 
competence and the perceived confidence in an array of domains like driving, 
and they found that those who lack specialized knowledge may perceive 
themselves as invincible. To incorporate their findings into this research, 
believers of this urban legend who grasped little evidence like the deflecting 
trajectories may be too subjective in their knowledge construction, and they 
perceive they are as competent as meteorologists to explain abnormalities of 
weather (i.e. Dunning-Kruger Effect). As a result, they would reject the 
explanations from the experts such as those meteorologists from the Hong Kong 
Observatory. Although this research did not invite the believers to have in-depth 
interviews to truly understand their mentality, the rise of social media and fast 
digestion of media messages may make people not being able to differentiate the 
real knowledge (scientific) with the constructed knowledge (biased). 
Consequently, others may be confused about how to interpret this urban legend.   
 
While the Dunning-Kruger Effect emphasizes on the passivity of human nature, 
the postmodernist perspective is an alternate explanation to substantiate why 
these believers reject the authorities’ explanations out of their agency. Bauman 
(2012) believes that the contemporary society has entered the age of Liquid 
Modernity: With the maturity of technology and capitalism, science is challenged 
by those anxiety-stricken citizens who have lost their identities under the ever-
changing societies. To compare with the preceding Solid Modernity, science is 
not sacred anymore. To contextualize Bauman’s notion into the analysis of this 
urban legend, Hong Kong is a society which is influenced by fast-changing and 
unpredictable external conditions, such as the economy and the political ethos. 
As a result, many social problems would arise because the change of social 
structures cannot keep pace with the changing environmental circumstances, and 
Hong Kong citizens would be very anxious about their present and future 
livelihood.  
 
While having continuous loss of identities, citizens may also have a sense of 
mistrust of the authorities because their problems like disparity between the rich 
and the poor perpetuate. Simultaneously, for the issue of typhoons, since the 
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Observatory belongs to the government, participants start to challenge the 
scientific explanations held by the Observatory because for them, it seems that 
the official explanations for the weird typhoon trajectories serve the bourgeoisie 
class instead of reflecting the ultimate truth. As a result, they tend to develop their 
own “science” instead of believing the experts to interpret the ambiguity. 
 
Another post-modernist perspective from Lyotard also helps explain why these 
participants develop their own science consciously to interpret the typhoon 
trajectories. From Lyotard, the contemporary science becomes relativized 
(Lyotard, 1984) due to the collapse of the grand narratives. To adopt a reflexive 
lens on modernity, the contemporary science, which is thought to be an ultimate 
weapon for truth-seeking behaviours after the age of Enlightenment, cannot 
conceptualize all the social problems participants are encountering, including 
exploitations, working poor and raising price level. Hence, instead of perceiving 
science is an absolute means for truth, science becomes an opinion which 
modern people can have their own interpretative frameworks on the ambiguity of 
typhoon patterns. Since there is no correct answer to account for the weird 
trajectories of typhoons, participants of this urban legend develop their own 
methodical (although cannot be refutable and empirically supported) articulations, 
manifesting their distrust on those professionals after suspecting them to collude 
with the business sector reinforce the antagonism between them and the experts 
in the field (the Observatory). In other words, to explain the weird trajectories of 
typhoons, both Observatory and participants of this urban legend (especially the 
entrepreneurs of this urban legend) engaged in a language game, from 
Wittgenstein’s point of view.  
 
Although those believers are an energizing force to stimulate the promulgation of 
this urban legend, non-believers also play a pivotal role in the socially-
constructed hype for this urban legend. As oppose to those believers, from the 
narratives from interviewees, most of them acknowledge that such urban legend 
is not real. However, it is intriguing to observe that some of them would continue 
the promulgation process. The cognitive dissonance actually implies they found 
this urban legend sensible and meaningful, and having unconscious intentions, 
including the use of semiotic of “Li Ka-shing” and “typhoons” to ruminate on the 
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exploitative workplace environment and enhancing solidarity with people who are 
talking about this topic. For the point of rumination, this is self-explanatory. 
Nonetheless, for the point of solidarity, further elaborations are required.  
 
Although participants try to alleviate an array of grievances (p.93), ranging from 
problems at their workplace in the micro level to the social stratification problem 
in the macro level, the repeated use of “Li Ka-shing” semiotic embodies that he is 
the scapegoat for the displacement of grievances. Undoubtedly, Li Ka-shing is 
not the only tycoon in Hong Kong, probably not to be the only entrepreneur who 
exploits employees. In addition, most of the participants in the urban legend may 
not be the direct employees of Li’s businesses. However, this urban legend is a 
collaborative by different strata, like employers from various employment sectors.  
 
By adopting a structural-functionalist paradigm, this ridiculous and hilarious urban 
legend exists in the society for some purposes. Apart from the proven rationales: 
getting involved in a social group and alleviating grievances, it is also possible 
that this urban legend can bind people together, especially those employees who 
are under serious exploitations from their employers. Therefore, the use of 
various mediums allow them to use this urban legend as a common language to 
acquire a sense of togetherness, and the sense-making of the semiotic of this 
urban legend is a social action involving collective transactions of symbols via 
different mediums in the two realms.  
 
Although this urban legend does serve functions, the discussion on this urban 
legend does not serve to seek truths. At the primitive phase of the creation of this 
urban legend, perhaps the netizens do really want to know whether there are 
interventions from the government as well as the business sector in the decisions 
to declare typhoon signal no. 8. However, from the evolution from subculture to 
the mass culture, the imagination of the Li’s Field is a simulacrum (Baudrillard, 
1994) since there is no prototype in reality can be observed. In his work, 
Baudrillard articulates that simulacrum is neither being real or imaginary. At 
present, the debate on whether Li’s Field is true or not does not matter. What is 
matter is the semiotics and implicit symbols conveyed during the dissemination 
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processes.  
 
As mentioned, during the promulgation process of this urban legend, various 
symbols are conveyed implicitly (p.93). Apart from attempting to use this urban 
legend to get involved in a group and alleviating grievances, the semiotic of the 
force field may also manifest how Hong Kong people perceive their homeland as 
a “land of fortune”, where large-scale catastrophic disasters rarely happen in the 
place. In addition, such connection also symbolizes the influential power of Li Ka-
shing who is the chosen one to be blamed. Being well-known and irreplaceable, 
the semiotic of Li Ka-shing is used in this urban legend, despite the fact that he is 
not the only tycoon in Hong Kong. Only through blaming one figure instead of the 
whole bourgeoisie group can, in Durkheim’s term (Lukes, 1985), enhance the 
solidarity of the masses (p.105 - 106).  
 
As an intermediate conclusion, the urban legend is not a mere ambiguous and 
irrational product for attack Li Ka-shing personally. This is instead a complex 
system with a plethora of semiotics which are intentionally and carefully 
choreographed. Regarding the imagination of the Li’s Field, it is difficult to tell 
whether the mediums shape participants’ perception, or participants’ perception 
shapes the way how they produce and reproduce the symbols used in serial 
transmissions. Therefore, such complex interactions are a dialectic process from 
the micro-level interactions to a macro-level engagement by social members.  
 
III) Climate catalyzing the emergence of the Li’s Field 
 
If the supporters’ justifications are revisited again (p.79), these justifications are 
actually put in a methodical manner. Subsequently, they sound scientific for the 
listeners since the comparison on the trajectories of typhoons is really an 
observation of the peculiarity. As an alternative explanations, evidences like the 
scientific knowledge derived from the existing theoretical framework on weather 
and climate can also be observed to refute the validity of these justifications.   
 
Although the justifications on Li’s Field are not empirically substantiated, it is 
interesting to ponder the reason why such urban legend emerged in the context 
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of Hong Kong. From two similar observations in response to the justifications on 
deflecting typhoon trajectories, the emergence of such urban legend in Hong 
Kong is not a pure contingency.  
 
For the first observation, the deflecting trajectories of typhoons as depicted by 
this urban legend is not particularly unique during and after the year of 2006. In 
other words, the so-called peculiar trajectories can also be found in years ahead 
2006. As early in 1994, the patterns of trajectories also perfectly resemble a 
“force field” (Royal Observatory Hong Kong, 1995) protecting Hong Kong 
because typhoons were coincidentally deflected away from Hong Kong (depicted 
by Figure 16). Meanwhile, there was no any typhoon vacation necessitated in the 
same year (Appendix 4) as there was no typhoon signal no. 8 to be hoisted. As a 
result, the conditions in 1994 are sufficient to raise doubts and articulate this 
urban legend. Nonetheless, 2006 is the year when this urban legend emerged, 
after 12 years of the conditions in 1994.  
 
   
Figure 16. The diagram depicts the trajectories (black lines) of different typhoons around 
Hong Kong (the red circle) from January to August of 1994 (Royal Observatory Hong Kong, 
1995). Note: another diagram of trajectories from September to December also shared 
similar patterns of not being proximate to Hong Kong due to the relative scarcity of typhoons 
in the period.  
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For the second observation, the deflection of trajectories of typhoons as depicted 
from this urban legend is not particularly unique in the area of Hong Kong. 
According to a diagram formulated by an information journalist (If Lin, 2018), 
trajectories of typhoons in 2018 over the Pacific Ocean seem to deflect away 
from Taiwan. Hence, such observation makes the island seems to be protected 
by a shield.  
 
Taking Weber’s (Weber, Baehr, & Wells, 2002) logic to examine why capitalism 
begins at Europe instead of China or India, when combining the two observations 
altogether, it is intriguing to understand what kind of conditions Hong Kong in 
2006 possessed which catalyzed the emergence of such urban legend. 
According to Geertz (1993), understanding a phenomenon requires “thick 
description” to delineate how the broader context and culture shape social 
members (“natives”) and what they think they are up to the culture, instead of just 
describe the cultural phenomenon in per se. Therefore, in the production and 
dissemination of this urban legend, the understanding of symbols conveyed in 
this urban legend must at first understand the broader cultures catalyzing the 
emergence of this urban legend. In this urban legend, four conjunctual structural 
causes can be identified contributing to the emergence of this urban legend 
particularly in Hong Kong, in the year of 2006: the power interplay between the 
mass, the bourgeoisie class, and the government; employer-employee 
antagonism, the rise of the Internet; and the tolerance for various cultures.  
 
(1) The power interplay 
 
In terms of the first factor, the power interplay between the mass, the bourgeoisie 
class, and the government contributes to the public distrust of authorities. Given 
the emergence of this urban legend in 2006, the implementation of positive non-
interventionist policies (Wang, 2018) actually segregated the business sector 
from the colonial government’s influence before the handover of sovereignty of 
Hong Kong from Britain to China in 1997. Therefore, the free market system 
allows the business sector to thrive by themselves, and such business climate 
indirectly catalysed the growth of conglomerates in Hong Kong, such as those 
owned by Li Ka-shing. Meanwhile, with the premise of segregation between the 
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business sector and the government, the business sector would not be conceived 
as influencing the decisions of government and the Observatory, especially in the 
issue of the typhoons.  
 
After the handover of sovereignty, the notion of maintaining the positive non-
interventionist policies by the Hong Kong Government is challenged. For 
example, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority efficiently intervened the market to 
deter the manipulation of the Hong Kong dollar currency system in 1998 (Yam, 
1998). Depicted by this event, the meaning of “positive non-interventionist 
policies” becomes ambiguous. Even if the essence of “positive non-interventionist 
policies” is that the government should step in the market when the market 
efficiency cannot be attained, such intervention may begin to unintentionally bind 
the business sector with the government. 
 
Besides, with the rise of conglomerates in Hong Kong, their stances and interests 
become weighed when the government is going to carry out major policies (p.98). 
Possessed with large sums of capital and employees, these conglomerates 
possess a significant negotiating power from the government’s point of view. In 
order not wanting them to divest from Hong Kong, which may influence the 
Profits Tax revenues and the employment stability, the government may have to 
lean on the interests of big corporations.   
 
As relative to the bourgeoisie class, the interests of the masses seem not to be 
emphasized by the government appropriately. Social problems like the soaring 
property prices and the disparity between the rich and the poor perpetuate in the 
society. Contrary to how the government intervened the market efficiently during 
financial crisis, the government’s attitude towards social problems seems not to 
be as proactive as tackling economic problems. Subsequently, the masses may 
perceive that the government only works for the interests of the entrepreneurs, 
and they even coin the term “government-entrepreneur collusion” to describe 
such observation.    
 
Such mentality may extend to the issue of typhoons, that the perception of the 
masses may resemble such power interplay. The masses may think that the 
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Observatory only works for the interests of the bourgeoisie class to maintain the 
operation of the stock exchanges, and neglect the interests of the general 
employees, such as safety and the desire to take vacations. Therefore, such 
urban legend is created so as to visualize the perception on the power interplay 
between the bourgeoisie class and the government, in which the masses are 
marginalized. Conversely, the discussion of this urban legend in the public 
sphere field opens a window of opportunity for the masses to voluntarily 
marginalize the government (the Observatory) and the business sector.  
To further compare with the framework of social constructivism, this urban legend 
is undoubtedly a human product which is produced by conscious individuals. The 
social understanding on the urban legend in per se, or even the implicit meanings 
like delineating the notion of government-bourgeoisie coalitions, are reinforced by 
the continuous participation of the transmissions of this urban legend form now to 
then. 
 
(2) Employer-employee antagonism 
 
As Marx (Marx, Engels, Moore, & McLellan, 2008) articulated, exploitation is the 
most defining characteristic for the modern capitalism. To maximize the profit 
margins, bourgeoisie attempt to do all means to exploit the proletariats, including 
providing poor working environment and lower their wages when necessary.  
 
The problem of exploitation is serious in Hong Kong. Notably, during the Asian 
Financial Crisis (1997 - 1998), many businesses were influenced negatively. 
Consequently, in order to sustain their profit margins, the employers reduced the 
wages of employees, or even fired employees without prior warnings (Fong, 
Chow & Wong, 2011; Mung, 2017). Although being oppressed, employees could 
not find an institutionalized mean to negotiate with the employees because their 
right of collective bargaining is deprived, as manifested by the repealing of the 
Employee’s Rights to Representation, Consultation and Collective Bargaining 
Ordinance (Cap. 530) by the Provisional Legislative Council in 1997 (Mung, 
2017; Leung, 2018a). Without the right of collective bargaining, employees 
cannot group together to fight for their exploited rights they deserve.  
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It is not to say that there are no labour unions in Hong Kong. The right to form 
trade unions is entitled by the Basic Law, which claims that (Constitutional and 
Mainland Affairs Bureau, HKSAR Government, 2015): 
 
“Hong Kong residents shall have freedom of speech, of the press and of 
publication; freedom of association, of assembly, of procession and of 
demonstration; and the right and freedom to form and join trade 
unions, and to strike”  (article 27)  
 
In fact, there are an array of trade unions in Hong Kong, ranging from 
transportation companies to disciplined services. According to the Registry of 
Trade Unions85 (2018), there were 836 registered employee unions (excluding 
Mixed Organizations of Employees and Employers), covering 904,210 members 
in 2017. However, the current trade unions are often criticized for being too 
politically affiliated (Lam, 2018), and makes the bargaining power of employees 
become dispersed. As a result, the power possessed by bourgeoisie and the 
proletariats is asymmetrical.  
 
With the asymmetrical relations, employees would consider their work really 
tough, but they have to face the truth that they have to work against all odds so 
that their livelihood can be sustained. Therefore, the rare approach of typhoons is 
perceived as the only window of opportunity to acquire a therapeutic vacation for 
rest, and getting the only benefit from the employers.  
 
In the issue of typhoon, with the perceived patterns of diminishing typhoon 
vacations, employees would think that employers are the culprit making them 
continue to work. When combined with the desire to have a therapeutic vacation 
and escapism from workplace, this urban legend is then created for alleviating 
the grievances by implicit symbols (p.93) and reinforcing their perseverance to 
work.  
 
                                               
85 This registry is under the Labour Department of the HKSAR Government.  
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From the paradigm of symbolic interactionism, Blumer continued Mead’s 
articulation and added that “the human being has a self” (Blumer, 1969). In the 
promulgation process of this urban legend, participants are not “recording 
machines” which passively react to stimulus and reiterate what others have 
mentioned without purpose. In fact, they have self-indications to access and 
interpret others’ responses regarding the notion of this urban legend, and they 
would have the autonomy to decide whether they have to engage in the 
promulgation process. If the urban legend is not perceived as important, they will 
immediate discard the discussion and quit the promulgation process immediately. 
However, since the phenomenon of employer-employee antagonism is common 
in Hong Kong, this urban legend serves as glue to bind the oppressed 
proletariats together, manifested by using this urban legend to ruminate on the 
grievances to work under adverse weather. In addition, if the majority group do 
not support the central themes of this urban legend, the speaker of this urban 
legend would not marginalized. In the case of Li’s Field, the viral attention and 
active engagement of this urban legend indeed manifests how the majority 
oppressed proletariats are in support of the themes (implicit symbols), regard this 
urban legend as important to them, and actively, purposively, and consciously 
engage in the subsequent transmission processes together.  
 
From another perspective, employers may think employees to be too greedy to 
ask for holidays because employees are assumed to be instinctually lazy and 
pursue hedonistic pursuits. Although the point of hedonism is not well addressed 
in this research, the main argument of why employees demand for more holidays 
is because of the oppressed working conditions, and they try to get back 
something they deserve, like the right of have a rest.  
 
(3) The rise of the Internet  
 
The emergence of the World Wide Web in 1994 (Cerf, 2009) changes the 
patterns of social interactions. Consequently, the modern technology allows 
people to communicate with each other without the need to have face-to-face 
communication.   
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In Hong Kong, the Internet infiltration rate is extremely high. According to the 
Census and Statistics Department (2018), the rate of persons aged 10 and over  
having the experience to use the Internet has been increasing, from 43.3% 
(2001) to 89.4% (2017). With the frequent use of the Internet, communications on 
the Internet are frequent and inseparable from the social lives.   
 
Reference point The rate of using the Internet as relative to the whole 
population in Hong Kong 
Apr - Jun 2001 43.3% 
Jun - Aug 2006 60.8% 
Jun - Aug 2012 72.9% 
May - Aug 2015 84.9% 
Apr - Jul 2016 87.5% 
Jun - Sep 2017 89.4% 
Table 11. The rate of persons aged 10 and over having the experience to use the Internet in 
designated period, reproduced from Census and Statistics Department (2018).  
 
Contingent to the pervasive use of the Internet, the subculture of Kuso and the 
creation of derivative works are also thriving on the Internet. Endowed with 
characteristics like freedom, anonymity and mostly free-of-charge, Internet 
forums are the cradles for Internet subculture in which people could exchange 
their symbols on a particular matter.   
 
To relate the popularity of the internet and the emergence of this urban legend, 
this urban legend at first is a single man’s creation on HKGolden in 2006. 
However, under the influential power of the Internet to connect social members 
without restricted by time and space, this urban legend successfully captures the 
attention of the society and invade the traditional media (Figure 15) in the 
subsequent years. Therefore, such interactive dynamics between these agents 
further involve more and more participants, and reinforce their imaginations on 
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Li’s Field. Most importantly, the convenience of the virtual ecology encourages 
participants to contribute their own symbols to this urban legend under the 
collective sense-making process, like making their own meme pictures attaching 
their meanings.  
 
A radical hypothesis related to the Internet is that it is indeed the most influential 
enzyme for spreading this urban legend from one man’s narrative to the socially 
constructed urban legend. It is possible that long before 2006, there could be 
some random guys who have thought of this concept or even the urban legend in 
their brains. However, when the first person who put his or her ideas on the 
realm of the Internet, the urban legend goes viral.  
 
(4) Tolerance of multi-cultures 
 
As discussed above (p.10 - 11), the origin of this urban legend is influenced by 
the Japanese anime Neon Genesis Evangelion to conceptualize their imagination 
on the Li’s Field. To a certain extent, the borrowing of the “AT Field” manifests 
how Hong Kong people view their homeland because Hong Kong is often 
considered as a “land of fortune” where large-scale catastrophic disasters rarely 
happen in the place. Besides, from the perspective of structuralism, the central 
premise that entails the control of weather by a single human resembles 
mythemes (Lévi-Strauss, 1971) from other narratives, such as Hou Yi in Chinese 
mythological stories. Furthermore, another similar mytheme of weather control by 
an authority is also found in the United States where the urban legend on High 
Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) can be found.  
 
To further elaborate the point that Japanese culture is one of the agents to shape 
this Hong Kong urban legend, it is argued by Otmazgin (2014) that the influence 
of Japanese culture on Hong Kong was found in 1970’s, and it reached a wide 
Hong Kong audience in the 1990’s, years ahead of the present intrusion of 
“Korean Wave”. In terms of mediums, the import of Japanese culture mainly 
relies on animated programs, music, and manga, and the assimilation process 
was accelerated by the adolescents in the emerging middle class (Chan, 2000) 
as a way of consumption. As noted by the author, Hong Kong is a “[...] home to a 
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wide variety of Japanese popular cultural products and a regional base to many 
of the Japanese music and television companies who expanded their operations 
in the city in the early 1990s.” With the popularity of the Internet, cultures of 
different countries become interconnected on the virtual landscape, and Internet 
users can engage in the latest cultural phenomenon instantly and conveniently.  
 
In the case of this urban legend, the influence of the anime Neon Genesis 
Evangelion on this urban legend manifests how the Japanese cultures are 
assimilated and integrated with the localized contents. Most importantly, the 
creation of this urban legend is a synthetic process in which the thesis 
(grievances like against the rich and the observation on typhoon abnormalities) 
collides with the thesis of this anime, and produces the urban legend endowed 
with the two characteristics synthetically.   
 
Let alone the Japanese anime, it is difficult to trace whether Chinese 
mythological stories and the American urban legend are the raw materials to give 
birth to this urban legend. However, the inclusion of elements from Hong Kong 
and Japan alone can sufficiently derive that the tolerance of cultures from 
different places help contribute to the emergence of this urban legend. The multi-
cultural tolerance can be explained by the transition from the ruling by the British 
colonial government to the ruling by the HKSAR Government, Hong Kong is 
often described as a cultural melting pot. Therefore, the cultural susceptivity of 
Hong Kong people who have exposure to Eastern and Western cultures may 
also be a comparative advantage to make this urban legend emerge.  
 
As a concluding remark, it is not to say that these factors alone are not shared by 
other places. Taking the third factor as example, the use of Internet and online 
forums are also pervasive in Japan and Taiwan. In addition, it is also not to say 
that these conditions did not exist in Hong Kong society before. For example, 
employee-employer antagonism does exist with the emergence of the modern 
capitalistic system. However, it is to argue that the four factors are the necessary 
and sufficient conditions (multivariate causes) making this urban legend happen 
in Hong Kong, in which these factors coexist at the time of 2006.  
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IV) The Future of the urban legend 
 
This urban legend has existed for more than 12 years. However, with the 
retirement of Li Ka-shing in 2018 (CK Hutchison, 2019), how would his retreiment 
impact on this urban legend? Several interviewees provided a mixed narratives: 
 
“It depends on whether the people choose to continue to create, even if 
Victor Li is now in charge of the CK Holdings. But if Victor Li further 
expand the family’s power, like touching on more aspects of investment and 
business, this urban legend certainly will continue to exist.” (Interviewee 
2) 
 
“I think this urban legend will continue to exist because his sons have 
already taken over his businesses. The usage of this concept becomes a 
widespread phenomenon in Hong Kong. This is an automatic thought and we 
can’t stop thinking of it when there is a typhoon. His image, power, and 
influence, is really that big. Therefore, this term will be embedded into 
every Hong Kong citizens’ mind.” (Interviewee 4) 
 
“It depends on whether people still want to keep it present or not. 
Because it relies on the mouth whether it wants to let it present.”  
(Interviewee 5) 
 
“Perhaps this urban legend will become less popular or its discussion may 
diminish, but he is really irreplaceable.” (Interviewee 6) 
 
“I think this urban legend will not be disintegrated, the only matter is 
whether it will be renamed to other families, like Kwok’s Field.” 
(Interviewee 9) 
 
Just mentioned by interviewee 2 and 5, since this urban legend is a social 
construct, the future of this urban legend depends on whether participants of this 
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urban legend want it to survive. In other words, the continuance of this urban 
legend is unforeseeable. However, since this urban legend refers to “Li’s” family 
as a collective instead of only targeting on Li Ka-shing alone, interviewee 2 and 4 
mentioned that if his sons could perform as well as their father, this urban legend 
will still exist in the foreseeable future. Furthermore, interviewee 9 provided 
another account that if the performance of Li’s businesses are surpassed by 
other tycoons in Hong Kong, this urban legend may be renamed to other 
tycoons.  
 
Theoretically, according to the basic law of rumour (Allport & Postman, 1946), 
both ambiguity and importance must be present altogether to provoke the 
interests of listeners. Without one of the two determinants, the rumour or urban 
legend will be discarded immediately.  
 
From the theory, it is to predict that the urban legend will cease to exist in the 
Hong Kong society. In terms of the determinant of importance, the importance of 
typhoons as well as typhoon vacations for most employees is unaffected after the 
retirement of Li Ka-shing. However, the determinant of ambiguity is an another 
story, in which the ambiguity of hoisting typhoon signals will be lower in the future 
because the authorities have been recently undertaking a proactive role to 
eliminate misconceptions on meteorology.  
 
Specifically, the Hong Kong Observatory has debunked this urban legend 
(hkweather, 2018) via social media, such as the use of Facebook page and a 
series of YouTube videos. To use a dialectic model of self from Mead (1934) to 
further illustrate the effect of debunking, the Observatory’s explanations serve as 
anti-thesis against the thesis of this urban legend. For each individual participant, 
when the public awareness on this urban legend diminishes, and believing it to 
be scientifically incorrect, the subjective “I” may cease to engage in the 
promulgation process because the objective “me” image others’ responses that 
there would be possible social sanctions if the individual continues to talk about 
Li’s Field, like being made fun of being “outdated” and “stupid”. 
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With the increasingly active engagement in the public relations, citizens may 
have a clear understanding about the scientific principle behind the absence of 
typhoons and the deflecting trajectories. Therefore, from the theory, with the loss 
of ambiguity, the determinant of importance cannot sustain the appeal of this 
urban legend. Subsequently, the debate on this urban legend will not be as viral 
as before, and the symbols (or to be precise, the mythemes) conveyed in this 
urban legend, such as government-bourgeoisie coalition, will be represented by 
other potential and burgeoning narratives (e.g. literature, jokes, or even other 
urban legends) to exist in the society.  
 
In addition, the perception that the Hong Kong Observatory only concerns about 
the interests of the business sector will be challenged in the future. With 
reference to the information provided by the Observatory during its annual open 
day in 2019, the Observatory is going to develop “societal impact-based 
forecasting service by combining various types of big data” (as illustrated by the 
following Figure 17).  Hence, it is to predict that the warning system of the 
Observatory will be more humanized instead of being too rigorous which could 
accommodate the needs of the masses as well as the society, and the chance of 
the Observatory to be under fire by the masses may be much lower.  
 
To conclude by relating their narratives to the two interpretative frameworks, 
participants who have agency and self-indications could steer the future 
trajectories of this urban legend, in which they are also dependent on how others 
view and think the urban legend will be. Only when the decisive entrepreneurs of 
new elements appear can the future of this urban legend be predicted. 
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Figure 17. An information corner illustrating the intention of the Hong Kong Observatory to 
consider social impact into its forecasting system, taken during the Observatory’s open day 
2019.  
 
10. Limitations 
 
Despite all efforts to enhance the quality of this research, it is to acknowledge 
that this research possesses the following limitations:   
 
Firstly, there is a methodological constraint that the interviewees were chosen 
based on non-probabilistic sampling methods, especially the use of convenience 
sampling method. Subsequently, when interviewees were chosen from the 
researcher’s social circle, they may share a degree of similarities which 
undermine the validity and reliability of this research. Ultimately, such 
composition of interviewees may not be representative enough even if the 
theoretical sampling is also used auxiliary.  
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Secondly, this research lacks generalizability, mainly due to the nature of 
qualitative research. Since all data are qualitative in nature, they do not carry any 
statistical significance. Besides, the theoretical frameworks underpinning the 
promulgation patterns of Li’s Field urban legend in Hong Kong may not be 
applicable to other urban legends in Hong Kong. Hence, all the findings may just 
be able to confine to the context of this urban legend.  
 
Thirdly, with the adoption of qualitative research method, the results may be 
difficult to replicate. Although some rigorous protocols were compiled so as to 
enhance the reliability of this research, including the interviewee guides, different 
interviewees may share different traits and experiences. Subsequently, their 
responses may deviate from this research. Furthermore, all the Internet data, 
such as the posts and threads on discussion forums, are extremely unstable and 
dynamic (Braun, Clarke & Gray, 2017). Even if there are rigorous protocols 
guiding data collection, the research results may not be replicated by other 
researchers.  
 
Fourthly, with the locus to understand how promulgation process of this urban 
legend in Hong Kong, the recruitment of interviewees ought to include an array of 
social aggregates, including employees, employers, students, and the 
unemployed. However, the composition of this research only focuses on the 
narratives of employers (in which the managers are also perceived as 
employees). Without a doubt, such recruitment of interviewees may neglect 
opinions and insights from other social aggregates, especially employers.  
 
11. Future Studies 
 
With the differences of research focus and the limitations of this research, there 
are an ample room for future studies to further explore the following issues.   
 
Firstly, since the contents from the narratives of selected interviewees only refer 
at a static point (i.e. cross-sectional), it is also important to understand whether 
longitudinal position changes, like job promotion, would affect how interviewees 
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think on the urge to have therapeutic typhoon vacations and their perspectives on 
this urban legend.  
 
Secondly, since this research only focus on employees, individuals who are not in 
the labour force are intentionally excluded in this research, especially students. 
Therefore, the analysis on the semiotics of this urban legend from this cohort, like 
their perception on typhoon vacations and Li Ka-shing, should also be conducted 
for unveil how socialization processes shape students’ perspectives on the 
semiotics.  
 
Thirdly, the future researches can probe into the perspective of employers. From 
interviewees like interviewee 5 who is a manager of the supermarket, she 
articulated that employees want vacations most probably due to their hedonistic 
pursuits. Hypothetically, her perception resembles a taken-for-granted beliefs on 
penny-pitching employers who are instinctually engage in profit-maximizing 
activities. Therefore, employers’ attitudes towards typhoons and typhoon 
vacations may stand a stark contrast with employees. 
 
Fourthly, this research only uses the example of Li’s Field as a case study to 
make a primary analysis on how urban legends promulgate in Hong Kong 
society. Simultaneously, there are other urban legends circulating in Hong Kong 
worth investigating into, including the urban legend talking about some Hong 
Kong people who visited the Luohu Commercial City (羅湖商業城) and Dongmen 
Pedestrian street (東門) in Shenzhen got their internal organs extracted by gangs 
in the mainland of China alive for organ selling (Oriental Daily, 2007); and the 
urban legend of “the girl ghost with a plait” (辮子姑娘)86 claiming that there was a 
girl ghost in a pedestrian road in Chinese University of Hong Kong, who died of a 
terrible accident. When the paradigm of symbolic interactionism is used to 
                                               
86 In the narrative (Apple Daily, 2013), she attempted to migrate from the mainland of China to 
Hong Kong by hiding in the compartment of the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) train. However, 
when the train approached the area of Chinese University of Hong Kong, she was fallen out of the 
train but her plait was clipped by the train door, so her face got accidentally wear away by the 
moving train and died excruciatingly. After the accident, she became a ghost and scared 
pedestrians.   
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analyse these urban legends in Hong Kong, there are some semiotics and 
mythemes behind in which the creators have something to tell the others, just like 
the urban legend of Li’s Field in this research.  
 
12. Conclusion 
 
In the contemporary society, it is predicted that the prevalence of scientific spirit 
should eliminate the ambiguous urban legends which have unreliable and 
insufficient references to substantiate them. Nonetheless, the hype for 
participating in the collective transactions of urban legends seems to reject the 
prediction. Counter-intuitively, it is found that although urban legends sound 
ridiculous and hilarious, they exist for a reason, and the arguments behind the 
urban legend may not be antagonized with the spirit of science.  
 
In the case of Li’s Field, this urban legend claims the richest tycoon, Li Ka-shing, 
invented an invisible force field to deflect the trajectories of typhoons so as to 
secure the financial operations in Hong Kong. Although the majority of selective 
interviewees do not believe this urban legend, and they do not treat this urban 
legend seriously, they still participate in the promulgation process because they 
want to enhance solidarity of the listeners, to alleviate their grievances, and to 
use this urban legend as an instrument to get involved in a social group talking 
about this urban legend.  
 
To achieve the aforementioned goals, the implicit symbols used in this urban 
legend were carefully chosen and choreographed by creators, and they evolve 
during the ongoing social construction process. During the process, every 
participants can share the generic semiotic by forwarding the mediums to convey 
this urban legend directly, and/or create their own symbols for injecting their 
imaginations and symbols into this urban legend. 
 
From the two interpretative frameworks, which are social constructivism and 
symbolic interactionism, the promulgation process of this urban legend manifests 
how the shared understanding of this urban legend on the macro level is 
contributed by individual participants who have agency and self-indications, and 
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purposively and strategically attach their meanings and imaginations on this 
urban legend via the mutual exchange of symbols. While they are perceived as 
entrepreneurs of this urban legend given their role to contribute new insights and 
new symbols to convey the implicit meanings, they are also dependent on how 
others perceive their inputs.  
 
Lastly, this urban legend emerged under the conjunctual causes, including the 
power interplay by various social actors, employer-employee antagonism, the rise 
of the Internet, and the tolerance of multi-cultures. Possessing the four causes, 
this urban legend emerged in 2006, and exists exclusively in Hong Kong. When 
the promulgation of this urban legend continues, this urban legend may also go 
beyond the realm of Hong Kong, as embodied by the derivative urban legend - 
“gambling wall” in Macau.  
 
With the retirement of Li Ka-shing, this urban legend in the future must undergo 
renovations and evolutions, depending on how the participants modify, maintain, 
or discard their existing narratives. This research affirms the role of human 
agency in determining the creation, promulgation, and the mutation of urban 
legend longitudinally. Whether the future of this urban legend is path-dependent 
on the past, or completely substituted, is something should be waited and seen. 
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15. Appendices 
 
Appendix 1: Consent form for individual structured interviews 
 
嶺南大學                                                 
社會學及社會政策系 
 
訪問同意書 
 
先生／女士您好： 
 
  本人是嶺南大學社會學及社會政策系的四年級學生李樂生。本人目前正進行一
項大學學士畢業論文研究，希望探討「李氏力場」都市傳說在香港社會出現的過
程，以及颱風假對市民的意義。現誠邀 閣下接受本人的訪問，以提供寶貴的意見
和想法。 
  
  訪問過程須知： 
 
● 閣下只需與本研究員進行一次歷時四十五分鐘的個人面談，但會因應閣下的
需要延長或縮短。 
● 為了保障閣下的私隱，閣下的敏感資料不會在任何渠道被公開，包括個人姓
名和任職公司名字。 
● 訪談內容將以不記名方式用於論文。 
● 訪問內容會被錄音，但隨即會被謄錄為電腦文字稿作研究分析之用。同時，
文字檔只限本人及論文指導老師存取。 
● 閣下向本人提供的所有資料會嚴格恪守本港的個人資料（私隱）條例進行保
密，所有資料包括受訪者身份、電子錄音檔案及完整文字稿。 
● 訪問內容只會用作學術研究之用。 
● 研究員會提供薄禮感謝閣下抽空參與本研究。 
● 論文研究完成後，一切訪問內容的紀錄（包括錄音檔案）將於三個月內銷
毀。 
● 在研究的過程中，如閣下抱有任何問題，可隨時提出疑問或退出研究。 
● 閣下參與本研究出於自願，若果閣下需要退出研究，您將不會被要求負上任
何責任。 
● 若閣下對此研究有任何疑問，您可以隨時和本研究員李樂生（電話號碼：
________，電郵地址：loksanglee@ln.hk）或論文指導老師陳鮮叡博士聯絡
（電話號碼：________，電郵地址：sharon@Ln.edu.hk） 
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  閣下的參與將對本人的研究有莫大幫助。若閣下願意接受訪問，煩請閣下在下
方的受訪同意書上簽名，謝謝你抽空前來協助。 
 
 
嶺南大學社會學及社會政策系 
學生 李樂生敬上 
 
二零一九年___月___日 
受訪同意書 
 
  在經過研究者介紹後，本人，____________________ 已閱讀上述訪問過程須知
的內容，同意及自願參與此項研究。在研究的過程中，如本人有任何問題，可隨時
提出疑問或退出研究。 
                                    
 
受訪者簽名：________________________  
日期：二零一九年___月___日 
 
 
研究員簽名：________________________  
日期：二零一九年___月___日 
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Appendix 2: Interview Guide for individual structured interviews  
 
Part 1: Pre-interview questions 
 
- Self-introduction:  
Good morning/ afternoon/ night! I am a Sociology student from Lingnan University, my 
name is Lee Lok Sang. I am glad that all of you here have agreed to attend this 
individual interview on the topic regarding the promulgation of Li’s Field urban legend. Is 
it okay for me to audio-record the whole interview and for the latter transcription into 
words? During the analysis of this study, you will be given an alias so as to ensure strict 
confidentiality and anonymity of your identity. 
 
- Do you have some questions want to ask before the interview?  
- Signing the Consent Form  
- If you feel uncomfortable, you can leave this discussion as you wish.  
- Shall we begin this interview?  
 
Part 2: Interview questions 
 
Q1: Graph87 interpretation88 on typhoons’ trajectory 颱風軌跡圖片誘發題 in selective 
years 特選年份89: 1994 年、1999 年、2006 年、2013 年 
 
- What have you seen? 你見到啲咩？ 
- Have you found anything special in these diagrams? 你覺得圖入面嘅颱風有冇特別嘅地
方？ 
- Why do you think so? 點解你覺得咁呢？ 
 
Q2: Have you heard of the “Li’s Field” urban legend 請問你有冇聽過「李氏力場」呢個
都市傳說？ 
 
→ If does 如有： 
 
- According to your understnading, would you mind telling me what is this urban legend? 
據你所知，可唔可以話俾我知呢個都市傳說係點樣？ 
 
- Where did you first heard of this urban legend? 你喺邊到聽返嚟？  
 
                                               
87 These diagrams will not be covered due to copyright issues. 
88 The six diagrams will be presented to interviewees chronologically, one by one.  
89 Due to the time limit on the interview sections, a total of 4 years’ trajectories will be discussed. 
The selection criteria is choosing two respective years in each decade, from 1990 to 2018 under 
the principle of random sampling.  
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→ If doesn’t 如冇： 
 
- According to the Internet, “Li’s Field” is an urban legend alleging that an entrepreneur Li 
Ka-shing invented a Force Field which could deflect the trajectories of typhoons away 
from Hong Kong. Consequently, Hong Kong is blessed for having a significant decrease 
of the number of typhoons in recent years, as well as the need of a total work/school 
suspension. After hearing this statement, how do you feel?  
 
據網上所講，「李氏力場」係由香港商人「李嘉誠發明嘅一個能阻擋颱風吹襲香港的力場，
因此令近年香港極少受到颱風正面吹襲而導致停工停課。」(evchk)，聽完你有咩感受？ 
 
- Do you agree that this urban legend is distinctive in the case of Hong Kong? 你覺得呢
個都市傳說算唔算喺香港先有？ 
 
- Have you heard of similar tale from other countries? 其他地方又有冇相似嘅嘢？ 
 
Q3: Have you shared this urban legend with others? 得知呢個都市傳說後，請問你有
冇同其他人分享過？ 
 
→ If does 如有： 
 
- In which mediums have you used to spread this urban legend with others? 請問你用咩
渠道去參與呢個都市傳說嘅傳播？ 
 
- What factors encouraged you to engage in the dissemination of this urban legend? 有
咩原因驅使你咗樣做？ 
 
→ If doesn’t 如冇： 
 
- Compare with other Internet users who have engaged in the discussion and 
promulgation of this urban legend, why don’t you spread this urban legend as they did? 
相比其他參與呢個都市傳說傳播嘅網民，點解你唔選擇同其他人講呢？ 
 
Q4: Do you believe in the existence of the “Li’s Field”? 請問你本人相唔相信「李氏力
場」真係存在呢？ 
 
→ If does 如果相信： 
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-Why do you believe this urban legend? 點解你相信呢個都市傳說呢？ 
 
- The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) has officially debunked this urban legend for 
repeated times, saying this urban legend is ridiculous (i.e. the former director of the HKO 
was interviewed by HK01 and he said this urban legend is “completely absurd”). In 
response to the abnormalities of the decreasing number of typhoon holidays, these 
scientists explained it by mathematics, statistics and physics (like the Coriolis Force). 
How you you make sense of the scientific explanations provided by them?  香港天文台屢
次公開「闢謠」，表示「李氏力場」係無稽之談（如林超英接受香港 0190訪問時表示李氏力場
是「絕對荒謬」），並將少颱風假嘅原因歸咎於數學統計學及物理現象（如科氏力 Coriolis 
Force）。請問你點睇天文台呢個解釋？ 
 
Indicative questions: 為何唔相信天文台嘅科學？Why aren’t you convinced by their 
explanations?  
 
→ If doesn’t 如果唔相信：Do you think why this “absurd” urban legend continues to 
circulate within the Hong Kong society? 請問你點睇呢個都市傳說得以在香港社會流傳至
今？ 
 
Q5: In the following, I will present some “meme” diagrams from online discussion 
forums produced from different Internet users who expressed their views on the 
“Li’s Field”. 以下係網民整嘅所謂meme圖91，及喺討論區上留言，去表達佢哋對李氏力
場嘅睇法。 
 
- What do you see? 你可唔可以話俾我知，你見到啲咩？ 
 
- Why do you think these Internet users produced such diagrams? 你認為點解啲網民會
整呢啲圖？ 
 
- Do you agree with the motives guiding their production of these memes? 你又認唔認同
佢哋整呢啲圖嘅動機？ 
 
Q6: From your point of view, what is the symbol of Li Ka Shing? 在你角度而言，你
                                               
90 Chung, Y. T. (2018). 【李嘉誠退休】李氏力場瓦解？回顧三任天文台台長如何應對. HK01. 
Retrieved on Apr 26, 2019, from https://www.hk01.com/社會新聞/167865/李嘉誠退休-李氏力場瓦
解-回顧三任天文台台長如何應對.  
91 These meme diagrams were randomly chosen from the search engine Google. The keyword 
used is “Li’s Field”. Due to the short period of discussion time, only six diagrams were chosen.  
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認為「李嘉誠」係一個點樣嘅存在？ 
 
- How would you appraise of him? 你點樣評價佢？ 
 
- Why would people think that the “Li’s Field” is created by Li Ka-shing, instead of being 
other tycoons in Hong Kong like Lee Shau-kee and Walter Kwok? 點解「李」氏力場會係
被認為係李嘉誠整出嚟，而唔係其他富豪，例如「李」兆基，「郭」炳湘？ 
 
Q7: Newspaper comparison 報章比較題 
 
- Do you think why the same thing happened (i.e. no. 8 typhoon signal was not 
hoisted despite a typhoon was passing through Hong Kong) from 90’s to the 
present, but citizens change the culprit to be blamed, from the HKO in per se to Li 
Ka-shing?,你認為點解喺 90年代至今，同樣都有颱風「過門」而不掛 8號風球嘅現象，令
打工仔想放颱風假嘅願望落空；但香港人埋怨嘅對象會由天文台變為埋怨李嘉誠？ 
 
I) Apple Daily A08 | 要聞 | 1999-08-23 遲掛八號波天文台被責 懸掛半日至今晨一時仍未除
下 
II) Oriental Daily News A02 | 港聞 | 2006-08-04 罔顧市民天文台掛錯波捱批 
III) Ming Pao Daily News A03 | 港聞 | 2010-10-26 鮎魚逼近 3 天睡 5 小時 
 
Q8: Whenever it is said that a typhoon is forming near Hong Kong, how do you 
feel? 每次颱風喺香港附近形成嘅時候，你會有咩心情？ 
 
- Do you normal anticipate a typhoon vacation? Why? 你會唔會好想放颱風假？點解？ 
 
- What is the significance of a typhoon vacation for your own sake? 颱風假本身對你本人
嚟講有咩重要性？ 
 
Q9: Let suppose a dream of a potential typhoon vacation banishes, how do you 
feel? 如果颱風假落空，你會有咩心情？ 
 
- Taking an example from last year’s typhoon Typhoon Mangkhut, due to the fact that a 
typhoon holiday was not announced, employees had to get back to their positions 
despite severe traffic disruptions. At that moment, which parties did you blame the most: 
the HKO, the Li’s Field, the government, or company’s working arrangement?  以上年「山
竹」嘅例子，因沒有宣佈停工，令打工仔要在交通中斷嘅時候仍要繼續上班。呢個時候，
你會責備天文台落波落得唔合時，李氏力場太廢，政府宣佈唔夠貼地，定係公司政策令你
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繼續要返工？ 
 
- When you returned to your position, would you discuss your grievances with people 
surrounding you? 一返到公司嗰陣，你同你嘅同事/ 客人/ 親友會唔會討論呢樣嘢？ 
 
Q10: If there is a typhoon vacation, how do you feel? 如果有颱風假嘅時候，你會有咩
心情？ 
 
- Which party do you thank the most? Why? 以下你會最多謝邊個：政府？天文台？李嘉
誠？公司政策？點解？ 
 
Q11: For employer only 只限僱主：Because of your duty to determine whether your 
subordinates could enjoy a special arrangement before, during,and after typhoon, if a 
typhoon holiday banishes, how would your subordinates treat you?  因為你有權決定你嘅
下屬有冇得放颱風假，如果颱風假落空嘅時候，下屬會對你有冇咩反應？ 
 
- How about the opposite? How would your subordinates treat you?相反，如果有颱風假
嘅時候，下屬又會對你有冇咩反應？ 
 
 
 
Q12: Data interpretation 資料詮釋題 
 
- How would you make sense of the following data? 請問你會如何回應/ 有咩感受？ 
 
I) 《力場無限好》 (HardPlasticBoy, 2010) 
 
多經典的風后 一霎眼已走 
纏綿著廣東的山丘 福建那裡走 
作勢嚇怕宇宙 震撼永久 
李氏力場還是未惡夠 如像噩咒 
 
多好玩的三仔 只掛 800 咪 
連同特區這好兄弟 呃到你冇計 
愛李愛到一個地步 落命令收制 
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枉當初呼呼作勢 最勁的風帝 最後化爛泥 
 
力場無限好 Wow Wow Wow 打風已黃昏 Ha Ha Ha 
本想放日假 李氏卻說絕不肯 
即使那頭近 卻又要繼續搵銀！ 
力場無限好 Wow Wow Wow      我地被人昆 
打風的快感 轉向不幸 
聽朝波士不肯等人 你要盡快訓 
 
等塞車返港島 等到叫老母 
長存在海底的通道 收費要細數 
每秒每晚彷似大盜 偷走的積蓄一天天變無 
新樓啲則好 想供供不到 
 
力場無限好 Wow Wow Wow 打風已黃昏 Ha Ha Ha 
返工最實際 繼續博殺度一生 
只想放日假 卻令你我極傷感 
力場無限好 繼續被人昆 
打風必無梗 永遠搵笨 
商家努力支撐港人 放假未答允 
ParknShop 多的是 加價平常事 
然而廿蚊買到的 永遠不相似 
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II) 《李禱文》(黑熊太太, 2010) 
 
我們在中環的超人， 
願人都尊你的姓為李。 
願李的國降臨， 
願李的旨意行在香港， 
如同行在長實。 
我們日用的物品， 
百佳賣給我們。 
免李家的稅， 
如同我們免窮人的福利。 
不叫我們遇到風球， 
救我們脫離黑雨。 
因為住屋、電力、交通，全是李的， 
直到永遠。 
因李，及楷，及孫之名，阿門。 
 
Q13: Do you think the urban legend continues to exist in the future (the fact that Li 
Ka Shing has retired) 李嘉誠先生最近正式退休，請問你認為「李氏力場」呢個都市傳說
會唔會繼續喺未來香港社會存在？ 
 
- Do you think the Chinese translation of the “Li’s Field” as 「李氏力場」 and 「李氏力牆」
are equivalent?  
 
Last question: It’s nearly the end of this interview. Do you have something want to ask?  
 
Part 3: Post-Interview remarks 
 
- I think I have asked enough questions. That’s the end of this interview session. Thank 
you very much for your kind patience and precious contribution.  
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Supplementary: Meme pictures92 for answering question 5 
 
Picture 1 
 
 
 
                                               
92 All the photos were captured on the thread regarding the Li’s Field from The Encyclopedia of 
Virtual Communities in Hong Kong (香港網絡大典). It is difficult to trace the creators of the 
selective photos for credit. 
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Picture 2  
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Picture 3 
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Picture 4 
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Picture 5 
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Appendix 3: Summary of Interviewees (n=9) 
Demographic Determinants Frequency Percentage93 (%) 
(a) Gender 
  Male 4 44.4 
  Female 5 55.5 
(b) Age range 
  19 or below / 0 
  20-29 3 33.3 
  30-39 / 0 
  40-49 2 22.2 
  50-59 2 22.2 
  60-69 2 22.2 
  70 or above / 0 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
93 The percentage in this table is corrected to the three significant figures 
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(c) Highest educational level 
  Primary or below 1 11.1 
  Secondary (Not fully attained in HKCEE or HKDSE system) 2 22.2 
  Secondary 5 (Fully attained in HKCEE level) 2 22.2 
  Secondary 6 (Fully attained in HKDSE level) 1 11.1 
  Secondary 7 (Fully attained in HKAL level) / / 
  Higher diploma or associate degree 1 11.1 
  Bachelor’s degree or above 2 22.2 
(d) Monthly salaries  
  None94 1 11.1 
  $10,000 or below 1 11.1 
  $10,001 - $15,000 2 22.2 
                                               
94 From the case of a housewife. 
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  $15,001 - $20,000 2 22.2 
  $20,001 - $25,000 2 22.2 
  $25,001 - $65,000 0 0 
  $65,000 - $70,000 1 11.1 
  $70,000 or above 0 0 
(e) Occupational status  
Employed (full-time) 7 77.7 
Self-employed 1 11.1 
Retired 1 11.1 
(f) Employment sector 
Agriculture 1  
 
 
 
 
 
Catering  1 
Disciplined Services 1 
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Finance and banking  1  
11.1 
Government  1 
Hospitality  1 
Retailing  1 
Social welfare 1 
Others 1 
(g) Employment position 
Manager 3 33.3 
Employee95  4 44.4 
Others 2 22.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
95 “Employees” here refers to an employed person who has no subordinates. 
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Appendix 4: Summary of typhoons necessitating typhoon signal no.8 or above 
Year Strength Typhoon Typhoon signal(s) 
necessitating 
work suspension 
Hoisted Date 
and Time  
Lowered Date 
and Time 
Week-day Number of 
typhoon 
leading to 
holiday 
Typhoon 
Holiday96 
199197 Severe 
Tropical 
Storm (強烈
熱帶風暴) 
Brendan (布
倫登) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 23 Jul 2100 24 Jul 1000 Tue - Wed  1 0.5 
199298 Severe 
Tropical 
Storm 
Gary (加里) No. 8 (NE + SE) 22 Jul 0545 22 Jul 1615  Wed 1 1 
199399 Typhoon 
(颱風) 
Koryn (高
蓮) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 27 Jun 1030 27 Jun 2225 Sun 2 0 
Typhoon Tasha (泰
莎) 
No. 8 (SE) 20 Aug 1600 21 Aug 0030 Fri - Sat 0.5 
Severe 
Tropical 
Storm 
Becky (貝
姬) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 17 Sep 0250 17 Sep 1510 Fri 1 
                                               
96 Due to the variation of workplace’s typhoon arrangement before and after the handover of sovereignty on 1997, the current framework of Code of Practice 
in times of Typhoons and Rainstorms is applied in the discussion. Therefore, “typhoon holiday” or typhoon vacation refers to work suspension only. In this 
paper, school suspension is exempted from discussion due to the looser and varied arrangements. 
97 Royal Observatory Hong Kong. (1993). Tropical Cyclones in 1991. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1991.pdf 
98 Royal Observatory Hong Kong. (1994). Tropical Cyclones in 1992. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1992.pdf  
99 Royal Observatory Hong Kong. (1995). Tropical Cyclones in 1993. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1993.pdf  
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Typhoon Dot (黛蒂) No. 8 (SE) 26 Sep 0915 26 Sep 1600 Sun 0 
1994100 Nil  0 0 
1995101 Severe 
Tropical 
Storm 
Helen (海
倫) 
No. 8 (NE + NW + 
SW) 
11 Aug 2230 12 Aug 1415 Fri - Sat 2  
Typhoon Kent (肯特) No. 8 (NW + SW) 31 Aug 1300 31 Aug 2100 Thur 0.5 
Typhoon Sibyl (斯寶) No. 8 (SE) 3 Oct 0510 3 Oct 1130 Tue 0.5 
1996102 Typhoon Sally (莎莉) No. 8 (SE) 9 Sep 0215 9 Sep 0540 Mon 0 0 
1997103 Typhoon  Victor (維克
托) 
No. 8 (NE + SW); 
No. 9 
2 Aug 1200 3 Aug 0330 Sat - Sun 0 0 
1998104 Nil  
Typhoon  Leo (利奧) No. 8 (NE) 2 May 1330 2 May 1730 Sun 2 0 
                                               
100 Royal Observatory Hong Kong. (1995). Tropical Cyclones in 1994. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1994.pdf  
101 Royal Observatory Hong Kong. (1996). Tropical Cyclones in 1995. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1995.pdf  
102 The Hong Kong Observatory. (1997). Tropical Cyclones in 1996. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1996.pdf  
103 The Hong Kong Observatory. (1998). Tropical Cyclones in 1997. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1997.pdf  
104 The Hong Kong Observatory. (1999). Tropical Cyclones in 1998. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1998.pdf  
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1999105 Typhoon  Maggie (瑪
姬) 
No. 8 (NW + NE); 
No. 9 
7 Jun 0030 7 Jun 1030 Mon 0.5 
Typhoon  Sam (森姆) No. 8 (NW + SW) 22 Aug 1230 23 Aug 0350 Sun - Mon 0 
Typhoon  York (約克) No. 8 (NW + SW); 
No. 9; No. 10 
16 Sep 0315 16 Sep 2210 Thur 1 
Severe 
Tropical 
Storm  
Cam (錦雯) No. 8 (NW + SW) 26 Sep 0520 26 Sep 1410 Sun 0 
2000106 Nil 
2001107 Typhoon  Utor (尤特) No. 8 (NE + NW + 
SW) 
5 Jul 1930 6 Jul 1340 Thur - Fri 2 0.5 
Tropical 
Storm (熱帶
風暴) 
Yutu (玉兔) No. 8 (NE + SW) 25 Jul 0030 25 Jul 1940 Wed 1 
2002108 Severe 
Tropical 
Storm  
Hagupit (黑
格比) 
No. 8 (SE) 11 Sep 1340 12 Sep 0140 Wed - Thur 1 0.5 
2003109 Typhoon  Imbudo (伊 No. 8 (NE + SE) 23 Jul 2240 24 Jul 0815 Wed - Thur 1 0 
                                               
105 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2000). Tropical Cyclones in 1999. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc1999.pdf  
106 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2001). Tropical Cyclones in 2000. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2000.pdf  
107 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2002). Tropical Cyclones in 2001. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2001.pdf  
108 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2003). Tropical Cyclones in 2002. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2002.pdf  
109 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2004). Tropical Cyclones in 2003. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2003.pdf  
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布都) 
Typhoon  Dujuan (杜
鵑) 
No. 8 (NW + SW); 
No. 9 
2 Sep 1420 3 Sep 0130 Tue - Wed 0.5 
2004110 Tropical 
Storm 
Kompasu 
(圓規)  
No. 8 (NE + NW + 
SW) 
16 Jul 1145 16 Jul 1920 Fri 1 0.5 
2005111 Nil 
2006112 Nil (Typhoon Prapiroon 派比安 controversy) 
2007113 Severe 
Tropical 
Storm 
Pabuk (帕
布) 
No. 8 (SW) 10 Aug 1430 10 Aug 2140 Fri 1 0.5 
2008114 Typhoon  Fengshen 
(風神) 
No. 8 (NE + NW + 
SW) 
24 Jun 2245 25 Jun 1115 Tue - Wed 3 0.5 
Severe 
Tropical 
Storm  
Kammuri 
(北冕) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 6 Aug 0540 6 Aug 1715 Wed 1 
Typhoon  Nuri (鸚鵡 ) No. 8 (NW + SW); 
No. 9 
22 Aug 0740 23 Aug 0240 Fri - Sat 1 
                                               
110 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2005). Tropical Cyclones in 2004. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2004.pdf  
111 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2006). Tropical Cyclones in 2005. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2005.pdf  
112 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2007). Tropical Cyclones in 2006. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2006.pdf  
113 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2008). Tropical Cyclones in 2007. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2007.pdf  
114 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2009). Tropical Cyclones in 2008. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2008.pdf  
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Typhoon  Hagupit (黑
格比) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 23 Sep 1800 24 Sep 0630 Tue - Wed 0 
2009115 Typhoon  Molave (莫
拉菲) 
No. 8 (NW + SW); 
No. 9 
18 Jul 2330 19 Jul 
0640 
Sat - Sun 1 0 
Severe 
Tropical 
Storm 
Goni (天鵝) No. 8 (SE) 4 Aug 2140 5 Aug 0340 Tue - Wed 0 
Typhoon  Koppu (巨
爵) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 14 Sep 1755 15 Sep 1015 Mon - Tue 0.5 
+0.5 
2010116 Nil 
2011117 Typhoon  Nesat (納
沙)  
No. 8 (SE) 29 Sep 0440 29 Sep 1610 Thur 1 1 
2012118 Tropical 
Storm  
Doksuri (杜
蘇芮) 
No. 8 (NE + SE) 29 Jun 2305 30 Jun 0325 Fri - Sat 1 0 
Severe 
Typhoon  
Vicente (韋
森特) 
No. 8 (NE + SE); 
No. 9; No. 10 
23 Jul 1740 24 Jul 1010 Mon - Tue 0.5 
+0.5 
Typhoon  Kai-tak (啟
德) 
No. 8 (SE) 16 Aug 2215 17 Aug 0620 Thur - Fri 0 
                                               
115 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2010). Tropical Cyclones in 2009. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2009.pdf  
116 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2011). Tropical Cyclones in 2010. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2010.pdf   
117 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2013). Tropical Cyclones in 2011. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/tc2011.pdf  
118 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2014). Tropical Cyclones in 2012. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/TC2012.pdf  
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2013119 Super 
Typhoon  
Utor (尤特) No. 8 (SE) 14 Aug 0140 14 Aug 1340 Wed 2 0.5 
Super 
Typhoon  
Usagi (天兔) No. 8 (NW + SW) 22 Sep 1840 23 Sep 0920 Sun - Mon 0.5 
2014120 Typhoon  Kalmaegi 
(海鷗) 
No. 8 (SE) 15 Sep 2230 16 Sep 1040 Mon - Tue 1 0.5 
2015121 Typhoon  Linfa (蓮花) No. 8 (NW) 09 Jul 1640 09 Jul 2210 Thur 1 0.5 
2016122 Typhoon  Nida (妮妲) No. 8 (NW + SW) 01 Aug 2040 02 Aug 1240 Mon - Tue 2 0.5 
Super 
Typhoon  
Haima (海
馬) 
No. 8 (NW + SW) 21 Oct 0610 21 Oct 1720 Mon 1 
2017123 Severe 
Tropical 
Storm  
Merbok (苗
柏) 
No. 8 (NE + NW + 
SW) 
12 Jun 1720 13 Jun 0440 Mon -Tue 2 0.5 
Tropical 
Storm  
Roke (洛克)  No. 8 (NW) 23 Jul 0920 23 Jul 1320 Sun 0 
Super 
Typhoon  
Hato (天鴿) No. 8 (NE + SE); 
No. 9; No. 10 
23 Aug 0520 23 Aug 1710 Wed 1 
                                               
119 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2015). Tropical Cyclones in 2013. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/TC2013.pdf  
120 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2015). Tropical Cyclones in 2014. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/TC2014.pdf  
121 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2016). Tropical Cyclones in 2015. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/TC2015.pdf  
122 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2017). Tropical Cyclones in 2016. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/TC2016.pdf  
123 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2019). Tropical Cyclones in 2017. Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from https://www.hko.gov.hk/publica/tc/TC2017.pdf  
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Severe 
Tropical 
Storm  
Pakhar (帕
卡) 
No. 8 (SE) 27 Aug 0510 27 Aug 1340 Sun 0 
Severe 
Typhoon  
Khanun (卡
努) 
No. 8 (NE) 15 Oct 0840 15 Oct 1920 Sun 0 
2018124 Super 
Typhoon 
Mangkhut 
(山竹)125 
No. 8 (NE, + SE), 
No. 9; No. 10  
16 Sep 0110 17 Sep 0520 Sun - Mon 0 0 
 
Notes: 
 
1) For typhoon holiday, if employees do not need to work during the whole business hours in a day (from 9:00am - 5:00pm), that 
counts as one typhoon holiday. Meanwhile, if employees enjoyed either a late work time (i.e. anytime later that 9:00am) or early 
leave from work time (i.e. any time before 5:00pm), that counts as 0.5 typhoon vacation. 
 
2) For typhoons which affected Hong Kong for two consecutive working days, let say Typhoon Koppu (巨爵) in 2009, bringing an 
early leave in the first affecting day and an delayed work time in the second affecting day, the whole typhoon vacation of the 
typhoon will be counted as 1 (i.e. 0.5 + 0.5) in total 
 
3) The typhoons which are shaped in red color denote there are one whole typhoon vacation. 
 
                                               
124 Employees have to work despite the severe damages on traffic network.  
125 The Hong Kong Observatory. (2016). Super Typhoon Mangkhut (1822). Retrieved on Apr 24, 2019, from 
https://www.weather.gov.hk/informtc/mangkhut18/report.htm  
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Appendix 5: Diagram on the number of typhoons necessitating signals no.8 and typhoon holidays from 1991 to 2018 in 
Hong Kong 
 
Note: 
(1) Diagram illustrating the number of typhoons with typhoon signal no. 8 (the white bars) from 1991 to 2018, and the blue bars represent the 
number of typhoon vacations is the same year. The two bars are composite in nature. Hence, to interpret the diagram, for example, in 1999, 
there were five typhoons which the typhoon signal no.8 hit Hong Kong. In the same year, there were 1.5 typhoon holidays 
 
(2) For typhoon holiday, if employees do not need to work during the whole business hours in a day (from 9:00am - 5:00pm), that counts as one 
typhoon holiday. Meanwhile, if employees enjoyed either a late work time (i.e. anytime later that 9:00am) or early leave from work time (i.e. any 
time before 5:00pm), that counts as 0.5 typhoon vacation. Besides, for typhoons which affected Hong Kong for two consecutive working days, 
let say Typhoon Koppu (巨爵) in 2009, bringing an early leave in the first affecting day and an delayed work time in the second affecting day, 
the whole typhoon vacation of the typhoon will be counted as 1 (i.e. 0.5 + 0.5) in total.  
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Appendix 6: Table illustrating the typhoon hitting time in relation to standard working hours, from 1991 to 2018 
 
09:00 18:00 
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09:00 18:00 
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09:00 18:00 
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Legend:  
 
- The blue bar = denoting the period when the typhoon signal no.8 or above is valid 
 
- The red bar = employees have to return to their workplace within two hours after the typhoon signal no. 8 is lowered 
 
- The green bar = employees gradually leave their workplace after the typhoon signal no. 8 is warned to issue  
 
Note: Regarding the green bar, employees start to leave their office two hours before the actual time to hoist the typhoon signal no. 
8 as the Pre-No. 8 Special announcement will be issued since 1987 (The Hong Kong Observatory, n.d.). 
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Appendix 7: The typhoon hitting time in relation to days of a week 
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Note: The typhoons which are shaped in red color denote there are one whole 
typhoon vacation.
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Appendix 8: Selective news blaming the Hong Kong Observatory from 1991 to 2006 
Year Incident Date of 
publish 
Newspaper Title 
1991 Nil 
1992 Heavy 
downpours 
1992-05-09  Hong Kong 
Daily News (新
報) 
Rainstorm floods Hong Kong, but school suspension was not declared. The officials blame 
the forecasting equipment (暴雨淹城未見停課宣布, 官方最後歸咎天文儀器) 
1992-05-09  MingPao 
(明報) 
Who should be blamed for the chaos of the rainstorm, bureaucrats are under fire (暴雨搞亂安
定試問咎在何方, 議員身受其苦炮轟官員失職) 
Severe 
Tropical 
Storm Gary 
(加里) 
1992-07-23  Express  
(快報) 
The losses of the suspended economy under typhoon are estimated to be 1.7 billion, the 
Chamber of Commerce blames the Observatory for being too sensitive (經濟陷停頓損失高達
17 億, 總商會抨擊天文台過敏) 
1992-07-23  SCMP Weathermen under fire over No. 8 Signal 
1992-08-05    MingPao 
(明報)   
Free Forum: Should the Observatory be blamed for its recent performances ( Sham Pak and 
Ting Sun Pao) [自由論壇: 天文台近期表現應受譴責？ (丁新豹, 岑柏)] 
1993 N/A 1993-03-24 SCMP  Observatory weathers criticism 
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1994 Nil 
1995 
1996 Typhoon 
Sally (莎莉) 
1996-09-10  Hong Kong 
Daily News (新
報) 
Editorial: a problem that should not appear again after typhoons - the problem on whether the 
Education Bureau should declare school suspension 
(社論: 颱風過後不應永遠出現問題 － 教署宣佈是否需要上課問題) 
1997 Heavy 
downpours 
1997-06-05 SCMP  More storms forecast as rain causes chaos - Students 
1997-08-15   Hong Kong 
Daily News (新
報) 
The Hong Kong Observatory and the Education Bureau will strengthen their connections, and 
decide whether schools have to be suspended under adverse weather for every 5 minutes (天
文台教育署加強聯繫, 每五分鐘了解天氣決定是否停課) 
1998 Nil  
1999 Typhoon Leo 
(利奧) 
1999-05-04 Apple Daily Citizens doubt, and the Observatory explained why the typhoon signal no.8 was hoisted even 
if the weather is stable 
(市民多質疑 天文台解釋 風平浪靜八號波) 
1999-05-04  Tin Tin Daily 
News 
The hoisting of typhoon signals do not consider the economic factor - The Observatory claims 
it to be right (掛風球強調不會考慮經濟因素 天文台稱沒有錯) 
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Typhoon 
Sam (森姆) 
1999-08-23 Apple Daily The Observatory is blamed for being too late to hoist the typhoon signal no. 8 - the signal 
remained for a half day (遲掛八號波天文台被責 懸掛半日至今晨一時仍未除下) 
2000 Nil 
2001 Tropical 
Storm (熱帶
風暴) Yutu 
(玉兔) 
2001-07-26 Sing Tao Daily Macau only hoisted typhoon signal no. 3, but Hong Kong got work suspended and losses 3 
billion – The commercial sector doubted that the Observatory hoisted the wrong typhoon 
signal  
(澳門只掛三號港停工損失三十億 商界質疑天文台掛錯波) 
Hong Kong 
Daily News 
Hoisting of typhoon signal no.8 for 19 hours, but the weather is stable and mild - the 
unexpected hoisting of such signal makes Hong Kong losses 0.5 billion  
 
(懸掛１９小時風平浪靜 無厘頭８號波經濟損失五億) 
2002 Nil 
2003 Typhoon 
Imbudo (伊布
都) 
2003-07-25 Sing Tao Daily The bus interchange station at the Hung Hom cross-harbour tunnel is so crowded - the 
typhoon signal no.8 was lowered during business hours - traffic chaos 
 
(紅隧巴士站人龍見首不見尾 上班時間「落波」交通大癱瘓) 
Apple Daily Bus stations were flooded with people for work - The Observatory was blamed for being too 
early to lower the typhoon signal no.8 
 
(颱風過後上班族迫爆車站 天文台捱轟 太早除風球) 
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2004 Tropical 
Storm 
Kompasu (圓
規) 
2004-07-17 Hong Kong 
Economic 
Times 
Employees blamed the Observatory to have late warning - “It is time-consuming and wasting 
money to go back home right after getting back to office” 
 
(上班族怨天文台遲警報 「椅未坐暖急回家 費錢費時」) 
2005 Nil 
2006 Typhoon 
Prapiroon (派
比安) 
2006-08-04 Apple Daily 559 flights were delayed, 672 cases of fallen trees, two ships stranded and trapped 100 
people - Why the typhoon signal no.8 was not hoisted?  
 
(559 班機延誤 672 宗塌樹兩船擱淺困百人 點解唔掛八號波？) 
The Sun Intentionally hide the wind strength to avoid the need to declare work and school suspensions 
- The Observatory is blamed for not considering the safety of citizens 
 
(故意隱瞞風力避免停工停課麻煩 天文台被轟草菅人命) 
Sing Tao Daily Severe rainstorm and accidents, at least 6 people hurt - The Observatory is blamed for not 
hoisting the typhoon signal no.8 
 
(狂風暴雨意外多 至少六人吹跌傷 天文臺不掛八號波捱轟) 
 
Note: Only some relevant news were randomly listed here. With the constraint of the news databases, it is impossible to retrieve all 
the news in old times. Hence, the record of some years may not be able to retrieve. 
